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INTRODUCTION
This termination report covers the latter part of a single research effort spanning several
grant cycles. During this time there was a single title, "Experimental and Modeling Studies of
Massif Anorthosites", but there were several contract numbers as the mode and location of
NASA contract administration changed. Initially, the project was funded as an increment to the
PI's other grant, "Early Differentiation of the Moon: Experimental and Modeling Studies", but
subsequently it became an independent grant. Table 1 contains a brief summary of the dates and
contract numbers.
Table 1. Administrative Summary :
"Experimental and Modeling Studies of Massif Anorthosites"
Dates Contract No. Comments
3/1/89 - 8/31/94 NAG 9-329 increment; final report submitted
3/1/93 - 2/28/97 NAGW-3407 independent contract no.; this report
6/1/97 - 2/28/99 NAG5-4558 independent contract no.; this report
Appendix A contains a list of the journal articles that cited support from this project after
3/31/93. Appendix B contains a list of the published abstracts supported by this project.
Appendix C contains a set of reprints of the published papers and abstracts.
REPORT
The purpose of this project was to study the petrogenesis of Proterozoic (massif)
anorthosites as possible analogs of lunar ferroan anorthosites (LFA). What the two groups of
anorthosites have in common is intermediate Mg/Fe in mafic minerals indicating that their parent
liquids were probably evolved from more primitive magmas, a relatively limited range in
plagioclase composition suggesting suspension and accumulation, and separation from their
mafic cumulates that is at least on the order of crustal thickness. To be sure there are many
significant differences -- plagioclase composition, tectonic setting, and areal extent a but what
is more important than the obvious differences is the development of tangible models of large
scale anorthosite petrogenesis against which the limited contextural information but extensive
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mineral and chemical data base of lunar anorthosites can be compared. The incentive for
developing terrestrial analogs has increased as diversity within the ferroan anorthosite suite has
come to the fore [1,2] and as detailed geochemical models have suggested that ferroan
anorthosites may not have crystallized directly from a homogeneous magma ocean [3]. This
latter situation is ironic: although the concept of a magma ocean was originally developed to
explain existence of lunar anorthosites [4], it is possible, now that there is independent indication
of the existence of a magma ocean formed by a giant impact [e.g., 5], that lunar anorthosites may
not have formed directly from a magma ocean, but rather from its aftermath. In any event,
whether ferroan anorthosites were passively accreted to the bottom of a crust floating atop a
magma ocean or whether ferroan anorthosites formed in plumes of plagioclase mushes detached
from stagnant bodies of melt too dense to erupt on the surface, it seemed prudent to investigate
terrestrial anorthosites in parallel with lunar anorthosites even though terrestrial anorthosites
were obviously not exact analogs.
There were significant results in terms of emplacement and late stage evolution.
Emplacement
A key element in lending plausibility to a non- or post-magma ocean hypothesis is
demonstrating the possibility of segregating plagioclase-rich suspensions or mushes from mafic
cumulates on a scale of tens of kilometers. To this end we began this research by investigating
two samples -- one, an anorthositic dike, the other, a synthetic high-Al gabbro -- that had been
proposed as parental magmas of massif anorthosites in Labrador (Harp Lake). This work [6]
demonstrated the dry liquidus of the anorthositic dike is too high (> 1350°C) for a crustal melt or
evolved liquid composition and that the liquidus plagioclase is far too anorthitic to match the
zoned cores of plagioclase in the dike rock. Adding water would of course lower the liquidus, but
would also make the liquidus plagioclase more calcic [7], thus increasing the mismatch with the
rock. On the other hand, the high-Al gabbro composition (HLCA) has plagioclase and
orthopyroxene with potentially parental compositions or near the liquidus at 10 - 12 kbar. In
particular, the liquidus orthopyroxene at 12 kbar has Mg/Fe ratio and CaO and A1203
concentrations similar to those of aluminous megacrysts (bulk) with plagioclase exsolution
lamellae [8], and in addition the plagioclase in this pressure range has a composition similar to
that in the typical Harp Lake anorthosite. The implications of these results are that the aluminous
opx megacrysts record transport from a lower crustal magma chamber to the upper crust where
anorthosites are finally emplaced, whereas the presence of relatively sodic plagioclase (Ab/An
partitioning is pressure-dependent) indicates that the plagioclase may have also been transported
from lower to upper crust as a crystal-rich suspension [9].
We continued this work by quantifying the pressure-dependence of Ab/An partitioning
for plagioclase-liquid and A1203 partitioning for orthopyroxene-liquid [9]. In particular, we
reversed the concentrations of experimental orthopyroxenes at 6 and 11.5 kbar. We also
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demonstrated that the high A1203 (incompatible) contents of opx megacrysts could not be the
result of kinetic processes (rapid growth, failure of plagioclase to nucleate) because the
megacrysts with the highest A1203 also have the highest Cr203, yet either kinetic process would
have led to a dramatic decrease in (compatible) Cr203. These results were consistent with the
general model that posits transport of suspension (or mushes) of 65 to 85 % plagioclase entrained
in an evolved, high-Al basaltic composition from a ponded magma chamber at the base of the
crust to a site of emplacement in the upper crust. At this point two formidable problems
remained. One was the mode of transport from the lower to upper crust; the other was the
petrogenesis of anorthosite massifs with average plagioclase composition considerably more
sodic (e.g., An40-45) than Harp Lake (An50-60).
We began to address the first problem by reviewing the literature on the rheology of
suspensions [9]. At high degrees of crystallinity, the crystals begin to form a rigid network or
"granular-framework-controlled mass" [10] and not only does the effective viscosity of a
suspension increase rapidly, but also movement is possible only by shearing and deformation of
the crystalline matrix. Although there is ample evidence of deformation in many anorthosites in
the form of granulation, bent twinning, and stress-induced twinning, there are also large tracts of
less anorthositic rocks as well, e.g., leucogabbros in the Laramie Complex [11] and leuconorites
in the Nain Complex [12] that show little or no evidence of deformation. So there appears to be
an observation-based need for transporting at least some anorthositic magma as a rheological
liquid. Theoretical considerations also militate against diapiric transport of a mass (i.e., a "solid")
that cannot convect internally [ 13]. Under nearly static conditions the transition from liquid-state
to solid-state rheology or the "critical melt fraction" may be described in terms of contiguity.
Contiguity is the fraction of the surface area occupied by solid-solid contacts -- in the present
case, primarily plagioclase-plagioclase contacts -- and contiguity values of 0.15 to 0.2 are cited
as marking the critical transition [ 13]. A theoretical relation between contiguity, crystallinity, and
wetting angle [14] predicts a critical melt fraction between 0.4 to 0.5 for wetting angles of 45 ° --
the angle measured for potassic feldspar in granitic melt by [15] and which we confirmed for
intermediate plagioclase in high-A1 basaltic melt [16]. Some factors common in anorthositic
rocks, a non-uniform distribution of crystal sizes and faceted crystal faces, may decrease
contiguity [ 14]. Motion of a crystal-liquid mixture will decrease contiguity still further [14], so
even a mass that begins to move with a deformable solid matrix may develop liquid-state
rheology.
These considerations are at least permissive of diapiric transport of suspensions with 65 -
70 % entrained plagioclase -- enough plagioclase to make leuconorites or leucogabbros (noritic
and gabbroic anorthosites), but probably not enough for true anorthosites. Recent fieldwork at
the Laramie Complex suggests a resolution to the problem. Unlike leucogabbros, which are
typically layered and contain weakly deformed crystals, anorthosites occur in massive bodies and
crystal deformation apparently increases with modal plagioclase [17]. These observations are
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consistent with a second episode of plagioclase enrichment (the first having occurred in the
ponded chamber at the base of the crust) following emplacement of a gabbroic anorthosite
suspension (65-70 % plagioclase) in the upper crust: buoyant masses of plagioclase accumulate
near the roof of the chamber, while gabbroic anorthosite accumulates on the floor, and
buoyancy-driven self-deformation squeezes interstitial liquid out of the roof cumulates-- the
more deformation, the more plagioclase. Thus large masses of true anorthosite may be local
phenomena developed after intrusions into the upper crust of liquid-state suspensions with 65-
70% entrained plagioclase derived from lower crustal chambers.
This 3-stage model may have important implications for lunar anorthosites regardless of
whether or not they formed from a magma ocean. Attention has been called to the fact that the
compositional variation among lunar ferroan anorthosites cannot be explained by simple two
component mixing of accumulated plagioclase and trapped interstitial liquid and that it is also
difficult to imagine how simple filter-pressing could produce rocks with as much as 99%
plagioclase on a large scale [18]. A resolution to these problems may be similar to the resolution
of the problem of true terrestrial anorthosites, albeit on a larger scale. If lunar anorthosites do not
form directly from a basaltic magma, but from a suspension (plagioclase entrained in a basaltic
liquid) with noritic anorthosite composition, and the anorthosite deforms internally, squeezing
out interstitial liquid, as it moves away from its parent, then it might prove possible to explain
both modal and chemical variation. As a first step toward a more quantitative understanding of
the dynamics of plagioclase mushes, we measured wetting angles using the terrestrial anorthosite
from [6]. As mentioned above, a long duration experiment (350 hrs, 10 kbar, 1150 °C) was run
just above the solidus, and 200 measurements made on SEM backscatterred electron images
yielded an average dihedral angle of 45 ° [ 16] -- identical to the angle assumed in [15]. Because
of its anisotropy and tendency to form faceted crystals, interpretting measured wetting angles for
plagioclase in terms of contiguity and the flow of suspensions is a more formidable problem than
for olivine or quartz. One observation that needs to be examined further is the apparent growth of
megagrains from aggregates (see below) -- this growth might first increase and then decrease
contiguity.
The second formidable problem facing the polybaric model for terrestrial anorthosites is
the petrogenesis of massifs with average plagioclase composition in the range of An40-45. An
evolved, but broadly basaltic magma (e.g. HLCA - above) is plausible parent magma for more
calcic massifs, such as Harp Lake [8]. However, if the difference in average plagioclase
composition were solely the result of the pressure effect on Ab-An partitioning, then the parent
basalt of the more alkaline anorthosites would have ponded at the implausible depths of 50 to 70
km. One might suggest more extensive fractionation of the basaltic magma at depth. Perhaps, but
not in the presence of plagioclase because Sr in the plagioclase from the more alkaline
Norwegian anorthosites is 30 to 50 % higher than that in the more calcic Nain anorthosites; and
Sr is highest in the most sodic plagioclase -- that from the Labrieville Complex [19]. Perhaps,
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the connectionis a little moresubtle:if similarbasalticmagmaspondat different depths,then
the magmathat pondsat thedeepestlevel wouldundergothemostextensivefractionationprior
to reachingsaturationwith plagioclase-- at which point anorthositeformationbegins.Sucha
mechanismmight accountnotonly for moresodicplagioclase,but alsogenerallyhigherlevelsof
K, Ti, andP in associatedrocks.
In orderto addressthis problem,we haveexaminedtheliquidusequilibria of aprimitive
monzonorite("jotunite") from theRogalanddistrictof Norway[20]. This rock (TJ) is partof the
chill marginof the Bjerkreim-Sokndal(B-S) layeredintrusionwhich is itself partof the massif
[21]. The compositionof this rock hasbeenproposedasthat of the parentmagmaof the B-S
intrusion [22] andof theassociatedswarmof dikes with compositionrangingfrom monzonorite
to monzonite(mangerite)to quartzmonzonite[23]. More importantly,compositionssuchasTJ
havebeensuggestedto havealsobeenparentalto theanorthositesat depth[24]. At 5 kbar the
inferredcrystallizationsequence-- plag _ plag+ ol _ plag+ ol + ilm _ plag± ol + ilm + opx
is identical to that observedin the most primitive cycles of the B-S intrusion, and the
compositionsof the olivine andplagioclasearesimilar to, albeitslightly moreevolvedthan, the
mostprimitive compositionsobservedin the intrusion[25].A1203concentrationsin opx arealso
consistentwith crystallization at P < 5 kbar. So the parent magma of the B-S intrusion was a
slightly less evolved version of TJ. Plagioclase and orthopyroxene appear together on the
liquidus of TJ from 10 to 13 kbar, where clinopyroxene joins them. So these pressures represent
the logical choice for the genesis of TJ by melting or fractionation processes. This pressure range
is also that predicted for the origin of the aluminous orthopyroxene megacrysts found within the
anorthosites proper.
Later, we realized that, despite higher TiO2, P205, and K20, TJ was cotectic with
orthopyroxene and plagioclase at nearly the same pressures (- 13 kb) as HLCA, and that at this
pressure the composition of the opx was similar to the most aluminous megacrysts in the
Norwegian (Rogaland) massif, while the plagioclase was similar to a great mass of that in the
anorthositic rocks [21]. In an effort to understand this curious coincidence, we examined the
liquidus relations of both compositions at the pressure where they are cotectic with pyroxene and
plagioclase and found an even more perplexing situation [26]. Both of the bulk compositions
project from the plagioclase component close to the plane of pyroxene compositions. Regions of
composition space where liquidus curves cross the plane of their coexisting crystals are thermal
maxima. Thus these 2 compositions lie close to the thermal maximum on the plag + opx + aug
liquidus boundary where it crosses the plane of coexisting plagioclase and pyroxene
compositions. Adjacent to the thermal maximum are thermal ridges on the plag + opx and plag +
aug liquidus surfaces. Therefore, in this pressure range TJ and HLCA lie on the "thermal high-
ground" of the liquidus surface -- an unlikely situation for evolved liquids. Thus neither
composition is likely to be reached by fractionation or even assimilation plus fractionation
(AFC), because assimilation requires crystallization to provide the heat of melting and
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crystallization will drive the liquid composition away from the thermal divide. At lower
pressuresthe pyroxene+ plagioclasethermal divide disappears[26], but both compositions
move off the cotectic into the plagioclaseliquidus volume, so AFC processescan produce
compositionssimilar to HLCA andTJ only by assimilationinto a morefeldspathicliquid. Our
work has shown that such liquids cannot be derived from melting the mantle or even
fractionating mantle melts [26]. It thus appearsthat a variant of the lower crustal fusion
hypothesisof [27] is mostconsistentwith thedata:Largepondedintrusionsof basaltprovidethe
heat for melting mafic granulitc material that necessarily lies close to or within the
pyroxene+plagioclasethermaldivide. Extensivepartialmeltingproducesliquids with themajor
elementcompositionof high-Al basalt-- suchliquids areparentalto anorthositeswith more
calcic plagioclase(e.g., Harp Lake); lower degreesof melting produce liquids with higher
concentrationsof K, Ti, P,andotherincompatibleelements-- suchliquids (primitive jotunites)
areparentalto anorthositeswith moresodicplagioclase(e.g.,portionsof theRogalandmassifs).
In all cases,however,thereremainsa needfor mechanicalenrichmentof the parentalliquids
with plagioclasecrystals in order to produceanorthositicrocks, becausecotecticmelts of the
lower crust will haveA1203concentrationsmuchlower thananorthosites.Of course,thereis no
evidence of water or major granite-forming events on the Moon, but formation of lunar
anorthositesby remelting and remobilization of early-formed plagioclase-mafic cumulates
remainsoneof theworkinghypotheses[28].
Perhapsthefundamentalinsight to comefrom researchon massifanorthositesin this lab
is that their troctolitic/noritic crystallizationpatternsderivefrom melting mafic sourcesat 10to
13 kbar [26]. The troctolitic/noritic crystallization sequencederivesfrom liquid compositions
along the high-pressureplag+opx+cpxcotecticshavingrelatively low Wo contentandvariable
olivine normativecharacter.Not coincidentally,perhaps,mostferroananorthositeseemto have
troctolitic/noritic to troctolitic/gabbronoriticcrystallizationpatterns[29], andthe averageLFA-
relatedmaficcomponentof theupperlunarcrust[HON - 30] seemsto havethe samenormative
characteras the parent magmasof the massifanorthosites.Now it is likely that the average
ferroancrust containsa cumulusmafic componentbecauseHON is distinctly moremagnesian
thana plausibleFAN parentmagma[31] with Mg' = 0.60whosecrystallizationbeginswith fo82
ol. Yet, despite the lower Mg', the composition of the LFA parent magma has the same
normative character as HON. It would be too remarkable to be a coincidence if the LFA parent
magma composition also lies in the plagioclase + pyroxene thermal divide at a pressure where
plag, opx, and aug are all on the liquidus. Given the much lower alkali concentrations of LFA
parent magmas relative to massif parent magmas, it is likely that the trace of the thermal divide
will sweep across the LFA parent composition between 5 and 10 kbar, rather than 10 to 13 kbar.
As discussed above, a concurrence of multiple saturation in a parental liquid and crystal + liquid
coplanarity is not readily explained except by melting mafic sources. Melting of mafic sources
might plausibly be expected from overturn within the cumulate pile created by the solidification
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of a disorderly magma ocean. The only other possibility for the troctolitic/noritic/gabbronoritic
character of ferroan anorthosites is derivation of their parent magmas by bottom-up
crystallization of an improbably orderly magma ocean [e.g., 32].
Late stage evolution
A combination of field, geochemical, and isotopic evidence point to a series of dikes, sills
and small intrusions forming from liquids residual to the massif anorthosites [33,34]. These
rocks are commonly referred to as ferrodiorites, monzonorites, or jotunites. And there appears to
be a continuum of compositions leading from jotunite to ferro-monzonite to charnockite
(orthopyroxene-bearing granite) [35]. The overall jotunite trend has much in common with post-
LFA differentiation: evolved ferroan liquids with elevated K, REE, and P and large depletions of
Sr, Eu, Ti, and Nb relative to the REE. Our experimental work [20,35] on Norwegian rocks
establishes a clear link between primitive jotunites (TJ), fine-grained jotunites represented by the
chill margins of dikes, the monzonitic to qtz-monzonitic interiors of some of the dikes, and the
most evolved compositions. This work [35] has also demonstrated that plagioclase, a ubiquitous
mineral in all these rocks, is absent near the liquidus of the Fe-Ti rich rocks, and that evidence of
liquid immiscibility is lacking in the field and in the experiments. The Fe-Ti rich rocks,
therefore, are cumulates. On a larger scale, formation of such cumulates could be expected to
lead to more efficient density separation of oxides from silicates, and given the observed
crystallization order of ilmenite, magnetite, apatite, we could expect to find segregations of
ilmenite alone, ilmenite + magnetite, and ilmenite + magnetite + apatite. These assemblages are
precisely what are found in oxide deposits of the Rogaland district [36]. These deposits are
always found within the anorthosite massifs, most commonly near the contacts, although larger
deposits may be found in the interiors of the massifs. The scales of the deposits vary from a few
to hundreds of meters and include massive varieties as well as dispersed oxide horizons in
silicates. It is likely that all deposits formed by the crystallization of jotunitic liquids squeezed
out to the margins of the intruding and deforming anorthosite masses. Some deposits are still
associated with their coprecipitating silicates, whereas others formed from post-cumulus
gravitational separation and settling. As such, these deposits represent important chemical and
physical analogs not only of the ilmenite + KREEP layers believed to have formed during the
latest stages of the lunar magma ocean, but possibly to a hitherto unrecognized variety of
KREEP that may have formed as the end product of crystallization of residual liquids within the
anorthosites rather within the magma ocean proper or at least at a lower level within the large
magma bodies that gave rise to the ferroan anorthosites. Recognition of this "older" KREEP may
be the key to understanding the apparent contradiction between a Mg-suite norite with a 4.46 Ga
Nd-Sm isochron age [37] and the 4.36 Ga Nd-Sm age of KREEP [38], which ostensibly marks
the end of the magma ocean crystallization. An important feature of most Mg-suite rocks is a
sub-chondritic Ti/Sm ratio [39], which indicates assimilation of an evolved component that has a
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signatureof ilmenite fractionation.This componentis KREEPor somethingverysimilar [40]. If
some of the KREEPy material that was assimilated by Mg-suite magmas formed in long-lived
residual pockets of the magma ocean whereas other KREEPy material formed at higher levels in
the crust, it would explain rocks that crystallized before the main batch of KREEP but
nonetheless carry a KREEP signature. There are no rocks analogous to the Mg-suite cumulates in
terrestrial anorthosite complexes, but there clearly are two origins for the evolved rocks: some
form by differentiation of liquid squeezed out of the crystallizing anorthosites and others form in
the upper portions of layered intrusions, like the Bjerkreim-Sockndal body [41], whose the
parental magmas come from lower crustal chambers.
Finally, no granitoids residual to the LFA have been found. Yet our calculations of the
crystallization paths of LFA parent magmas shows that such rocks ("Descartesites") are to be
expected if crystallization of the anorthosites took place at depths < 20 km [42]. Thus their
absence may be the result of crystallization at greater depths. The appearance of a plag + pyx
thermal divide for LFA magma compositions at P > 1 kb (depths > 20 km) prohibits
fractionating, olivine-saturated magmas from reaching silica saturation or even silica enrichment.
The absence of siliceous lunar anorthosites is readily explicable in terms of a well-behaved
magma ocean: no siliceous anorthosites are to be expected as long as the magma ocean
developed a floating crust more than 20 km thick before the magma ocean reached the thermal
divide. So far pyroxene exsolution barometry has placed 2 similar ferroan anorthosites at
cooling depths of 14 and 21 km [43]. More barometry is needed on samples at both the high- and
low-Mg' ends of the LFA array to establish any stratigraphic significance. The presence of
olivine-bearing "sodic" ferroan anorthosites [3] is consistent with either a different parent magma
than that of the 2 calibrated anorthosites or a similar parent magma crystallizing at higher
pressure. In either case, a simple MO scenario does not apply, but crystallization at pressures > 1
kb remains essential to avoiding formation of Descartesites.
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Abstract The Bjerkreim-Sokndal layered intrusion is
part of the Rogaland anorthosite Province of southern
Norway and is made of cumulates of the anorthosite-
mangerite-charnockite suite. This study presents experi-
mental phase equilibrium data for one of the fine-
grained jotunite (Tj6rn locality) occurring along its
northwestern lobe. These experimental data show that a
jotunitic liquid similar in composition to the "l'jfrn jotu-
nite, but slightly more magnesian and with a higher pla-
gioclase component is the likely parent of macrocyclic
units (MCU) ill and IV of the intrusion. The limit of the
olivine stability field in the experimentally determined
phase diagram as well as comparison of the AI_,O_ con-
tent of low-Ca pyroxenes from experiments and cumu-
lates (_ 1.5%) yields a pressure of emplacement
< 5 kbar. Experimentally determined Fe-Ti oxide equi-
libria compared to the order of cumulus arrival in the
intrusion show that the oxygen fugacity was close to
FMQ ffayalite-magnetite-quartz) during the early crys-
tallization. It subsequently decreased relative to this
buffet" when magnetite disappeared from the cumulus
assemblage and then increased untd the reentry of this
mineral. Calculated densities of experimental liquids
show a density increase with fractionation at 7. 10 and
13 kbar due to the predominance of plagioclase in the
crystallizing assemblage. At 5 kbar and I arm IFMQ-I),
where plagioclase is the liquidus phase, density first in-
creases and then drops when olivine (5 kbaO or
olivine + ilmenite (1 atm: FMQ-I) precipitate. At
1 atm and NNO (nickel-nickel oxide), the presence of
both magnetite and ilmenite as near liquidus phases in-
duces a densitv decrease. In the Bjerkreim magma
chamber, oxides are early cumulus phases and liquid
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density is then supposed to have decreased during frac-
tionation. This density path implies that new influxes of
magma emplaced in the chamber were both hotter and
denser than the resident magma. The density contrast
inferred between plagioclase and the parent magma
shows that this mineral was not able to sink in the mag-
ma, suggesting an in situ crystallization process.
I_rodu_im
The study of layered intrusions has provided important
data for the understanding of the chemical and physical
evolution of igneous liquids. Knowledge of the parent
magma composition is necessary to allow modeling of
this evolution. To assess this initial liquid, one can use
the technique of bulk summation of cumulate composi-
tions (Wager 1960; Wager and Brown 1967: Morse
19811 or one can use dikes and chilled margins some-
times occurring around the perimeter of layered intru-
sions {e.g., Wager 1960: Longhi et al. 1983 Hoover
1989). Assimilation is likely to have occurred in the
final stage of the Bjerkreim-Sokndal intrusion evolu-
tion (Demaiffe et ai. 1979: Barling et al. 1992: Jensen
et al. 1993) precluding any use of the first method.
This study tests the suitability as a parent magma of
a fine-grained jotunite (jotunite = hypersthene monzo-
diorite = monzonorite) outcropping near the north-
eastern contact of the intrusion (Maijer et al. 1987:
Duchesne and Hertogen 1988) using experimental phase
equilibria. Phase relations of this putative parent liquid
have been determined as a function of temperature.
pressure (! atm up to 18 kbar) and oxygen fugacity
[NNO (nickel-nickel oxide) to MW-2.5]. By comparing
these experimentally determined phase relationships
with the cumulate stratigraphy of the intrusion, we
also constrain estimates of the pressure of emplace-
ment of the intrusion, and the oxygen fugacity during
the early stage of crystallization as well as the densit,,
changes.
Regional geology
The Bjerkreim-Sokndal layered intrusion (BKSK; Fig, I_ is part
of the Rogaland intrusive complex of southern Norway where
massif-type anorthosites (Egersund-Ogna; Hhland-Helleren; Ana-
Sira) and leuconoritic bodies (e.g., Hidra) occupy the largest por-
tion of the surface. The intrusion is deformed and has in its north-
ern part the general form of a syncline plunging SE at about 35*
so that a thick sequence of layered rocks is exposed (Michot 1960;
Nielsen and Wilson 1991). Abundant inclusions of Egersund-
Ogna (Duchesne 1970: Wilson et al. 1992) occur at the base of the
intrusion thus indicating a younger age for BKSK. The intrusion
is crosscut by jotunitic dykes among which the most important is
the Lomland dyke (Fig. I) (Duchesne et al. 1985).
Recent geochronological data (Duchesne et al. 1993) suggest
that the Rogaland intrusives were emplaced between 920 and 930
Ma. These intrusions have contact metamorphosed the surround-
ing rocks [M2 stage of Jansen et al. (1985)] which grade from
amphibolite to granulite facies conditions (T = 750-900°C) close
to the intrusions (Hermans et al. 1975; Jansen et al. 1985). This
metamorphism has intensely overprinted the older metamorphic
parageneses (M1 stagel which are only observed as relics in the
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Rogaland Province. Several isograds have been mapped IFig. I1
by Hermans et al. (1975t.
The Bjerkreim-Sokndallayered intrusion
The intrusion contains all the major rock types in the anorthositic
suite: anorthosite, leuconorite, norite, jotunite, mangerite and
quartz mangerite (Fig. I). Michot (1960, 1965) established the de-
tailed stratigraphy of the massif. He subdivided the Layered Series
of the Bjerkreim lobe. which belongs to the lower, northwestern
part of the massif, into five major rhythmic units. Following the
nomenclature recommended by Irvine (1982), Nielsen and Wilson
11991) refer to these units as macrocyclic units {MCU). Moreover.
these authors have argued that MCU V, leuconoritic at its base
and noritic in its upper part, does not display any primitive miner-
al compositions and consider that MCU IV directly grades into
the massive mangerites and quartz mangerites belonging to the
lop of the intrusion through a norite-mangerite Transition Zone
defined by Duchesne et al. (1987). More recently, Wilson et al.
(1992) have subdivided the Layered Series into 6 megacyclic untts
0 1Okra
I
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Fig. I Schematic geological map of the Rogaland anorthositic
complex [after Hermans et al. 119751 and Michot 11960)]. I
anorthosites, 2 lower part of the Bjerkreim-Sokndal intrusion, 3
mangerites of the Bjerkreim-Sokndal intrusion, 4 quartz-manger-
ites of the Bjerkreim-Sokndal intrusion: 5 jotunitic complex. 6
Farsund charnockite. 7 metamorphic envelope, jotunitic dykes in
black (L Lomland. T Tellnesl, K KI6gtveit. H Hellevatnet, T,/
Tjfrn. Isograd patterns Ioflx orthopyroxene, os,m osumilite, pt_
pigeonite) after Itermans et at. _1975)
f
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Fig. 2 Internal subdivisions of macrocyclic units C_fCUI based on
cumulus mineral assemblages [after Jensen et al. 119931 and
Nielsen and Wilson (1991)], (plag plagioclase, ilm ilmenite, opx
low-Ca pyroxene, olit" olivine, mgt magnetite, c'px Ca-rich pyrox-
ene. ap apatite, Kspar K-feldspar. IP inverted pigeonite. Q._lG
quartz mangerite. MG mangerite, ,/7"Z jotunite transition zone).
Thickness measured from the country-rock contact
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(MCU0toIV).Inorder to maintain the numbering of Michot
(1960, 19652 units IT, lll and IV are equivalent in both nomencla-
ture), they refer to the lowest three units as MCU0, IA and IB. The
MCUs 0, I and II are essentially made of anorthositic and leu-
conoritic cumulates and lack norites at the top (Wilson et al.
1992). In MCUs Ill and IV, the lithological sequence is more
complete (Fig. 2) comprising a thin zone of essentially anorthositic
composition followed by leucotroctolites which are overlain by
plagioclase + hypersthene + ilmenite cumulates and then by
norites. The roof of the intrusion was located above the quartz
mangerites and has been eroded away. The origin of these quartz
mangerites is still in dispute. They were first considered as comag-
matic with the rocks of the lower part of the intrusion. Subsequent
Sr isotopic data (Demaiffe et al. 1979) have however shown impor-
tant assimilation of the surrounding gneisses and in 1984, Wiebe
proposed that these rocks could correspond to the melted roof of
the intrusion. This last hypothesis has been rejected by Wilmart
(1988) and Duchesne and Wilmart (1989) who consider that the
mangerites, the quartz mangerites and the charnockites are repre-
sentative of a series of liquids which can be divided into two
trends. Based on trace element modeling (Rb, Sr), Wilmart (1988)
suggests that in both trends, evolution is not controlled by partial
melting but by fractional crystallization processes taking place in
more deep-seated magma chambers.
Michot 11960; 1965), Duchesne 11971. 1972a,b), Duchesne et
al. (19871, Nielsen and Wilson 11991} and Jensen et al. (1993) em-
phasized the cryptic layering of the Layered Series with minerals
having more evolved compositions towards the top of the se-
quence. Olivine is absent in the lower part of the massif except at
the base of MCU Ill (Epteland unit: Nielsen and Wilson 1991)
and MCU IV (Svalestad horizon: Michot 1960). These two hori-
zons display the least evolved cumulates: Fo_ 77 and An52 ,,3-
Olivine reappears with a more evolved composition (Foso) in the
Transition Zone and in the mangerites. According to the cumulus
phase stratigraphy (Nielsen and Wilson 1991 ; Jensen et al. 1993),
the crystallization sequence is plag _+ opx _+ ilm (a) --, plag
+ oliv + ilm + mgt (b) --* plag + opx + ilm (c) --* plag
+ opx + ilm + mgt (d) --, plag + opx + ilm + mgt +cpx
+ ap (el (Fig. 2, see caption for mineral abbreviations). Duchesne
11972a} suggested that each unit corresponds to the crystallization
of a new magma influx which mixes with the resident magma.
Recent Sr (Jensen et al. 1993) and Nd (Barling et al. 1992) isotopic
data have supported this hypothesis.
Detailed mapping across the MCU III/IV boundary suggests
a discordance of 2 to 6° between the base of MCU IV and phase
layering in MCU IlI (Nielsen and Wilson 1991}. Moreover, based
on the lack of unit Ille in the central part of the chamber, these
authors suggest that crystallization of MCU Ill occurred in a
compositionally zoned magma chamber on an inward-sloping
floor by down-dip accretion and that the new dense magma of
MCU IV fountained in the chamber and mixed with the residual
magma already present in the chamber producing a hybrid unit at
the base of MCU IV (MCU 1Va}.
Parent magma of Bjerkreim-Sokndaland description
of the sample used
M ichot (1960) suggested that a basaltic composition was preclud-
ed for the parental magma of the intrusion since ultramafic cumu-
lates are lacking at the base of the Layered Series. Through mod-
eling of Ca, K and trace elements in plagioclase (St, Ba) and
apatite (REE), Duchesne (1978} and Roelandts and Duchesne
(1979) suggested a jotunitic composition having a REE distribu-
tion similar to that of the jotunitic chilled margin of the Hidra
body (Demaiffe and Hertogen 1981). Duchesne and Hertogen
(1988) argued that a fine-grained jotunitic border facies outcrop-
ping at Tj6rn was the first direct constraint on the composition of
the parent magma of BKSK.
The locality of Tj6rn was first described by Maijer et al. (1987)
at the north-eastern contact of the intrusion with its envelope.
More recently, detailed mapping has shown that the Tj6rn out-
crop is actually at 300 m from the contact in the intrusion lJ.
Sandal, personal communication in Nielsen and Wilson 19912
Fig. 1). Nielsen and Wilson 09911, though also in favor of a jotu-
nitic composition, have questioned the hypothesis that Tjorn un-
equivocally represents the BKSK parent magma. Other fine-
grained jotunites have now been reported (Wilson et al. 1992) at
several places along the northern contact, especially at KI6gtveit
and Hellevatnet (Fig. I). These jotunites are broadly similar in
composition to the Tj6rn [TJ) samples but display some hetero-
geneity as usually observed in chilled margins (e.g., Hoover 1989).
This heterogeneity is likely to result from accumulation of phe-
nocrysts (plagioclase) or assimilation from wall rock.
The 80.12.3A sample (Table 1) is equigranular and is made of
a slightly antiperthitic plagioclase (An_Ab6,Or_,), inverted pi-
geonite iEns_Fs_gWo,) with augite exsolutions, cpx, oxides, apatite
as well as scarce quartz and K-feldspar. The inverted pigeonite is
poikilitic interstitial: apatite is small, usually elongated and dis-
seminated in the different minerals of the rock predominantly in
the plagioclase and not in oxides. The grain size (0.5 i ram) is
significantly lower than that of the BKSK cumulates (2-3 mm).
Moreover, the texture and grain size are similar to those observed
in the chilled margins of the jotunitic dykes crosscutting the
anorthosites, consistent with the hypothesis that sample 80.12.3A
was emplaced as a liquid (Duchesne and Hertogen 1988}. Com'-
parison of the CIPW norms of the 80.12.3A sample and the
Kiglapait (Kit Upper Zone liquid at 85PCS (Ki85) (S.A. Morse,
personal communication: Morse 1981 ) shows that both samples
are similar in normative apatite (TJ = 1.68%: Ki = 1.34%), mag-
netite (TJ = 3.02%; Ki=4.41%), ilmenite (TJ = 6.84% ;
Ki = 7.14%), anorthite (plag) tTJ = 40.6% : Ki = 44.8%1 but TJ
is richer in hypersthene (TJ = 19.04%: Ki = 2.68%) as well as
orthose (TJ = 6.12%: Ki = 2.22%} and lower in clinopyroxene
(TJ = 5.62%; Ki = 22.93%) and olivine (TJ = 1.24%;
Ki = 14.45%) than Ki85. Tj6rn sample is then jotunitic and Ki85,
ferrogabbroic.
Experimental and analytical methods
Starting material and experimental procedure
Powder of sample 80.12.3A was provided by J.C. Duchesne. One
atmosphere and high pressure experiments were all performed at
Lamont-Doherty. Experimental conditions are reported in Table
2. The 1 arm melting experiments were conducted in a Deltech
vertical quenching furnace in a CO/CO_, atmosphere using the
Pt-wire loop technique. To minimize iron loss, Pt-loops (0.1 mm
wire diameter} were presaturated in Fe by running them for 48
hours at the experimental conditions with a large amount of sam-
ple; then the loops were cleaned in HF and reused for the experi-
ments. Pellets of powder rock were sintered on Pt-wire loops. The
CO-CO_, gas mixtures were controlled with calibrated flow meters
and.fo, was measured using a (Zr, Ca)Oz electrolyte cell. The 1 atm
experiments were carried out at different._,: NNO lnickel-nickel
oxide) [run nos. TJ-37, 36, 31, 26, 38, 29, 32, 33, 34), MW (mag-
netite-wiistite) (run no. TJ-27-30J, FMQ-I (fayalite-magnetite-
quartz} (run nos. TJ-48, 45, 46, 52, 53, 55) and MW-2.5 trun nos.
TJ-49, 50) in order to constrain the fo__ of the Bjerkreim-Sokndal
magma chamber and becausefo, is known to play an important
role in liquid fractionation [Osborn 1959). This range of oxygen
fugacities overlaps the one suggested by ilmenite-magnetite equi-
libria in the cumulates (Duchesne 1972a). The cell was calibrated
against the Ni-NiO solid buffer and fo, is accurate to within
_+ 0.10 log units. Temperature was meast]red and monitored us-
ing a Pt-Ptl0Rh thermocouple. This thermocouple was calibrated
against the melting point of gold and found to agree within
+ 2°C. Temperatures are accurate to within _+ 2°C. In order to
reduce Na loss, low gas flow rates (0.1 cm/sl and large amounts of
sample were used. After each experiment, the samples were lightly
crushed, mounted in epoxy and polished.
TableI Composition of the TJ and Hidra jotunites. Values for ferrous iron are by titration (LOI loss on ignition)
No. Locality SiO: TiO, AI203 F%O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 KzO P205 LOI Total
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D80.I2.1" Tj6rn 49.57 4.95 14.11 6.48 7.72 0.14 5.46 6.21 3.57 1.00 1.07 0.00 100.28
D80.12.3A * Tj6rn 49.39 3.67 15.81 5.81 7.88 0.13 4.54 6.87 3.50 0.96 0.71 0.00 99.17
D80.12.4" Tj6rn 49.27 5.22 14.00 5.81 9.08 0.15 5.71 6.18 3.72 1.06 0.79 0.00 100.98
Tjaver b Tj6rn 49.70 3.63 15.78 5.00 8.37 0.15 4.44 6.81 3.88 1.05 0.64 nd 99.45
TJ _ Tj6rn 49.54 3.46 16.04 nd 13.06 0.13 4.54 6.82 3.65 0.94 0.63 nd 98.81
H17234 a Hidra 49.80 4.28 14.10 2.20 11.70 0.17 4.90 6.00 3.50 1.95 0.91 0.32 99.83
H17020 a Hidra 48.00 4.61 14.20 5.00 10.40 0.18 4.60 6.40 3.60 !.08 0.81 0.85 99.8t
XRF data from Piron (1981)
b Average composition of samples 80.12.3A and 83.17.2 from
Duchesne and Hertogen (1988)
c Electron microprobe analysis of starting composition
d From Duchesne et al. (1974)
Table 2 Experimental condi-
tions. See Table 3 for experi-
mental product compositions
"(gl glass, pl plagioclase,
opx low-Ca pyroxene,
pig pigeonite, aug augite,
il ilmenite, mt magnetite, up
ulv6spinel, grt garnet: numbers
after phase symbols are phase
proportions calculated from
mass balance of the experi-
mental products against bulk
composition, see text for ex-
planation)
Experiment no. T(°C) P t (h) fo2 Products
TJ-37
T J-36
T J-31
TJ-26
T J-38
T J-29
T J-32
T J-34
T J-33 1
T J-33 2
T J-48
T J-45
T J-46
T J-52
T J-53
T J-55
T J-27
T J-30
T J-49
TJ-50
TJ-17
TJ-25
T J-28
T J-43
T J-40
T J-23
TJ-51
T J--47
TJ-I
T J -41
TJ -9
T J-3
T J-4
T J-5
T J-16
TJ-18
T J-20
T J-7
T J-8
T J-24
TJ-12
T J-11
TJ-10
TJ-13
T J-35
TJ-14
TJ -44
1190
1175
1160
1148
1133
1118
1105
1085
1071
1071
1150
1124
1090
1080
1070
1065
1140
1110
1125
1090
1170
1165
1160
1150
1135
1130
I110
1100
1170
1155
1145
1120
1095
190
175
165
160
130
100
190
185
1162
1160
1130
1215
1200
1225
bar
bar
1 bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
5 kbar
5 kbar
5 bar
5 kbar
5 kbar
5 kbar
5 kbar
5 kbar
7 kbar
7 kbar
7 kbar
7 kbar
7 kbar
l0 kbar
l0 kbar
10 kbar
10 kbar
10 kbar
10 kbar
13 kbar
13 kbar
13 kbar
13 kbar
13 kbar
16 kbar
16 kbar
18 kbar
16
16.5
18
26.5
22
52
46
72
69.5
69.5
17.5
92.5
97
192
162
167
23
52
48
92
5
43
21
41
48
47
54.5
95
72
48
73
90
144
46
48
44
25
70
89
15
50
94
70
93
22
48
50
NNO
NNO
NNO
NNO
NNO
NNO
NNO
NNO
NNO
NNO
FMQ-I
FJQ-I
FMQ-I
FMQ-I
FMQ-I
EMQ-I
MW
MW
MW-2.5
MW-2.5
gls6, pl 6, il_, mt7
g197, pl, ilo, mt,
glTs, pl_5, il., mt 9
gist, pl_,, ilo, mt7
g16_, pl_,4, opxo, rio s, mt _s__
g16o, pl:6, opx_, ilo_, mt_5
g14_, p136, opx6, ilo3, mt,,7, upo
g13._,p14_,,opxo, pig_. aug3, ilt, mt_,_, upo
gl,o, pl_l, opxo, pigl_, aug,, ilo, ups_,
gll6, p153, opxo, pig15, aug4, ilo, ups,
g192, Pls
g169, p12__,O15, i[,
gist, pl_4, O19, il_, up5
gl:_9, pl,_, O114, pigo, il4
g13o, pl4s, Olt,, pigs, il,, into, upo
gl.,.,, pl_,, o1_, aug6, il_, pigo
glg_, p15
g178, pl_s, ol 9. il I, upo
g176, p119, o1:, ilo
gl4s, Pl3s, o1_1, i13
gl
gl
gl
gig_., pls
glsi, pl,5, 014
glTs. pl_,l, ol4
glT:, pl_.2, ol3, ilo
gl47, pl_, ol_j, pigo, il.
gl,_7, p13
gisT, Plll, opx_-
gls4, pll4, opx., ilo
gl._l, p133, opx_4, 01o. il,
gl:6, pl4s, 01o, pig.2, il_
gl
gl
gl
gl,_, pla, opx_
gl_, pl_s, opxs, il_
gl4s, pl32, opx_2, pig<, augs, i13
gl
gl_s, plo, opx,
gl:,_, pl_, opxs, pigo, aug,, ilo
gi:_, pl_3, opx_, pigo, augs, il_
gl_,, p12_, opxo, pig_, aug3, il3
gigs, aug_
glad, aug,, grt_o
gl_:, grhs
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High pressure experiments were all run in a standard Boyd
and England 11960) piston cylinder apparatus [1!2") using the
cold piston-in method (Johannes el al. 1971}. Approximately
0.01 g of rock po_vder was packed in a graphite cell whieh was
then placed in a dense alumina insulator. This assemblage and
crushable alumina insulators were introduced in a pressure cell
made of sintered BaCOn. In order to achieve dry conditions, the
entire assembly was dried overnight in a vacuum oven
{T= I I0°C). Using this technique on a powdered anorthositic
dike, Fram and Longhi (1992) reported H,O content less than
0.15°1o in a superliquidus glass. Temperature was controlled and
monitored using a Pt-Ptl0Rh thermocouple. The thermocoupie
was separated from the lop of the graphite cell by a crushable
alumina wafer (0.5 mm). Thermocouple e.m.f, was not corrected
for P. Pressure and temperature have been calibrated for this
system by Fram and longhi [1992). The temperature offset be-
tween thermocouple and sample is 20°C and temperatures report-
ed in Table 2 have been corrected for this difference. The difference
between the applied and the actual pressure is linear between 5
and 30 kbar (2 kbar at 5 kbar and 4.5 kbar at 30 kbar). A friction
correction is not included in the pressures reported in Table 2.
After each experiment, the whole cell assembly was mounted in
epoxy and polished. The use of unsealed graphite capsules has
probably resulted in loss of CO, as graphite is porous to fluids at
high pressure and temperature (Holloway et al. 1992)and conse-
quently in reduction of ferric iron producing low oxygen fugacity
in these experiments. Using the composition of ilmenites present
in the high pressure experiments and the geobarometer of An-
dersen and Lindsley [1988). the oxygen fugacities were estimated
to lie between FMQ-4 and FMQ-2. the latter value being close to
the CCO buffer.
Analytical method
The experimental charges were analyzed using the CAMEBAX_
MICRO wavelength dispersive system at Lamont-Doherty. Ac-
celerating voltage was set at 15 k_/and a sample current of 5 nA
was used for Na and K and of 25 nA for St. Ti, AI. Fe. Mg, Mn, Ca,
P and Cr. Counting times were 20 s and data were reduced using
the PAP corrections program of Cameca. Minerals were analyzed
with a point beam and glasses with a defocussed beam of 5 pm to
minimize alkali loss. Different calibrations were used for glasses
(glass standard GLCV = Ca. Mg. St, AI: fayatite = Fe;
rhodonite = Mn: microcline = K: labradorite = Na, fu-
tile = Ti: apatite = P: uvarovite = Cr), plagioclases, oxides !he-
matite = Fe. ilmenite = Ti: anorthite = Ca, AI: enstatite = St,
Mg: uvarovite = Cr: rhodonite = Mn). as well as pyroxenes and
olivines. Major element compositions of the experimental runs are
reported in Table 3. The totals for ilmenites and ulv6spinels
present in the 1 aim experiments performed at NNO are systemat-
ically low with lower totals for ilmenites than ulv6spinels. The
otis, in of this deficiency is still unknown. The possible occurrence
of minor components such as Zn. V. Nb and Ta has been checked
without success.
Although experimental conditions at 1 atm have been chosen
in order to achieve conservation of mass, Fe and Na loss may still
have occurred in some experiments. Consequently, mass balance
between the bulk composition of the starting material and the
compositions of all phases present in one experimental charge
(Table 31 lwith allowance for Na and Fe loss) has been computed
using a least squares multiple regression. With this method, pro-
portions of all coexisting phases ITable 2) are given as well as the
extent of Fe and Na loss. Results show that Na loss varies between
0 to 14 relative percent and Fe loss. from 5 up to 9 relative percent.
In some cases, mass balance calculations yielded negative propor-
tions for phases that were actually present in the experimental
charge. This results from the arrangement of phases in the compo-
sitional space. In these cases, mass balances cannot be used to lest
if mass was conserved during the course of the experiment, blever-
theless, in order to obtain estimates of phase proportions in these
experiments, phases with negative proportions have been exclud-
ed [proportion 0 in Table 2} and their components included in the
other phases. This results in an increased proportion of the re-
maining phases. In three experiments IT J-38. T J-29. T.I-341 mass
balance calculations resulted tn proportions of phases that were
too high [Z = 107 for TJ-38: Y = 104 for TJ-29: Y = 109 for
TJ-34L In these experiments. Na loss ranges from 7 to 14°o but
important Fe gains are obtained lup to 45%1 due to an overesti-
mation of magnetite proportion in mass balance calculation.
Approach towards equilibrium
In the experiments described here. melt proportions are usually
high {above 30% except in TJ-33 (20°ol. TJ-55122°o) and TJ-4
(26%)j. This together with the long experimental durations (from
16 to 144 h) allowed close approach towards equilibrium. Never-
theless, backscattered electron imaging shows a slight zoning in
pyroxenes and plagioclase of some runs and the low Wo content
of the low-Ca pyroxenes cores is in agreement with an origin as
relics of the rock powder (see sample description in section 3).
These phases are clearly not in complete equilibrium. According-
ly, only the rims of minerals surrounded by melt have been ana-
lyzed and there are several lines of observation which suggest that
local equilibrium was approached between rims and liquid. In-
deed, the Fe-Mg exchange partition coefficient bet_veen low-Ca
pyroxene and melt is nearly constant [average K_ = 0.27 + 0.02
[lo)] and in agreement with results from other studies (Kinzler
and Grove 1992L Within analytical uncertaint3, melt composi-
tions are homogeneous in the experimental charges except in T J-
33 which has been performed at low temperature Imelt proportion
20%) and will not be considered in further discussion. Crystals
are generally large t50-100 lam} and subeuhedral to euhedral [ox-
ides usually have a more rounded shapel. Finally. two different
runs (TJ-10 and TJ-II: P = 13 kbar and T = 1160°C1 were per-
formed at the same P-Tconditions and show that the reproduci-
bility of the method is very good. Both experiments display the
same phase assemblages (melt + plag + opx + pig + aug +
tim) and phase proportions. Moreover. rims of plagioclase and
opx are compositionally identical [An,_., and En,_ : see Table 3}.
Augite and pigeonite have slightly different compositions tpig:
En_TFs3_Wo,, in TJ-10 and En_Fs,,Wo_ in TJ-11: aug:
En4sFs26Wo_ in TJ-10 and En_TFsz_W'o_-7 in TJ-Ill suggesting
that these phases are slower to equilibrate.
Experimental results
The phase equilibria for sample 80.12.3A as a function
of pressure and temperature are shown in Fig. 3. For
1 atm experiments, only those performed at MW have
been shown on the phase diagram. Plagioclase is the
sole liquidus phase from I atm up to 7 kbar, followed by
olivine at low pressure [1 atm (MW) and 5 kbar] and by
low-Ca pyroxene at 7 kbar. At I0 and 13 kbar. the liq-
uid is multiply saturated with plagioclase and low-Ca
pyroxene, followed at lower temperature by ilmenite,
pigeonite, and augite. At 16 kbar, the liquidus phase is
sub-calcic, aluminous augite followed by garnet where-
as at 18 kbar, garnet is the liquidus phase.
At ! aim and NNO, the liquidus temperature is sig-
nificantly higher ( > 30°C) than at more reducing condi-
tions, llmenite, magnetite and plagioclase are the liq-
uidus phases, joined at lower temperature by low-Ca
pyroxene instead of olivine as observed at lower fo,-
This results from the higher as,o, in the melt due to early
crystallization of oxides. This phenomenon has also de-
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Fig. 3 Pressure (kba,') - Temperature (°C) phase diagram of sam-
ple 80.12.3A IT J). lSymbols: pl plagioclase, ol olivine, ibn ilmenite,
Ipyx low-Ca pyroxene, cpx augite or/and pigeonite, gar garnet). At
I arm, only experiments performed at MW are shown
pleted the residual liquids in FeO resulting in a much
higher En content of low-Ca pyroxene in TJ-38 (Ens4:
see Table 3) than at 7 kbar (TJ-41 : En,6). At lower tem-
perature (T J-34), pigeonite, augite and ulv6spinel crys-
tallize.
At FMQ-I, MW and MW-2.5, phase equilibria are
similar, suggesting that below FMQ, there is little differ-
ence in the crystallization sequence. However, ilmenite
is more abundant at FMQ-I than at MW-2.5. At FMQ-
I, magnetite (T J-53) and ulv6spinel (T J-46, TJ-53) occur
in the cores of olivine grains and have not been observed
as isolated grains surrounded by melt. Their occurrence
as stable phases in these experiments is then question-
able. At MW-2.5. ilmenite is the only stable oxide
whereas at MW, ilmenite together with ulv6spinel occur
in TJ-30.
llmenites occurring at NNO have a much higher
AI_,O3content (0.49-5.24%) than those present at lower
fo_, (0.22-0.72%) and in the cumulates of BKSK (0.0-
0.6%). The NNO ilmenites crystallized at a higher fo,
than existed in the earlier stages of the intrusion (see
below). This high./o_, stabilized the oxides at the expense
of the mafic silicates, thus allowing the oxides to precip-
itate at higher temperatures from liquids with higher
AI_,O_. This higher AI,O3 content of the liquid also re-
sults from the smaller proportion of plagioclase in the
liquidus assemblage of the NNO experiments. At lower
fo,: the AI_,O3 content of natural and experimental il-
menites is similar. The MgO content of experimental
ilmenites is similar whatever the fo_, {3.43-6.30%) but
higher than that of the natural oxides (0.06-2.9%).
Duchesne (1972a) has shown that the Fe3÷ and Ti con-
tents of the natural oxides have been modified during
subsolidus cooling. The experimental data presented
here suggest that their MgO content might also have
been affected by this readjustment. The occurrence of
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spinel grains in the reaction rims (spinelliferous ilmenite
of Duchesne 1972a) at the contact between ilmenite and
magnetite grains supports this hypothesis.
The experimental results are consistent with the hy-
pothesis that fo: which controls the early appearance of
magnetite, can play a key role in determining the course
of fractionation, particularly with respect to silica en-
richment (Kennedy 1955: Osborn 1959). Nevertheless, it
must be emphasized that the liquidus crystallization of
both oxides at NNO is also made possible by the high
FeO content of the parent composition.
Pressure effects
The anorthite content of the liquidus plagioclase
changes from An__, at 1 atm to An4s at 7 kbar. A large
pressure effect on the plagioclase partition coefficients
has already been observed by Green (1969) for quartz
dioritic, gabbroic anorthositic and high-Ai basalt liq-
uids and by Fram and Longhi (1992) for a high-Al
basalt composition. It is corroborated by the present
experimental data on a more ferrous and potassic com-
position. This pressure effect is best displayed as the
difference between the log of the observed partition co-
efficient of albite and the log of the Kd:, b calculated at
I atm as a function of pressure (Fig. 4). The logKd _, at
I atm has been calculated using the model of Drake
(1976) and the model of Weaver and Langmuir (1990:
C.H. Langmuir, personal communication). Both models
,,t
_=
e,,
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.3
0.2
0.1
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I i I * I i
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0.0 , I • I i 1 •
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(P* I000) / T (°K)
Fig. 4 Compositional change of plagioclase as a function of pres-
sure. Alog Kd v, is the difference between the observed IogKd _h at
P and the IogKd,,hcalculated at 1 atm using the models of Drake
{1976) or Weaver and Langmuir 11990)
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show an increase of the KdAb with pressure. Neverthe-
less, there is a spread in data points obtained at a given
pressure. This feature results from compositional effects
not taken into account in the models as discussed by
Longhi et al. (1993).
Figure 5 shows that the AI203 content of low-Ca py-
roxene in equilibrium with plagioclase strongly increas-
es with pressure in agreement with experimental results
obtained by Emslie (1975), Maquil (1978), Fram and
Longhi (1992) and Longhi et al. (1993). Longhi et al.
(1993) have shown that the increasing content of A1203
with pressure in low-Ca pyroxene results primarily from
changes in crystal-liquid partitioning with little contri-
bution from any increase in AI,O3 in the liquid. Conse-
quently, comparison of the AI203 content between natu-
ral and experimental orthopyroxenes provides some
constraint to the pressure of emplacement of the intru-
sion. However, the interpretation is clouded somewhat
by the fact that our experiments did not produce opx at
5 kbar. The opx-bearing melts at NNO and 1 atm
lacked olivine and were probably much different
(> 57% SIO2) than those in BKSK during the initial
stages of opx crystallization (,_ 50% SiO2), so direct
comparison may not be precise. Furthermore, the low-
Ca pyroxenes present in the BKSK cumulates (opx) and
in the TJ sample (inverted pigeonite) have exsolved
some augite and are lower in CaO than the experimen-
tal pyroxenes. Nevertheless, Longhi et al. (1993) have
shown that the A1_,O3contents of the exsolved crystals
are probably not significantly different from the original
concentrations. Orthopyroxenes of BKSK display a low
AI203 content close to the 1 arm experimental opx and
below those of 7 kbar. Moreover, the mean AI_,Oa of the
TJ inverted pigeonite is 1.05%. This is less than, but
close to the 1.21% average A1203 in the 5 kbar pigeonite
(TJ-47: Table 3J. Consequently, these data suggest a
pressure of emplacement less than or equal to 5 kbar.
This will be discussed in more detail in the discussion.
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Fig.7 Projection on the silica-olivine-plagioclase plane from wol-
lastonite, l bar phase boundaries werecalculated with the method
of Longhi (1991). (QWo Quaternary wollastonite component,
NAB and NOR albite and orthoclase mole fractions in the norma-
tive feldspar, Mg #. MgO/(MgO + FeO) in mole units). The 7
and l0 kbar phase boundaries have been located with TJ-I and
TJ-20, respectively
The exchange partition coefficient between ilmenite
and melt [(Fe/Mg)ilm/(Fe/Mg)melt] is shown as a func-
tion of pressure in Fig. 6. Only near-liquidus ilmenites
have been considered in order to avoid compositional
effect and ilmenites of the NNO experiments are not
plotted on the diagram (see above). These experimental
data suggest a positive pressure dependence of the ex-
change partition coefficient as observed for olivine (UI-
met 1989).
Experimental data show that the position of phase
boundaries is shifted with pressure (Fig. 7). The ! atm
boundaries shown on Fig. 7 have been calculated with
the algorithms of Longhi (1991) which account for the
changeof phase boundaries with Mg # and alkali con-
tent of the liquid. With increasing pressure, the low-Ca
pyroxene field is enlarged at the expense of the plagio-
clase and olivine fields. The extent of the shift is similar
to that found by Fram and Longhi (1992) on a high-AI
basalt.
Fractionation paths
The compositions of experimental liquids at I atm and
high pressure are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively• At
1 atm, SiO_, is chosen as the differentiation index since in
the NNO experiments MgO is nearly constant for most
of the crystallization interval due to the late appearance
of silicate ferromagnesians. At NNO, the liquidus crys-
tallization of ilmenite and magnetite produces a drastic
increase in SiO_, from 50% to 60% as well as a rapid
decrease in FeO and TiO2. Oxides Na_,O and A1203 are
progressively depleted due to their incorporation in pla-
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gioclase which is always a liquidus mineral whereas
K20 and PzOs are enriched in successive liquids. At
FMQ-I, TiO 2 decreases as soon as ilmenite crystallizes,
MgO decreases more rapidly than at NNO as olivine is
a near liquidus phase and the drop in Na20 and A1203
is more important due to the higher proportion of pla-
gioclase.
MgO is used as the differentiation index at high pres-
sure because SiO2 varies only slightly. In most diagrams
(AI_O3-P2Os-FeO-TiO2-SiO2), the 5 kbar and 7 kbar
trends strongly differ from those at 10 and 13 kbar be-
cause plagioclase is the sole or the most important
phase in the high temperature part of the 5 and 7 kbar
trends. Plagioclase crystallization induces a slight in-
crease in MgO at 5 and 7 kbar correlated with a rapid
increase in FeO, TiO2 and P:O 5, as these components
are incompatible in plagioclase, and a decrease in Al_,O3
and SiO2 which are incorporated in this mineral• The
TiO2 drops when ilmenite crystallizes• Here too, K,O
and P205 are progressively enriched in the liquids and
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the slope of the K,O trend decreases with pressure as the
crystallized pyroxene plagioclase ratio increases. Both
FeO and P_,O_ trends show a reversal with increasing
pressure. Their incompatible character increases from 5
to 7 kbar and then decreases from 7 to 10 and 13 kbar.
As already pointed out above, the first ferromagnesian
mineral to appear is olivine at 5 kbar and low-Ca py-
roxene at 7, 10 and 13 kbar. As olivine has a much
higher FeO content ( -_ 30%. see Table 3) than low-Ca
pyroxene (_ 19%1, early crystallization of similar pro-
portions of olivine instead of low-Ca pyroxene will in-
duce a slower increase in FeO. Moreover, FeO is less
incompatible at 10 and 13 kbar than at 7 kbar due to
the increasing proportion of low-Ca pyroxene with
pressure in the crystallizing assemblage. Considering
the available data on the partitioning of phosphorous
between mineral and liquid (Anderson and Greenland
19691, this element is increasingly incompatible in ii-
menite, olivine, p>roxenes and finally plagioclase. This
is supported by the measured content of P_,O5in miner-
als occurring in T J-52 lolivine, 0.13%; pigeonite, 0.03%
and plagioclase, 0.01%1. Accordingly, the slower in-
crease in P205 observed at 5 kbar compared to that at
7 kbar is probably due to the early crystallization of
olivine at low pressure whereas the increasing propor-
tion of low-Ca pyroxene in the crystallizing assemblage
from 7 to 13 kbar decreases the incompatibility of phos-
phorous.
Discussion
Suitability of TJ as a parental magma of the intrusion
The crystallization sequence observed in the 5 kbar ex-
periments (plag --* plag + ol --, plag + ol + ilm) is
close to that inferred for the primitive BKSK cumulates
of MCUs Ill and IV tJensen et al. 1993; Nielsen and
Wilson 1991). However. the effect of the relatively lower
oxidation state superimposed by the graphite capsules
in the high pressure experiments is to reduce the amount
of ferric iron and increase the fayalitic component of the
starting material. As a result, the Mg 4# of olivine [Fo67
max) and pyroxene (En67 max) is somewhat lower than
it should be and the stabilities of olivine relative to low-
Ca pyroxene and pigeonite relative to orthopyroxene
are enhanced. Moreover, this low fo, prevents early
crystallization of ilmenite and magnetite (see below).
Consequently, comparison of experimental and natural
plagioclase is a more reliable test of Tj6rn as a parent
magma and the limit of olivine stability at high pressure
in the experiments is an upper limit for pressure of crys-
tallization of the intrusion. The least evolved cumulates
in the intrusion contain olivine (Fo77) and plagioclase
(An_,t together with iimenite and magnetite. The plagio-
clase composition at the liquidus is An48 at 5 and 7 kbar,
so TJ is slightly more evolved than the BKSK parent in
terms of plagioclase component.
in order to compensate for the difference between the
ambient _, in the graphite capsules and the probable/i,,
of the intrusion (FMQ, see below), the Fe3" Fe z. ratio
of the liquid at the temperature of olivine precipitation
at 5 kbar (I 130°C) has been calculated following Kress
and Carmichaei (1991). As Toplis et al. tin press) have
shown that P,O_ decreases the Fe_,O3'FeO ratio in a
ferrobasaitic melt, their proposed minimum dr_,o5 factor
of -6 has been incorporated in the Kress and
Carmichael (1991) model. Then, taking into account the
pressure (Ulmer 1989) and compositional dependence
(Longhi et al. 1978) of the olivine Kd, the olivine compo-
sition in equilibrium with Tj6rn has been calculated to
be Fo?l. Given the large uncertainties associated with
the application of the Kress and Carmichael model (esti-
mate of the error propagation suggests that InlXv,_,o3
XF,o) is known within + 0.35 In unitsj, this value of FoT,
is in agreement with that obtained by Duchesne and
Hertogen (1988) (FoT0 who used the Ford et al. (1983_
equations (1165°C at 6 kbar) in their calculations and
the measured Fe-_-/Fe -'_ ratio of the rock. Thus TJ is
somewhat more evolved than the BKSK parent in terms
of Mg # [Mg/(Mg + Fe-'*)] as well. The occurrence of
pigeonite at 5 kbar (TJ-47, see Table 3) instead of or-
thopyroxene corroborates this conclusion as the Mg #
is the primary factor controlling opx versus pigeonite.
Therefore, a jotunitic liquid similar in composition to
T J, but slightly more magnesian and with a more anor-
thitic plagioclase component, is the likely parent mag-
ma of MCUs III and IV of the BKSK intrusion. Per-
haps a small amount of wall rock assimilation or tran-
sient fractionation en route to the site of emplacement is
responsible for the difference.
Based on REE and Sr isotopic compositions, De-
maiffe and Hertogen (1981) suggested that the chilled
margin observed around the perimeter of the Hidra
body is the parent magma of this intrusion. As TJ is
compositionally very close to the Hidra margin lDuch-
esne et al. 1989) {see Table 1), these results show that an
important volume of jotunitic magma has been era-
placed in Rogaland at the same time or shortly after the
emplacement of massif-type anorthosites and yielded
the BKSK and Hidra intrusions as well as the jotunitic
complex (Fig 1).
Pressure of emplacement of the intrusion
and of M2 stage
Given that graphite capsules may have enhanced olivine
stability lsee abovel, 5 kbar is a probable maximum for
the emplacement of the BKSK intrusion. Comparison
of A1__O3contents in experimental and natural opx also
suggests a pressure less than or equal to 5 kbar, as dis-
cussed above.
The pressure of emplacement of the intrusion has
strongly been debated among authors. Jansen et al.
(1985) found a pressure of 4 to 5 kbar using the garnet-
orthopyroxene-plagioclase-sillimanite geobarometer in
thecontactaureoleoftheintrusion(stageM2).Maijeret
al.(1981)suggestedthattheosumiliteoccurrencein the
northernpartof thecontactaureoleof the intrusion
pointsto a lowerpressureof3 to 4kbar.Nevertheless,
WilmartandDuchesne(1987)pointedout thataccord-
ing to experimentaldata (Grew1982;Hensen1977;
OleschandSeifert1981),osumiliteisstableuptohigher
pressures(8 - 10kbar)whenP.,o is low and suggested
a higher pressure of 6 to 7.5 kbar for the emplacement of
the Rogaland intrusions [stage M2). Moreover, accord-
ing to Wilmart et al. {1991) CO2-rich fluid inclusions
observed in the mangerites of the upper part of the in-
trusion also point to a pressure of 7.4 + 1 kbar.
The estimation of Wilmart and Duchesne (1987) is
based on the stability of the assemblage olivine
{Fa,4Fo,) + quartz in the upper part of the BKSK in-
trusion and of Fe-rich opx (Fss3En,_Wo2). With these
assemblages, they obtained upper (7 kbar} and lower
(5.7 kbar) limits for the pressure of emplacement of this
intrusion using the Bohlen and Boettcher (1981} geo-
barometer, which is based on the equilibrium
opx = olivine + quartz determined in the FeO-MgO-
CaO-SiO_, system. Increasing Fe content of opx will
move this equilibrium towards higher pressure. In their
application of this geobarometer, Wilmart and Duch-
esne (1987) didn't take into account other components
such as Na. AI, Mn. Ca and Ti {Duchesne. personal
communication) which have a strong influence on the
pressure conditions of the opx = olivine + quartz
equilibrium (Bohlen et al. 1980). The Ca, Na, AI and Ti
are strongly partitioned into opx and extend the stabili-
ty field of this mineral. According to Bohlen et al. (1980),
the magnitude of this extension can unfortunately not
be determined with accuracy as pertinent activity data
are lacking. Using their proposed two-site ionic mod-
el [av_s,,o_ = [1-tNa + K + Mn + Ca + 1/2Mg)] [l-
{Ti + AIVI + Cr + Zn + 1 2Mg)]l to estimate the ef-
fect of these ions when calculating the aw in the opx
gives an av, = 0.60 for Fs_3En,_Wo2 as opposed to
av, = 0.83 employed by Wilmart and Duchesne (1987).
The lower revised avs decreases the lower limit of pres-
sure a few kbar.
The CO,-rich inclusions observed in quartz of the
upper part of BKSK have been subdivided into three
types by Wilmart et al. (1991): scarce la inclusions of
pure CO2; abundant lb composed of CO2 and contain-
ing graphite; and late Ic with no graphite. In the P-T
plane, the representative isochore of the la inclusions
lies well above the regional P-Tpath and may corre-
spond to a density increase as suggested by the authors
(volume decrease after their formation), On the other
hand, the isochores of the Ib inclusions intersect the P-T
path for pressures lower than 6 kbar. At 800°C, the tem-
perature estimated for the upper part of the intrusion by
Wilmart et ai. (1991j using the Lindsley and Andersen
[1983) two-pyroxene model and by Duchesne (1972a)
using Fe-Ti oxides, the lb isochores give a pressure
range of 4 to 6 kbar which is in very good agreement
with the pressure estimated from phase equilibria of the
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TJ composition and by Jansen et al. (1985). We consider
then that this pressure is relevant for the emplacement
of the Rogaland intrusions and for the contact meta-
morphism {M2 stage of Maijer et al. 1981 ) and A stage
of Wilmart and Duchesne (1987).
fo, during differentiation of the intrusion
Due to important subsolidus reequilibration of ilmenite
and magnetite compositions {Duchesne 1972a), the T-I_:
path could not be estimated for the early cumulates.
Nevertheless, using the compositions of isolated grains.
Duchesne (1972a} has estimated thefo, for two particu-
lar levels of the intrusion. With the caiibration of Bud-
dington and Lindsley (1964), he suggested an)o, slightly
above NNO for the upper part of MCU IV using mag-
netite and ilmenite whose compositions were reintegrat-
ed optically and an fo_,of FMQ- 1 for the quartz manger-
ites belonging to the upper part of the intrusion based
on magnetite compositions. This last estimate has sub-
sequently been confirmed by Wilmart and Duchesne
(1987) and is in agreement with the occurrence of fay-
alitic olivine (Fo_; Duchesne 1972b) in equilibrium with
quartz and magnetite in these rocks. Nitsan (1974) has
calculated the position of the fayalite-quartz-magnetite
assemblage as a function Offo :, Tand the fayalite con-
tent of olivine, At T = 800°C {Duchesne 1972a, Wilmart
and Duchesne 1987), Fo_ gives log 1'_},= -16 which is
close to FMQ.
Comparison between experimentally determined
phase equilibria at different fo, with the order of cumu-
lus arrival in the intrusion allows an independent esti-
mate of the G, during the early ffactionation. Neverthe-
less, this technique relies on the identification of the
cumulus or postcumulus status of oxides and sometimes
this distinction cannot be made unequivocally (Mc-
Birney 1989). Jensen et al. (1993} have suggested that
both ilmenite and magnetite are cumulus phases in
MCUs lllb and IVb (Fig. 2). According to these au-
thors, the two oxides occur as large grains {_ 1 mini of
similar sizes and are quite abundant in the leucotrocto-
lites (modal proportions from Jensen et al. (1993): il-
menite, 5%; magnetite, 1%1. It is worth noting that the
abundance of ilmenite in MCU IVb is higher than that
observed in the near liquidus experiment at FMQ-1 IT J-
45, see Table 2). Moreover. the high-A1 content of mag-
netite (spinel exsolutions: Duchesne 1972a: Jensen, et al.
1993) as well as the high Cr content of both oxides also
gives support to the hypothesis that these oxides are
early cumulus phases. A peculiar feature of MCUs II!
and IV is that magnetite disappears in units c and reap-
pears in units d (Fig. 2} whereas the proportion of il-
menite steadily increases from bottom to top of these
MCUs (Duchesne 1972aj. Moreover, the proportion of
magnetite is always lower than that of ilmenite in the
cumulates, At 1 atm and NNO. both oxides are near the
liquidus together with plagioclase. Nevertheless, the
proportion of magnetite is much higher than that of
Table 4 Calculated densities of liquids in experimental charges
Experi- T(°C) d (g/cm3)" d (g/cm3) b d (g/cm3) (3)
merit
i atm NNO
T J-37 1190 - 2.59 -
TJ-36 t 175 - 2.66 -
TJ-31 1160 - 2.58 -
TJ-26 i 155 - 2.63 -
T J-38 1133 - 2.57 -
T J-29 1118 - 2.59 -
T J-32 1105 - 2.55 -
TJ-34 1085 - 2.52 -
I atm FMQ-I
TJ-48 1150 2.69 -
T J-45 1124 2.70 -
T J-46 1090 2.67
T J-52 1080 2.65 -
T J-53 1070 - 2.68 -
T J-55 1065 - 2.63 -
5kb
TJ-17 1170 2.78 2.77 2.76
T J-43 I 150 2.79 2.79 2.78
T J-40 I 135 2.80 2.79 2.78
T J-23 1130 2.81 2.81 2.80
TJ-51 11l0 2.80 2.80 2.79
TJ-47 1100 2.80 2.80 2.78
7 kb
TJ-I I 170 2.80 2.80 2.79
T J-41 I 155 2.83 2.83 2.82
T J-9 1145 2.87 2.87 2.86
TJ-3 1120 2.87 2.87 2.85
T J-4 1095 2.90 2.89 2.86
10 kb
T J-5 1190 2.84 2.84 2.83
T J-18 1165 2.85 2.85 2.84
T J-20 1160 2.87 2.86 2.85
T J-7 1130 2.88 2.88 2.86
T J-8 1100 2.89 2.88 2.86
13 kb
T J-24 1190 2.91 2.91 2.90
T J-12 1185 2.91 2.90 2.89
TJ-I I 1162 2.94 2.93 2.92
T J- 10 I 160 2.92 2.92 2.90
T J- 13 1130 2.93 2.93 2.9 I
16 kb
T J-35 1215 2.96 2.96 2.95
T J- 14 1200 2.94 2.94 2.93
18 kb
T J-44 1225 2.97 2.97 2.96
FezO_ and H,O not taken into account in density calculations
b% Fe,O_ in the liquids calculated following Kress and
Carmichael (1991} and using the dp_.o_proposed by Toptis et al. (in
press)
c Fe,O, and H,O taken into account, see text for explanation
nificant except at 13 and 16 kbar when H20 is taken
into account.
At 1 atm and FMQ-1, density first increases as pla-
gioclase is the sole liquidus phase and a subsequent den-
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sity drop occurs when ilmenite and olivine join the as-
semblage. A similar T-p path is observed at 5 kbar. At 7
and 10 kbar, there is an overall density increase which is
more rapid at high temperature as plagioclase domi-
nates in the liquidus assemblages (see Table 2).
As already discussed above the H20 content of the
superliquidus glasses is less than 0.15%. Nevertheless,
due to the low molecular weight of H20, small weight
percents correspond to significant mole fractions of
H20 (Lange and Carmichael 1990). Consequently, we
have calculated the density of the liquids taking into
account an initial value of 0.15% and the build up of
H,O as anhydrous phases precipitate (Fig. 10 and Table
4).- Density increases are reduced or even absent (at low
temperature at 10 kbar) and the density drop observed
at 5 kbar is magnified.
At NNO the density curve displays some oscillations
with an overall decrease due to the early crystallization
of magnetite as well as ilmenite and to the higher pro-
portion of oxides than plagioclase. The small oscilla-
tions are correlated with the FeO content and are likely
to be due to variable proportions of ilmenite and mag-
netite. At high temperature magnetite and ilmenite are
the sole ferromagnesians at the liquidus and variation in
their proportions strongly influence the FeO content
and p. At lower temperature, opx, augite and pigeonite
are also present and lessen the above effect.
Crystallization of both ilmenite and magnetite to-
gether with plagioclase in the early cumulates followed
by the plag + opx + ilm assemblage is likely to have
produced a decrease in liquid density as suggested by
Nielsen and Wilson (1991), based on fractionation-den-
sity considerations (Sparks and Huppert 1984). More-
over new influxes ofjotunitic magma were both hotter
and denser than the resident magma.
The calculated density of TJ has to be compared to
that of plagioclase in order to estimate the buoyancy of
this mineral which is the dominant phase in the primi-
tive cumulates. In 1988, using the expression of Bottinga
and Weill (1970), Duchesne and Hertogen obtained a
density of 2.65 and 2.62 for an H20 content of 0 and
0.5% respectively at T= 1160°C. In this estimation,
they did not take into account compressibility factors
and P20_ as data on its partial molar volume were lack-
ing (Duchesne, personal communication). They also
used the measured content of Fe,O3 (5.00% Fe_,O3 and
8.37% FeO) in the rock which was probably increased
by subsolidus oxidation. The Fe_,O3 content has now
been recalculated for FMQ at 5 kbar and 1150°C using
the regression of Kress and Carmichael (1991). With the
expression of Lange and Carmichael (1990) and includ-
ing the recent data on P_,O5 (Toplis et al. in press_, d
equals 2.77 (0% H20) and 2.74(0.5% H,O). Considering
the density of plagioclase crystallizing in the early cu-
mulates [T= ll50°C-Anso, 2.625; T= 1130°C-An45,
2.615 ; (Campbell et al. 1978)], it is unlikely that plagio-
clase could have settled in the BKSK magma chamber.
This in turn points to an in situ crystallization process.
Similar conclusions were already obtained by Bottinga
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ilmenite and low-Ca pyroxene is the first ferromagne-
sian to appear instead of olivine due to the increased
as,o: induced by the early precipitation of oxides. These
two features indicate that fO2 was probably lower than
NNO during the early stage of fractionation. At FMQ-
1, a few grains of ilmenite occur together with olivine
(T J-45) but magnetite is lacking. Consequently, the early
fo, was probably intermediate between NNO and
FMQ-I and close to FMQ. The disappearance of mag-
netite in units c of MCUs III and IV which is correlated
with the replacement of olivine by low-Ca pyroxene,
suggests a subsequent decrease in fo2 (Snyder et al.
1993). The early crystallization of both oxides in units b
results in an increase in as_o2which drives the liquid into
the stability field of low-Ca pyroxene. As for the same
Fe # [FeZ+/(FC + + Mg)], olivine contains twice as
much FC + as low-Ca pyroxene, crystallization of the
latter decreases the Fe2OJFeO of the liquid thereby de-
creasing the fo:. Subsequently, crystallization of both
ilmenite and pyroxene will increase the redox ratio of
the liquid until the stability field of magnetite is encoun-
tered again (Morse 1980: Snyder et al. 1993). Duchesne
(1972a) proposed an fo., of NNO for the upper part of
MCU IV. Nevertheless, according to our experimental
data, this fo2 estimate is probably too high as the pro-
portion of magnetite is always much higher than that of
ilmenite at NNO (see Table 2) and this is contrary to
what is observed in the cumulates. Consequently exper-
imentally determined phase equilibria indicate that fo2
was first close to FMQ (units b), then decreased relative
to this buffer (units c) and increased afterwards until
magnetite reappearance. This fo, path cannot be corre-
lated with the value of FMQ found for the quartz man-
gerites, as the origin of these rocks has not been estab-
lished clearly (see above). Changes info 2during fraction-
ation have been reported in other layered intrusions and
are different than those inferred for the BKSK magma
chamber. Based on Fe-Ti oxide analyses and the solu-
tion model of Lindsley (1977), Morse (1980) suggested
that in Kiglapait,fo2 was close to MW in the lower zone,
increased to an intermediate value between MW and
FMQ at the cumulus arrival of ilmenite and titanomag-
netite and subsequently remained at this value in the
upper zone. Using experimentally determined oxide
phase equilibria, Snyder et al. (1993) have shown that in
the Newark Island layered intrusion the fo., increased
relative to FMQ before titanomagnetite precipitation
and decreased afterwards. According to these authors, a
similar trend is also relevant for the Skaergaard and
Somerset Dam intrusions and might be typical of
tholeitic magma differentiation.
Density changes during fractionation
Liquid densities have been calculated following the ex-
pression of Bottinga and Weill (1970) and using the par-
tial molar volumes, thermal expansions and compress-
ibilities of oxide components proposed by Lange and
Carmichael (1990). As shown by Toplis et al. (in press),
addition of P,O 5 to a ferrobasaltic melt reduces the den-
sity. The P_,O5 content of the liquids present in the ex-
periments ranges from 0.53% to 2.32% and the partial
molar volume of P_,O5 derived by these last authors
on a ferrobasaltic composition at 1200°C has been used
in our calculations. Results are shown in Fig. 10 and
Table 4.
In the 1 atm experiments, the Fe20 3 content is not
negligible and has been calculated using the regression
of Kress and Carmichael (1991) and the dp_o_of Toplis et
al. (in press). The same technique has been applied to the
high pressure experiments in which fo. was estimated
with the composition of ilmenite. As shown on Fig. 10,
taking into account this component in the high pressure
experiments does not change significantly the density
given the large uncertainties associated with the model
of Kress and Carmichael.
Density calculations have an accuracy of about 0.5 %
(Sparks and Huppert 1984). When H20 is taken into
account (see below), accuracy is however less good
(_+ 1.0%) due to the considerable uncertainty that still
surrounds the value of the partial molar volume of H20
(Lange and Carmichael 1990). The range, of densities
observed in our experiments is 4.9% at NNO, 2.6% at
FMQ-1, 1.4% at 5 kbar, 3.5% at 7 kbar, 1.4% at
l0 kbar, 1.0% at 13 kbar and 16 kbar (Table 4). The
observed decrease and increase in density are thus sig-
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Fig. 10 Density changes (g/cm 3) along fractionation trends in the
one atmosphere and high pressure experiments. Liquid densities
were calculated following Lange and Carmichael (1990) and with
dp_o_ from Toplis et al. (in press): (open circles without Fe,O_ and
H.O,filled circles with Fe203 and without H.O, crosses with Fe203
and H.O; see text for explanation)
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PIg_temzoic ma,_:_[/anorthosite,s ale usually a._:_or'iatedwith cariahh'
amount._ o/a characteristic suite q/meh._ ran_ingfrom a melanocratie
jhcie., high!_' enrflhed bt l"e. 7_ attd P (FIP rock.s) to mq/ic and
L,ranilh _vc/c_ //he .to/unite chamockile .ruit0. tte_e erperimet_tal
and geochemical data on jme-grained (chilled) ._amp#,,/iom ,_a,eral
intru._ions oJ the Rogaland l%_'ime a,r used to de,,/dm their
peln_ene_is. Modeling of these data ,mpport_ the h.vpothc4s that
e._ten,c'e .fiactianation #f primiti_,e .jotunile._ can produce quart.:
mangedt<_ r_'Oh RIFE" co.een/ra/wm & the range q/.jotun#e._, .,tzrmg
depictions in l ", 7h, Sr and "[i. and smaller to no _r&tive deph'tiom
in tt./ and _2: E_perhnenlal and petra_raphie data &digate that
the FII' rr.,&_ wpre._ent acrumulation_ oja deme ov#h'
apatite p(<,eonite assemblage.from eoevi._ting multi,_aturah,djotuni/ic
to mangeritt} h)luigA. 7'Tze Roga/and jotunit_) charnockiO_ trend
corrc,q_onds to a multi-stage proce_,_ ( p_(vbaric fiactional cn'._-
ta/lizatiot_ and cn,,stal accumulation. The ear& stage, in which a
primiti_'ejotun#ic ma_qtm.fimlianate._ Io produce a,_ ee,oh,edjo/un#e,
pmbab(v too* plate seceral kibmeter_ below the intrusion lew[ of
di/_e,s, either in mq/ic _hamber_ sb, i[ar to that _!/ the Bjerkwh_
,%k, dal hn'e_ed intrusion o_ in ma,_se,_ _._]-eO,,qallizin# ande._im'
am,thosite. 77w later _tq_e qf fivetionatio_, which mar hm'e
incoh'ed,/tow d(ffi_wntiation, took plate _.,.,ilt,,b_lhe dikc_ tt,',mCr'e,_
and pmduced compo._ition_ ravaging,firm e_'oh,ed jotunite 1omangerite
/o quartz mm_gerite and ckarnockite.
KEV %X()RI)S:am, lho*ih,: e,,perimental pelm/ogq'; geo_hemi,,tp'; mon-
:Mioril< R,ga/and ano_ho._ite_omp/e_
INTRODUCTION
Protczozoic massif antwtbosia's arc usually _issodiatcd
with variabh" al:llOtlnts Of a characteristic suite ,_:,fmarie
to granitic rocks. The least evolveci rocks of this suile are
enriched in malic minerals (low- and high-Ca pyroxe,ws,
I:e qi oxides, apatite), and in some cases very high
concentrati(ms of these phases give rise to mclatmcratic
rocks. Variotls names including fcrrodioriw, mon-
zonoritc, .jotunitc. Fe Ti P-rich rocks (I"l'Pl and oxide
apalite gabbronorilc have been used; however, in this
study, wc will reti'r to them by the collective term of
.iotutfite (hypersthene monzodiorite). E','ohvd rocks ot'dw
suite include mangerites (h.x])ersthenc monzonitc), quartz
manvcrites and charnockites (hH)crsthcne ,_ranite>. \Ve
will refer to the suite ;is a wlmh" as the jotunitc suilc.
The origin o|'jotunites remains the subject of con-
siderable debate, despite their similar texlura[ and geo-
chemical characteristics ti'om one anorthositc comph'x
to another. Several h_])otheses, not muluallv exclusixe,
have been proposed: (l)joltlllites are residual ]iquids
after anorthosite crystallization (Ashwal, 1982: Morse,
1982; Withe. 1990; Emslie el ak. 1.q.q4): (2) they are
the parental magmas of the anth'sinc anorthosite suite
(l)uchesne et hi., 1974; l)uchesne & l)emaifle, 1978;
i)emaiffc & Hez'togen, 1981): (3) they are products of
partial mehing of the lmvcr crust (I)uchesne el al., 1985,
1989: l)u('hcsne, 1990), (-1-)they are transitional rocks in
a comagmatic sct]tte_we fi'om anorlhosile to mangeritc
(\Vilmarl el a/.. 1989: Owens el al., 1993: l)uchcsne &
Wihnart. 1997!; (5) they are derived by fiacii¢mation of"
malic magmas unrelated to the anorthosilic suite (Emslic,
1985): (6) = ttwy arc immiscibh' liquids conjugate to
,]()[RN.\I,()F PI.TRf)I,()(;Y vf_l.tXIl_ ;!J NI MHIA¢.:_ M \R(:II I!_u_;
mangerites (Philpotts, 1981). In this paper, we present
new experimcmal data on two jotunite samples fiom the
same (like (the Varberg (like) in the Rogaland anorthositic
C()lnplex as well its new geochemical data (ma:jor and
trace elements)on fine-grained (chilled)jotunitic rocks
from other intrusions in the R()galand Province. We then
use these data as well as published experimental and
geochemical data from the literature to: (1) dcthw a liquid
line of descent extending fiom jotunite up to quartz
mangerite (or acidic rocks); (2) discuss the possible origins
of rocks showing extreme c(mcentrations ot" Fe(), TiO:
and P_,();; and (3) develop models of m_!ior and trace
eh'ment [REt:, (rare earth elements), Sr, U, Th, Zr, Hi;
Ta, RI), Co, Ni, Cr. Sc] ['raclionalion wit]fin the suite.
GEOLOGICAL SETTING AND
PETROGRAPHY
The Rogaland intrusive complex of soutltern N()rxvay
(Fig. 1) (Michot. 1960; Michot & Michot. 1969)is one
of the grout) of Proterozoic anorthositic pr()vinces that
have been recognized world-wide (Ashw'al, 1993). Massif-
t_pe anorth()sites (Egersund Ogna; Haland Helleren;
Aria Sira), leuconoritic bodies (Hidra, Garsaknatt) and
a large layered int,usitm (Bjerkrcim Sokndal: BKSK)
()CCUl)Y most of the surlace exposure. Jotunitic rocks
mainly occur in a system of dikes and small intrusions
{l)uchesne el a/., 1985, 1939). There are also several
Fe Ti ore bodies within the compk'x (Krause & Pcdall,
1980; Duchcsne, 1998). New [7 Pt) ages obtained from
zirctm and baddeleyite (Sch_irer el al., 1996) suggesl that
cmplaceme,ll ot" this complex occurred within <10 my
(between 930 and 920 Ma).
The Rogaland jotunitic suite was tirst described I)v
Michot (1.()60) and then extensi``'ely studied by Duchesne,
1)cmaitfi" and coworkers in several papers reviewed by
l)uchesne (1990). The characteristics oF jotunites will
trek' be briefly summarized here. Jotunites are typically
medium grained (from 0"1 mm to a l_'w millimeters in
size) and co,ataiu plagioclase (usually ant(perth(tic), some
t)erthitic K-fi'ldspar, poikilitic inverted pigconite, aug(t(,
Fe Ti oxides, and apatite; these minerals plus re(so-
perth(tic K-liAdspar and quartz are characteristic of the
evolved lhcies (I)uchesne, 1990). Jotunilic rocks occur
mt)sdv as dikes crosscutting massif-tyI)e anorthosites ])tit
those that have been dated have similar absohlle ages in
the range of 920 930 Ma (Sch_irer et al., 1996). Among
them, the Telhws dike in till" .-_,na Sira massif as well as
the Varl)erg and Lomland (likes in the Egersund Ogna
massif (Fig. 1) have been studied in the most detail
(Duchesne et ai.. 198_); Wihnart el al., 1989). The Tellnes
(like, to which we will tTequently reDr in tills study, varies
conlinuouslv from jotunitic tl) charn()ckitic lithologies, h
has a x_ell-(h'fincd RI) Sr ``vht,le-rock isochron and its
coml)t)sitiomd variation can he explai,wd by a process
of fiactional crystallization without progressivc con-
tamination (_Vihnart el a/., l.q/_l)). Ho``xever, _hoh'-rock
Rb Sr isotopic data from other dikes such as Lomland
do not tit tightly to isochrons and there is consideral)h"
variation in &, from dike It) (like (()-704 0'710)that
doe_ not correlate with other geochemical parameters
(l)emaiflb el al., 1.986; l)uchesnc el aL, 1989). which
taken together suggest variat)le contamination of muhil)le
sources. Jotunites also tbrm small intrusions (e.g. Eta
Reketjord: Fig. 1) as well as chilled margins to the
Hidra and Garsaknatt leuconorilic bodies (1)emaifli" &
Hertogen, 1981) and, locally, lo the Bjerkreim Sokndal
layered intrusion (Duchesne & Hertogen, 1988; Wilson
el a[.. 1996). Experiments on a saint)l( from one of these
chilh'd margins, the "l]6rn facies [sample P,0123a of
l)uchesne & Hertogen (1.()88)]. have shown the near-
liquidus assemblages It)I)c plagioclase i.'\n_,> + olivinc
(I:o,,_) at 5 kt)ar and plagit)clase (..\n _;) + tt)x``-(:a pyroxene
ten,;,;) at 7 kl)ar (Vander Auwera & Ixmghi, 1994). The
compositions of most of the Rogaland jotunitic suiw torm
coherenl trends in variation (tiagranas (Fig. 2), but the
h'asl ditlbrentiated compositions (high Mg(), low K:O/
are chilled margin samples and fbrm a group distinct
fiom the rest Hf the dike system. In the follo``_ing, we
will refi'r to the distinctive group oF(hilled margin samples
as primitive jomnites and to the least differentiated
samples of the dike trend its evolved jolunites. In this
latter group, most samples arc chilled margins to the
(likes (75202F, 8926, 89115, 7355).
In this study, we took special care to sch'cl samph's
tiom ditlbrcnt occurrences which prot)al)ly represent
liquid compositions [,,'cry' line-grained texture !<950 lain'),
non-porphyritic t:acies, elt)ngale(t apatite ant[ oxide grains
randomly dispersed in the other milwrals, etc.] and their
exact locations are given in Table I. Three of these
samples (80123a, 91141 and 7934: Table 1) from the
chilled margin of BKSK an(t Hidra ave primitive jotu-
hires. The remainder of the samph's art" from the dikes
and have compositions ranging fi'om evolve(t jotunite to
quartz mangerite. Ahhough the Varl)erg dike (Fig. 1)
displays tilt" lyl)ical mineraloD: otjotunites (see ahove),
it contains a chilled margin Tal)h" 1: sample 73202F,
whic]l has 1)een ()l)servcd ill several ])laces along its
contact, as ``veil as a locally developed. Fc Ti P-rich
melanocratic tacics {sample 75372: TiO, C23%: F'eO,
27'43%: PeO_ 4"20%)in t]w inlerior, _]iere marie min-
erals (inverted pigeonite, aug(t(, ilmcnite, magnetite, ap-
attic) make up _75% of the rt)ck, and plagioclasc and
pcrthitic K-fiqdsl)ar make up the remaining 25%. Mineral
phases tiom saml)les laken along slrike of tilt" dike have
been analyzed with the cle(lron microprot)e It) test Ibr
gco<_raphical variations in lllhleial (ouq)oshions.
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Fig. 1. t';chcmatic t+c,_+l.gicalmap oftl'w k+_galamlan+_rtb_.+iti_+>ml_h'x[alb'r 31i_}l+>l& Mi_ h.t ,'1!+69,and/+_lh" 1996,,1. I':(;( )(J, I';e<'r,.o<:l I )_oa:
Htl, Haland tlclh'rrn: .kS..\ha Sita: H, Hidra: (;. (kusaknatt: ER. Eia R<'kcti.id: BKSK, I+,i.',kwm+ S._kndal,Ap, .",p,,F.hv,,i,,.Numlu'r', rcli'i
a. ',amph", dc_,_rilwd in Table I.
SAMPLE PREPARATION,
EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL
METHODS
l']xpcritnct_ts were carried out on t_o powdered rocks of
[hi' "_'_tl+bCl+_ dike at l.am(mt I)ohertv either in a standard
l/2 inch piston cylilidcr apl)al'attls or in a l)chcch vertical
quc,tching (hrtntcc, tbllowing the methods dcscribcd by
Fram & l,onghi (1992)and \+andcr Auwma & lxmghi
(1994). One samplv was fiom the chill margin (samph'
7321121:; VB): the other was fi'om thc mehmocratic tacies
(samph' 75372; NIEI,I. High-pressure CXF,Crimcms _et'{"
run in graphilc capsules at 3 kbar (runs VB-I to VB-3,
VB-13 and VB-14 on saml)h" VB, and runs MEI,-I to
Mt'I+-3 on sample MI'I,), the likely pressure of em-
placement ot'ihc Rogaland imrusivc complex ii.]anscn et
aL, 1983: \'an(h'r ,%uwcra & 1,onghi, 1994). Dry run
conditions art" ('()l]sislCllI with thc ,'chttivclv hr, x flH:())
that is a general feature of massif anorthositcs and related
rocks {see, c+g. Morse, 1982). However, IIw graphite
capsules imposed a relatively low oxygen tugacity in these
experiments, I)robably bclv¢ccrl FMQ (thyalitc
magnetite (ltlarlz) 2 and FMQ -t (Vandcr ,\mvcra
& I,onghi, 1994), which inhibits magnetitv stalfilitv. +1'o
aproximatc the f(().,) of the jotunitcs and to determine
the cttbcts of magnetite, which is a late-stage nfinmal in
the primitive jottmites, on the liquid line o1"descent, we
also performed a few I atn_ mcltiti._ cxpcrimcnts in a
controlled CO CO: atmosph('rc. These "o.crt" carric(l ()|It
at txvo diflbrcntftO,) values: NN() (,fickcl nickel oxide:
rtms VB- 16 and \'B- 17) and 1:5 i().. Otm \'B-6):.f(()e) x+as
IllCastlrcd with a (:a-dopcd Zr()_, electrolyte cell. (,;ood
a_rccment was tbund t)euwcenj(O_,)detcrrnincd directh
and.f{O:) cah'ulated by applyin_ the Andersen & l,indslcv
{1981q) modcl to die COml){/silions of c<wxisting iln'lcnilc
;tlld spinel prodtlCCd ill the cx])ct+iil/ClllS. 'I'o llliliilllizc
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Table 1: Samph _description, location andjhcie,_ q/ijohmite._
Sample UTM grid: zone 32 VLK Intrusion
89115/ch (1)*
78211/ch (2)
8925, 8926/ch (3)
8951/ch (4)
7355/ch (5)
91141/ch (6}, 80123a/ch (7)t
75182, 7519, 75202F/ch, 75202G,
75204, 75206, 75372, 78201,
7912(8)
7838/ch, 8034/ch (9)
T2/ch,T221/ch,T82/ch, 7832, 7828,
7252 (10)*
66175, 7536, 7533, 7534 (11)
305-859
407-825
315-812
534-615
399-727
273-992;354-983
249-883; 249-875; 244-825; 244-825; 244-825;
244-825; 244-838; 251-797; 243-841
550-824;554-827
514-857; 455-70t; 517-653; 523-627; 472-698;
477-697
263-803; 267-815; 275-827; 273-829
7234/ch (12)§ 589-602
Kjervall dike crosscutting the Egersund-Ogna
anorthosite
Eiavatn dike crosscutting the Eia-Rekefjord
intrusion
dike on top of the Koldal smatl intrusion: 8925 is
from the central part of the dike, and 8926 from
the contact
satellite to the Tellnes dike crosscutting the
,Ana-Sira anorthosite
Eia-Rekefjord intrusion
fine-grained margin of the Bjerkreim-Sokndal
intrusion
Varberg dike crosscutting the Egersund-Ogna
anorthosite
Fidsel dike crosscutting the Apophysis
Tellnes dike crosscutting the Ana-Sira
anorthosite
Puntervold facies (melanorites) of the Lomland
dike
fine-grained margin of the Hidra leuconoritic
body
*Numbers in parentheses correspond to the localities shown in Fig. 1;/ch indicates that the sample corresponds to a chill.
tDuchesne & Hertogen (1988). _tWilmart (1988). §Duchesne et al. (1974).
iron loss in highly cwstalline runs, powdered samples
were pressed into disks ot6 mm diameter (bonded with
pol_ainvl akohol) and loosely wrapped in Pt wire of 0"254
mm diameter. Run conditions and phase assemblages are
given in "['ahle 2.
Analytical method
After each exl)crimcnt, the charges were mourned in
epoxy, p<>lishcd and anal_,zed at l,amont l)oherLv under
the Canwbax/Micro electron microprobe equipped with
_l. wavelength disl)ersive system. Accelerating vohage was
set at 15 kV and all elements wcrc measured tbr 20 s at
a beam current of 23 hA, except in the case of t>ldspars,
phosphaws, and glasses, whcre Na and K _verc measured
(irst tbr 30 s at 3 II;\. Rims (4" minerals were analyzed
with a point beam and glasses with a defocused beam of
5 btm to minimize alkali loss. X-ray intensities were
reduced using the Cameca PAP correction program. A
contbination of mineral and glass standards were used
[br glass analyses v,:hcreas only mineral standards were
used for plagi(wlase, oxides pyroxenes, and olivines.
Major (qemen{ compositions of the cxperimemal phases
are reported in Table 3. Rims and cores ot" Mdspars and
pyroxem's occurring in Ihc difli'renl facies oF flw Varberg
dike have been analyzed with the Camcca SXS0 of the
C,AMST ('Cenue d'Analvsc par Mi('rosonde pour h's
Sciences de la Terre', l,ouvain-l,a-Neuve, Belgium; J.
D(aulier analyst). Standards inch,ded natural minerals
and synthetic contpounds. Accelerating vohage was set
at 15 kV and beam current was 20 nA with 10 s counting
times. X-ray intensities were reduced using lhe Cameca
P:\P correction t)rogram. Results are" given in Tabh' 4.
_[ass I)a[an(t' bctween {ht" bulk compost{ion of the
starling material and the compositions of all phases
present itt ('ach run has been cahulalcd using a leasl-
squares multiph' regression to determine phase pro-
portions and to lesl it' Fe and Na loss occurred in the ]
alto experimenls. Resuhs arc given in Tabh" 2. Na loss
ranges front 4% up to 14% whereas Fe displays at slnall
gain in VB-16 (6%)and at signitk'ant one in VB-17 ('25%).
The latter experinwnt did not equilibrate pervasively, as
the temperature "_as near the solidus and the charge
incite(| only locally. In ruri VB-I,t, the (wthopyroxcnc
(opx) coefficient itad a Ilegativc sign. The opx toctlicienI
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Table 2: Evpedmental conditions and pwducts
Experiment r (°el P t (h) f(O2) Products
VB-1 1150 5 kbar 25 gl
VB-2 1120 5 kbar 26 gls, pl_
VB-3 1100 5 kbar 36 gl96pl,
VB-4 1080 5 kbar 47 gl82PL7olo2ilo; ap0,
VB-14 1078 5 kbar 66 g16_p130pigs il3ap0o_opx0
VB-13 1074 5 kbar 114 gl pt ot il ap pig
VB-5 1060 5 kbar 71 gl pl pig aug il ksp qtz
VB-6 1050 1 bar 125 FMQ gl_ plsool7il3 uvsp6phosph
VB-16 1065 1 bar 46 NNO gl47pl28pig_aug4uvsp,s phosp,
VB-17 1060 1 bar 89 NNO g13opla3pig, aug9uvsp,9 phosp5
MEL-1 1130 5 kbar 23 gl
MEL-2 1110 5 kbar 18 gl99iL
MEL-3 1090 5 kbar 25 gl_ il4ol4ap2
The numbers following the phase abbreviations are the weight proportions of the relevant phases present in the experiments,
calculated using a weighted least-squares minimization.
'was then challged to zero and its COlllponents were
included in the other phases. This resuhs in an increased
proportion of the remaining phases.
The line-grained samples ofjomnites were analyzed
fbr major elements and some trace elements by X-ray
Iluorcscence on a CGR Lambda 2020 Spectrometer at
the i. Iniversity of I,i6ge (anMysl (;. Bologne)(Bologne &
l)uchesne, 199 l). The odmr trace elements were analyzed
eithe, (m a VG oh'mental l_Q.2 Plus inductively coupled
plasma-mass spectrometer at dw University of IJege
(Vander Auwera el al.. 1.99{q) or by neutron activation at
the Pierre Sfie l,aboratory (CEA, Satclay, France; analyst
J. I,.Joron)..M@_r and trace element data are presented
in Table 5.
EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL
RESULTS
Mineral compositions
Tlw cc, mpositions of plagioclase and F,yroxcnes from the
Varberg dike (Fig. 3) have a limiled range and are similar
to those obsen'ed in jotunites from the Tellnes dike
(Wihnart, 1988). In tile chill margin plagioclase is not
signiiicantl.v zoned, with cores of An,_ and mantles with
an average of An:_ L. Augile, whether as lamellae or
primary crystals, has an intermediaw ;'t/g-munber (0"49).
The low-(:a pyroxene (tpyx)is orthopyroxenc (\got ,F,ns _-,)
inverted from pigeonite (Fig. 3, Tabh" 4}. In the sample
of the melanocratic t_cies (MEI.), the pyroxenes are
sinfilar to those elsewhere in the dike, bill alkali feklspar
is present (..\n0,f)r_,) together with plagioclase
(An:_,Ab,;,;Or.,). There seems to be a correlation between
plagioclase composition and bulk composition, as plagio-
clasc displaying the lowesl anorthile content (.'\II_,l ill
sample 75206; Tabh" 41', in associated wifla the tmlk
composition showing the lowest MgO (2"79%)and high-
cst SiO_ (49"29%) content observed in the samples liom
the Varberg dike (l'able 5; analysis of sample 75204 is
given instead of that of sample 75206}. This observation
is supported by petrographic data ti'om the Tellnes dike,
in which there is a systematic change in the tbldst>ar
composition associated with bulk composition: jotunites
are characterized t)y antiperthitic plagioclase and lesser
K-li:ldspar (microperthite), mangerites contain more K-
tbldspar and mesoperthite-rinmmd plagioclasc, whereas
quartz mangerites display mesoperthite (Wihnart el a/.,
1989).
Experimental results
At 5 kbar and 1120°(_I plagioclase (AnL,) is the sole
liquidus phase of VB, the chill margin sample. Olivine
(Fo;,,), ihnenite, and apatite appear approximately to-
gether at 1080°(i in run \'B-4. The SiO_ and P_O;
concentrations in the 1080°C liquid arc 46"0% and
2"74%, respectively (rl_abh. 3); these values are consistent
with the apatite-saturation model of Harrison & Watson
(1984). In run VB- 14 at 1078°C there is a drastic increase
in cwstallinity and olivine is replaced by pigeonite and
orflml)yroxenc. At a slightly lower temperature (1074°(I,
VB-13) olivine reappears as a stable phase. Only the top
halfofflw VB-13 charge shmvs signs of glass and textural
equilibration. Thus the solidus prolml)ly ties within the
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Fig. 3. Anorthite content <_f"plagioclase ilt3 and p,,rc_xcnc comp_+sitions ib) ]En (XlgSi()+! Fs (FcNi()+i l)i (CaMgSi:(),.) Hd +Cal"cSi.(),i
quadrilateral 1 in the Varbcrg dike .Table ti as well as in liquidus and mmr-licluidus cxpcrimcnts (VB runs) (l'abh, '31.Numbers in the p_.r_xcm'
quadrilateral art _ Frill III.IITt])_.'I':';.
charge. The few areas of glass are chemically hetero-
geneous (Table 3), and thus represent local surth.ce equi-
librium. Mass balance calculations show that there is a
precipitous drop in percent liquid between 1080°C (82%)
and 1078°C (61%), so encountering the solidus a ffw
degrees lower is not surprising; however, in VB-5 at
1060°C, which should have been below the solidus, a
small amount of glass _ith (57'6% SiO, was observed
adjacent to K-l_ldspar. An explanation of these phe-
nomena can be deduced ti'om Fig. 4, in which liquidus
phase diagrams are drawn li'om experimental phase
compositions. In a plagioclase ilmenite apatite pro-
jection (Fig. 4a), the compositions of liquid, pigeonite,
and olivine (plus plagioclase, ilmenite, and apatite) in
VB-14 are nearly coplanar, implying a thermal divide
on the olivine pigeonite (+ plagioclase, ihnenite, and
apatite) liquidus boundaD_, which in turn promotes ex-
tensive crTstallization in a narrow temperature interval.
Moreover, both the plagioclase ihnenite apatite pro-
jection (Fig. 4a) and the wollastonite ilmenite apatite
projection (Fig. 4b) indicate that the VB-14 liquid con>
position is also close to a second thermal divide pla-
gioclase pigeonite (+ augite, apatite, and ihnenite)
and a eutectic olivine + plagioclase + pigeonite
( + augite + apatite + ihnenite). This latter thermal di-
vide restricts SiO2 enrichment at 5 kbar and low f(O:)
and prevents olivine-saturated liquids fi'om ever reaching
quartz saturation. Had magnetite been stable or the
pressure lower, it is likely that the eutectic would become
a peritectic (olivine in reaction) and that liquids would
be able to breach the augite pigeonite thermal divide.
(liven the absence of magnetite in the various runs and
the array of phase relations in Fig. 4, we believe that the
high-SiO_, glass in VB-5 is primarily the resuh of local
equililMnm in the experimental charge where more marie
domains having a higher solidus temperature remained
entirely c]Tstalline, whereas more fi'lsic domains having
a lower solidus temperature yielded a smal] amount of
high-SiO:e meh. Theretbre, as with VB-13, even though
run VB-5 did not achieve bulk equilibrium, the liquid is
probably ntuhiply saturated nonetheless, so we have used
the VB-5 glass conaposition to approximate the muhiple
saturation surface of charnockitic (high-SiO.,) liquids. :\
second curious point is the apparent absence of" olivine
in \;B-14, despite the t_tct that olivine is present in
runs immediately above (VB-4) and below (VB-13) this
temperature. Given that the composition of the
olivine + plagioclase + pigeonite ( + augite, apatite,
and ilmenite) pseudo-invariant point lies close to a line
fi'om the PI component through the VB composition, it
is likely that a small difference in pressure between the
two runs produced a different crTstallization sequence:
lower pressure in VB-4 (ol, no p_) shifted the pseudo-
invariant point away from the Ol component and sta-
bilized olivine; whereas higher pressure in VB-14 shifted
the pseudo-invariant point toward the Ol component
and stabilized low-Ca pyroxene. Accordingly, olivine
should be stable at the sante pressure as, but at a lower
temperature than VB-14, which is what is observed in
VB-13.
At 1 arm and the NNO buffer, pigeonite, augite,
plagioclase, and phosphate are stable together near the
solidus with the only Fe Ti oxide being titanomagnetite
factually ti'rri-ulv_spinel: uvsp-,l_mgtt: in VB-16), whereas
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Fig. 4. Prqjcctim_s at'cording to l..nghi (1991! on thc silica olivine w.llastonitc l)lanc t}'om plagioclaso, ilnwnitc and apatitc and <m the
silica oli,,mv plauioclasc plane l+om .,vollastonitc. ilmcnitc ;tnd apatitc. In {at} itlld (I)l, .-) kJ)ar cxpcrimcnts are shown: m (c} and itlt. I har
t'Xlx'rimcnts. In ;tit diagrams except :a:,. the small black dots cort'csptmd to thc fine-grain<'d samplcs and the large stippled p_>ints to starting
t'.mpositions (VB and MEI.,. l.ov,-Ca p,.roxmw dpyx)_omposition {× >are fiom \B-13 and VB-I4 m ,a> and (1_ and from VB-i(i and VB-17
ill (t alld 15ell.In (ai and {b_. VB-t- and VB-I t _lasscs (I) ',_crc used Io position thc _1 + pla g + tp3x b.undarv and the VB-5 _lass prmidcs
s.mc tonsuaint on dw sil + Ip,.x + plm4 i + augl p_int. In 5_ and (d:. flw .I + plag. + Ip_.x I)oundat?, has hc,'n _.nstrained _Qth the VB-6 I _ }
and VB-I(i Oi glasses _Qwn'a,_ tht' VB-17 Klass fixvs tlu' pla_ + Ip_,x + aug ]_oundap,,
at the FMQ buffer, bmh ilmenite and fcrri-ulv6spinel
(uvsD,,.mgtu in \:B-6) precipitate (Table 21',. We presume
that o]i\inc would bc stable at higher temperatures at
NN(). as it is at FMQ. Phosphate analyses (Table 3)
indicate that tluorinc is present in the 5 kbar experiments
but not in the l atm experiments, suggesting that the
phosphate is probably fluoroapatite in the [brmer and
whitlockilc in the latter. The liquidus boundaries drawn
on th{" basis of the l aim experiments arc shown in Fig.
-It and d. They indicate thal under modci'atcly oxidiziug
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loxv-pressurc conditions tilt" thernml divkte involving
augite + low-Ca pyroxene + plagioclase is not stable
and that olivine is in rea.ction with liquid when low-Ca
pyrt)xenc is stable. Thus olivinc, which is the first marie
phase to ciTstallize in the jotunitc compositi()ns at low
pressure, will be replaced I)y lo_v-Ca pyroxcne and pla-
gioclase (Fig. 4d) at a petite(tic reaction, and further
fra('titmal crystallization will drive the liquid toward silica
saturation, and produce Sit), enrichment. The liquidus
topolog T is consistent _dth petrologk'al va,'iations ob-
served in the Tellnes orebody and its associated dike
(Wilmart et al., 1989) where olivine-bearing ilmenite
norit(" c(mtai,> the min('rals wid_ the most primitive
compositions, and other lithologies are olivine fi'ee and
gradc continuously fi'onl jotimite to mangerite to quartz
mangerile.
Titanomagnetite is present together with ihncnite in
the matrix of the Varl)crg dike. however, 1)oth oxides
have t)ecn exsolved and subjt'cled to stron_ sul)solidus
r('('quilibration (1)uchesne, 1972a), so their composititms
providc no ctmsmtint on redox conditions in the dike.
Accordinglx, vcc have estimated redox conditions in the
dike on the basis of experimental Fe Ti oxide as-
seml)lages. At l arm and the FMO.. buffer, two Fe Ti
oxides are stable, ilm++,>hemj, and uvsp+;,)mgt u, whereas at
I aml and Ill(" NN() Imttbr. only spinel precipitaws
luvsp-,_:nlgtl, in VB-16; uvsp,jn_+t,: in VB-I 7/..-\lso. pre-
vious xvt)rk t)n a prhnitive jotunil(' has shown thal I:_IQ
I marks the low-f(().,) stabilhy limit for spinel in these
compositions (Vander .-"luwt'ra & Longhi, 1994). Thus,
inasmuch as bodi spinel mmgnetite) and ilmenitc are
prescut in the dike. thej(Oei was probably close to the
I:MQ buttbr during crystallization.
Natural and experin_ental pyroxcne compositions have
I)een plotted in a AI:O_ vs CaO diagram (Fig. 51! in an
attclnpt tt) glean some inll)rmation about the pressure of
crystallization of" the dike. The situation is complicated
1)_ inxersion and exsolution in the pyroxene; how('v('r,
lhc primary t),,roxcne compositions are constrained it)
lit" on mixiug lines between host and lamellae. Both the
t arm and .) kbar data t_tll abovc {higher AI,O:+)tht'
mixing lines of the natural lJyroxenes in Fig. 5, indicating
no simple relationship. Comparison of l)yroxene com-
positions iu the two 5 kbar runs suggests that the lower
:\l,O_ content observed iu the natural pyroxenes may
rcsuh ti'tml continued equilit)ration to the s()tidus and into
the sttl)solidus, t'],x'('ll so, there is nt) way tt) discriminate
between 1 atm and 3 kl)ar <)n th(' basis of AI_,()_ con-
c('nlralh)ns. However, the cxperinlcn/al data suggest lh;tt
{',at) decreases systematically with increasin<g pressure.
(]onsequently, we have calculated the CaO concentration
o[" the primary pigeonite from die compositions of of
thopyroxenes and exsolved ,ugites in samples 78201
;rod 7-)2112(; (Table 4)and th(" mt)dal prt)portions of
orthopyroxene ht)sts and augite exsohitions loptical de-
t('rmination). The range t)t" cah'ulated compositions of
natural pyroxenes {14"8 5"9 wt % CaO') is slightly higher
than the vahte calculat('d 1)y l)uchesn(" (1979b) tor in-
v('rted pigeonites ti'otn BKSK 1137 4'7% Ca()). The
values indicate a pressure o1" emplaccment between 1
itlili and 5 kbar Wig. 5), the latter pressure being consistent
with estimates Ior the crystallization of the Bjel'kreim
Sokndal intrusion (Vandcr Auwera & 1,onghi, 1!)91-).
Be(;us(" the chill margin conlposition {\'B)pr(_jects
well into the plagioclase tield in Fig. )1) and d. it is clear
that the ('hill margin is not itself a quenched liquid at
pressures ot"3 kbar or less. In tilt' ,3 khar ncar-litluidt,s
run, VB-2, plagioclase has the comp<)silion ,\n.;, whereas
tilt" most ano,+thitic plagioclase in Ill<.' chill niat<in sample
is ()nlv An:++;. So the chill ntargin is nt)t even at simple
quenched liquid. In Fig. 41) 15 kl)ar) tilt" chill margin lies
nearly on a line l)etween tlt(' l)lagioclase (-oml)on('nt and
the l)seudo-invariant point. These rt'lations, t()gether xdth
thc abrupt simuhaneous appearance of olivine, ihnenite,
and apatitc in tilt' crystallization sequence, tire consistent
with the chilled marRin being a muhi-;saturated liquid,
like VB-4 or -14, enriched whh 15 30% plagioclase by
weight. It should be noted that plagioclase in run VB-
14 has an average conlposition of An+++,which is close to
that observed in the dike, and which supp(wls a muhi-
saturated liquid composition similar to thal of VB-I t.
Alternatively, if" tilt' jotunitc magma was derived 1)v
fraction;titre at a higher liressurc x_herc muhi-saturated
liquids sustain higher plagiotlase c()nH)onents (Vander
Auwera & l+onghi, t994), some portion of the apparent
excess plagiochisc component would I)(" duct() de-
t'ompression, and the actual liquid composition would
be displaced toward the PI coil-lpOllellt. I)ut not as t:ar as
the ('hill margin compositiol_ (\lander ;\uwcra & I,onghi.
19.94L So, despite the fine grain size of the chill margin
and the absence of phcnocrysts, the matcria', tlowing
along the margins of the dikes conlained somc plagioclase
crystals in suspension. The more cvohed compositions
of the fine-grained samph's with higher Ojz cotnponents
d() l{tll ch)se t() lilt' plagioclase + l)yroxe,lc cot('ctics in
Fig. 41) ;tit(] d, so it is likely that the morc evolv('d fine-
grained samples wilhin the dikes closely approximate
liquid compositions.
Whole-rock analyses
The fine-grained samph's tiom the \'art)erg dike and
various other dikes display high lola] l;e iiS l"('()< (,<')'{+)`3
16"03%),TiO0 (1'27% tip to 4"62%'.), K_,O (0-96% up lo
4-24%), and Pet)-, (0"71% up to 2'59%)concentrations
together with a modesl range in SiOo (46"45% up Io
60'41%) (Tabh" 5, Fig. 2). In variation diagrams (Fig. <2),
the primitiv(" jotunites tbl'm a group distinct from the
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Fig. 5. :\l ,(), and (:a() t<)m('nt'; ()f natural and VXl)Clim(,mall _ ()Imdncd ])x ruxcnc,,, l'.Jt the cxpcrimcnlaJ _,ornj)_),,ili, ms. l)(.x('_ ( m rc',p(md t() I
,_I). rhc t all tllat(,d i()lill:,<)shi()us ()r nalUl'al pyl'oX('Ii(',, t +)lll'_,])()ll(i I(i lh('il ((iI11p()_iti()Ip, Ill'Jilli' l'xs()illli()ll :'w(' II'xl l_)r c×planati()nL
.iotunitt's of the dike system, which define t)('nds ()I'
dccr('asing Fc(.),, Ti(),, P;(); and Ca(), and i))(rt'asing
Sit), and K:O, with dc('reasing Mg(). Saml)h's ()f.i()tu -
nitcs th)nl other localities have been included in Fig. 2
[})r comparison. Among th('nl, two [samph" 738: ()_vens
('t al. ,{I993!; samph' E(:9()-216: Emsli(' _'l al. (I !)<.H',] arc
very similar Io the primitive .iolunit('s of Rogaland
whcr('as the others Fail llcar or c,n the tr('nd of tilt" dik("
svst(-m. Nevertheless, a group of samples fi'onl Nain
(\Vh'l)c, l.()79)and (;r('nvilh' (Owens ('l at.. 1.99',_) define
a trend higher in CaO/Mg() and lower in K;()/MgO
tim)) samph's frt)tn the other h)calitit's. This proI>ab/y
rcsuhs mainly from dillbrent fi'actionation paths fi'onl
Iocalit 5 to locality (st'(" discussion'} and li'om accmnulalion
of plagit)(lasc + matit's. This latter process (2;111also ex-
plain thc disp('rshm ()t)serv('d nl sanlples from/hi" 1,anunie
cotnph'× (MhclMl el aL, l!k()6) especially in the FeO,/
Mg(), TiOJMgO and P_)OJM_O diagrams.
l,a c<)ncenttations in tilt" fine-grained samples and
othcr rcpr('sentatlive samph's rang(" frtma 13 ppm to 80
1)pro (Tal)lc 5). The evolved jotunitcs, mangcriles and
quarlz tnang('rilcs (Fig. 6) arc higher in tolal REE content
than the primitiv(" jolunites, except the quartz mangcrhc
71{'32 which is in th(' range ()f primiuve jotunites. The
tinc-graint'd sanlplcs display similar light REE (I,RI':E)
enrichnlent laveragc il,a/Y1))x = 91 except tbronc
sample [9114 l: (I,a/Yb),, = 4J. Eu anoma/it's arc ('illtcr
xxeak slightly negative or slightly positive (('.g.
9114l) or absent.
In a nmhi('lcnwnt diag'ram (Fig. 7), tilt" priufitive jotu-
hires display variable (oncentrations of scvcral trace
vh'mcnts, especially Ibr Th, RI), atnd REE (st'(' also U in
Tal)h' 31i. xxher('as their major eh'nwnt concentrations
arc rather constant cXCCl)t tbr K. I)uchesnc el al. (191q9)
previously pointt'd (),t this tbalu)'c and attril)utcd it u)
Ill(" varial)ililv ()f lh(" s(m)cc ofjotunites. Apart fiom lhe
cnorm()us variation hi Th, tilt" 1,,rimitive jt)mnites have
relatively li'atur('less pattcrrls it', coritrasl to th(' highly
fracti()nal('d pallt'rns ()r lilt" cvol\ed j()lunit('s, tnan<t_cril('s
,_ll|d quartz nlallR('rit('s. Primidvc jotunitcs q,,,_v stilall
depletions ofTa (not Ntl)and Ht'!l)ut not Zr in all cascs)
relative to the adjacent REE, whereas Ti shows it small
('xcess as does P. Also. Sr may show a small deplcti()n
(801'231, 72'34 in Fig. 71, whey(" Eu sh()ws n() depletion
(Fig. 6), or St may show I)o dt'ph'tion (5)1141) where Eu
shows a small ex(css. Howev('r. all tilt" evolved jolunit('s,
nlang('ritcs and qllal+IZ tnangcrhcs shim l)ronlinent de-
pletions in Sr relative to Ce and Nd, vet Eu anomalies
remain small and nlav even be positive in th(" quartz
mangeritcs. The Sr dcph'tiot)s indicate ('xtt'ilsiv(" crys-
tallization of plagioclase despite the evidence for pla-
gioclase accumulation in some sanlt)les. The unexpected
behavior of Eu is discussed I)clo',v. Interestingly, P, which
shows small n'lative excesses ill the prinlitiv(' jolunhes,
shows larg('r excesses ill |ll(' evolved jotunitcs and then
little or no excess or d('l)h'tion in lilt" nlangerites, and
tinally prominent del)h'lions ill the quartz mangeril('s,
This paltcrn signals lilt" ()ns('t of al)alite crvsla[lizalion as
tile magma changes fiom.iotunilic to malLwritic. Relative
dcplelions of NIl Ta ()('corn(> more im)nt)urw('d, and
t)ronounccd relative aleph'lions ofTi doeth)l/xvilh difft'r-
entialion, whereas r('ialive deph'tions of Ill'and Zr dimin-
ish in tilt' nlangeritcs at/d eVell t)et'otlle slight Clllichlll('lll%
in the quartz mangeril('s, which arc consistent with Ti-
oxkh" crvslallizatk)n, t)ui IIOI zircon. Th shows hug('
det)lctions relative IO ihc I,REE in all ()t the cvohcd
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,):OFig. 6. REE paltcrns oflhcjotunitit suite [7234 d)uct 'sHe et al., 1974); 80123a l)uchcsnc & Hcrtogvn, 1!188) 7_,L, 7828, "I"82, 7832 ,:%qlmart
el at., 1989)]. REE abundances normalized to C I c'hondritc of Sun & Mcl)onough ' 98 t)
jotunites despite its variability in the primitive jotunites,
suggesting that the Th REE relation is a characteristic
of the parental magma, and of'the three primitivejotunites
only 80123a could be parental to the evolved jotunites.
Primitive jotunites also show considerable range in K,O
with limited variation in MgO (Figs 2 and 8). These
fi'atures suggest variable contamination of the large in-
trusions by country rock gneisses during emplacement
(Hoover, 1989: Wilson et al., 1996). For all the samples
the K/Rb ratio varies from 376 to 1535 and Zr/Hf from
40 to 58. These trace elements compositions are in the
range of those previously reported by Duchesne (1990)
for the jotunitic suite of the Rogaland Province and are
similar to those reported it] other anorthositic complexes
[e.g. Grenville Province: Emslie el al. (19943: I_aramie
Complex: Kolker et al. (1990): Mitchell eta/. (1996)1.
A LIQUID LINE OF DESCENT OF THE
JOTUNITE SUITE AND ORIGIN OF
ROCKS WITH EXTREME Fe-Ti-P
CONTENT
Liquid line of descent (LLD)
A series o[" samples presented in this study display petro-
graphic features typical of chilled rocks that suggest they
are close to liquid compositions and thus constrain a
liquid line of descent off the jotunitic suite under dry'
conditions. Nevertheless, projection of the fine-grained
samples in the Ol Pl Qtz diagram (Fig. 4) seems to
indicate that some of them are enriched in plagioclase.
\Ve have already mentioned that the fine-grained samples
define in variation diagrams (Fig. 2) two clusters of
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points, onc with a narrow l'ange of internwdi'ate Nlg(),
correspollding to the primitive jotunites (chilled margins
of large inlrusions), and the othm, off;set from the tirst.
tinruing litlear trends ral1_ing froth evolved jotunites
to quartz mangeriles, it+ which t:e(),, TiC)e, and (',a()
decrease, whereas K,O and Sit), increase, versus de-
creasing l\lg(). These trends arc repealed t/y samples
fron/ other dikes in the Rogaland SV_;It'II1. Thc C()lll-
positions ol+ salnples fronl the Tellnes dike, Ibr exanq)le.
ovcrlap those front lhe Varbevg dike and extend the
trend t(+ higher Si()_, (charnockite). Thus in Rogaland
there ix an apparcm discontinuity bctweeu prilnitive
jotunite and evolved jotunite, but contin.uous chelnical
variation tiona evolved jotunite, through quartz man-
gerilc, to cha,-nockite.
The experimental data obtained on the two Varber K
dike samples FdUS previous data on the "l]orn jott,nile
(Vander ,+\uwera & l,onghi, 1994), which belongs to the
group of primitive jotunites, brin K additional constraints
on the l+I+I). However. some care musl be taken because
the colnpositions of the experimental liquids varw by
cquilihriunl cD:stallizalion, whereas the .it/tt,nite H.I)
tnorc probably resuhs tiom il partially fractional crys-
tallization process, and also because tilt' pressure redox
conditions of the experiments do not match those of the
dikes. 1)claved crystallization of ilmetfile, the allsence of
magnetite near the solidus, and decreased m Sr.{-nUmIleu"of
ti'rrolna_nesian phases all ilt'C ctti'cls of lilt: low t+'e++/
t:c e+ ratio imposed bv the graphite Cill)suh's: and <.'ven
though the 1 atm experi,nents have bccn run at tilt"
appropriate f(O:l, thc losxer prcssure increas<'s the pro-
portion ot+plagioclase and olivine crystallizalion relative
to pyroxcnc. These diliicuhies turn out to ])e relatively
miuor if"one compares a comhinati(m of tilt" l alto and
high-pressure (5 and 7 khar) data "+rith the variation
pattern of the dikes, its illustrated in Fig. 8. xrherc the
shaded areas correspond to the compositional ,anges of
the Rogaland jotunites shown in Fig. 2.
The most important feature is that the FMQ VB point
(run VB-6) lies on or very near the dike trend in all of
the panels (Fig. 8). The track (if NNO VB is parallel to
lhe dike trend, but is ot:l},el tiom the dikes in the direction
of highcr SIC), and lower FeO, and Tit)+,. tlccause of the
crvstallizatit/n of too high a proportion of Fc Ti-oxides.
The track of 3 kbar VB Rdlows a path <)1"nluc]l higher
l:eO, and lower SiO, than the dikes, as the reducing
C<lnditions imposed l/v the graphite capst,les dclav the
clTstallization of Fe +l'i oxides, which in turn induces an
excessive t:crrous iron COlllenl ill lilt' liquid, h thus seems
likely lhal crystallization of a liquid with VB-like com-
positio,l at modest pressttres and witltf{():} close to I:MQ
v,:t+luld prodtlce a track very chlse to the dike trend, and
that |bllowing evenlual cr\stltllizalion of tilantm_agnetite
the track would extend to high St(): (charnc, ckitici c(m-
centrati,:lns.
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(:omparisonf thedataonaprimitivejomnitc(lJ)
from a previous study (Vander ..\uwera & l.onghi, 1(.)94)
with data on the evolved jotunile (VB)ti-om lhe present
study provides further constraints oil their possible re-
lationship. In all sets of experinacnts on _1`3, 'l'i(), and
f:eO, increase with decreasin K temperature until ilmenile
t)ecomes it liquidus phase. While plagioclase is tilt' sole
crystallizing phase, tit(" initial TiO, and Fe(), tracks show
an increase with dccreasing temperature. The cflbci of
ihnenite saturation is probably best illustrated by the "I]
experiments run at 1 aml (t:,x, iO,) 1 "!'3). lit this cast',
the maxinmm TIC).+ concentration (_4"5 v:t %) is reached
at -4 wt % MgO. ,;\s temperature decreases furi]wr,
'l+iO, and FeO, decrease with NlgO, +_hercas S,iO, in-
creases. The tracks of TiO_, FcO, and SiO+ tot FMQ.
I "1] eventually all join the trend of the dike compositions:
FeO+ and Sit)> at N|_() lox._.cr than that of sample VB:
TiO, at MgO higher than VB. (h'vstallization of +11]at
higher pressure will move the tracks of the t:e(), and
Sit), closer to VB. If titanonutgnetite were to crystallize
after ilnwnitc at 5 kbar, lilt' 71 kbar tracks of both VB
and I] would tllove closer to and tollow tile dike trend.
P_,O-+concentratioit in the liqttid increases with det+rcasing
temperature until phosphate crystallizes in experiment.,,
on both "l] and VB. In the VB experiments, apatite
begins to clTstallizc simultanetmsly with ihncnile and
olivine (VB-4): this liquid is prol)at)ly very (:los(: to the
Varbcrg liquid ctmlt)osition (st'(" al)ovc). The +I`3 data
also show that the early in('rcasc in P:O-, appears more
pronounced at high pressure. This pressure efl;:ct derives
from it greater propt)rti(m of pyroxene crystallizing rel-
ative tt/olivine al hight'r pressure: olivine can in('t)rpt)rale
a small arnountt)t' P:(), lint)re than low-Ca pyroxen(':
see Vandcr AuxveFa & I,onghi (t 994)] and Mg de(Teases
more rapidly I)ecause o[the higher +\Ig content of olivine.
SiO, de('rcases with t('mpcramrc in 1`3 liquids at 7 kbar
I)ccause o[" co-crystallization of high-St plagio('lase and
t>rthol)yroxene and a low l)roportion ofilmenile; whereas
at 5 kbar SiO, hit'(leases weakly because olivine is the
sole matic sili(ate phase near the liquidus. K,() ahvavs
increases and ttw residual experimental +I'3 liquids reach
the K,() content obser,'ed in dikes.
,\n important ti'ature of Fig. 8 is thus the bridge made
between tilt" IMd of primitive jot(mites and the lrend of
evoh'cd jt)tuniles 1)y liquids rcsiduaI to "1'3. At 5 7 kl/ar
the paths of the '1] liquids j(,i,l the evohed jotunite trend
closc to tile muhi-saturated VB experimental liqui(ts
that most closely apt)roxinum' the parental liquid o[" thc
Varberg dike. Consequentl 5, the apparent discontinuity
t)etween printitive and evoh'ed jotunites shoxvn in Fig.
2 could result front it lack of exposures t)f this oath'
tiactionation stage. This process probably took place
b(+low tilt" intrusion level of tilt" (likes.
Origin of the extreme concentrations of Fe,
Ti and P in some jotunites
,]otunites characterized t/y very high con(cntrations of
Fe(), Tit), and P:(), (FI'P) have t)('cn re('ogniz('d in all
an()rthosile coml)h'xes :..\shxval, I`()P,2: Owens & I)ymek.
1G)92; Owens el al., 1993; Mclxqland +qal., 19,(t4). Emsli('
:t a/. ,i1994': and _lcl,elland ,4 at. !1`(!94) haw t)ropt)st'd
that the UtiUstmlly high Fe Ti P content is characteristic
(/t" a liquid dcriv('d ti.m lilt' processes of anordl()site
crystallization under reducing conditions. Kl'P-rich jotu-
nitt's tiom Rogaland have becn rccognized in th<' Varlwrg
and I_()nlland dikes. In th<' latter, they constitute the
Puntervoll tholes, which passes progressively along strik('
in(t) jolunites, tnangcriles and quartz mangeritcs. An
averagc ()flbur analyses ofth(' Puntcrvt)ll liltits d)uchcsnc
e! ai.. IG)85) plots on fill exteilSiOll o]ttlt" troll(] Of exolx'ed
j()tunitcs ill J'.() WI (I}, Mg() ('1)" in Fig. 2i. lit t}1(" Varl)erg
dike. lit(" transition I)etwecn tile l:l'P rocks and tilt"
(Olntnon jotunites is not obsen'ed in the tield but these
l:l'P rocks (e.g. Ml'l, with 421)% P_()-,, (i'2'Y', Tit): and
27"43% l:e(),} 1)lot with higher l:e() and 'l'i()> than
simph' exl(+nsit)ns ()f the dike trend (Figs 2 and 13). The
chemical variation toxvaid h)w-Si(), compositions is more
nearly continuous in anorthositc comph'xes li'om tile
(;renvilh' I)r.vince (()wcns& l)ymek, 1(.I(.)2: Mclx'lland
+'t a/., 1994}.
Variation diagrams combining experimental and geo-
chemical data (Fig. 8) indicatc that 111(' (-omposititm (ff
samph" MEI+ cannot I)e siml)ly explained I)v fractionati(m
from a primitive.jot(mite even trader very reducing con-
dill(ms If{O+,)in tilt' 5 and 7 kl/ar "I_lexperin+wnts li('s
Iwtween I:MQ 2 and FMQ 4]. (;onsetluentl+v. given
that tMd eviden('e indicates that samph' MH, is (()-
magnmtic with VB. thr('e alt('rnatives are left: the VI'P-
rich jotunites may correspond to immiscil)le liqttids c(m-
.ju.gatc to lhe nlangerites tound in the same dikes (e.g.
I_omland) or they can represent liquids more or less
heavily laden with Fe Ti oxides and apatite or possil)ly
cumulates injected as a cwslal mush (Ashwal. 1982).
The position of samph" VB in the jotunitic diflbr-
enliation Ir('nd corr('sponds to Ill(, cuhninalion of" I:cO,
and TiO, (.'oucenlralions ill the jotunite trend alld thus
it is the tnosl likeh' calldidate to plot _vidiin the im-
miscibility field (Roedder, 1979). H(iwever, the ex-
perimental MElt liquid compositions IFig. B)trend tmrard
the array ofevolvedjtltunite compositi(ms with d('(+reasing
temperature+ i.e. SiO, and K>O incrcase as MgO. Fc().
P:()-,, and TiO, decrease. Thercti)re the VB and NIEI+
('OtllpOSitiolls are nol siluated on opl)osiw sides of some
inlmiscil)i]ity tield. There is a]s() n(i cvidence igh)t)uh's.
tllcnis('i) of IX'+'()liquids of aII V kind (silicale silicalc or
silicat(' oxide) in any of Ihe exlwrinwnls. Plagioclase is
not a near-liquidus phase of the ,MEI, cotnposition,
nor is there any textural t)t petrogral)hic evidence tbr
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immiscibility in the dike itself. Moreover, if we assume
that, in the Varberg dike, the melanorite represented by
sample MEL and the manger)tic composition represented
by the Kungland [%cies (Duchesne et al., 1985) correspond
to conjugate immiscible liquids, the partition coefficients
of P, Zr, REF, Ba and Sr are much lower than those
measured by Watson (1976). We therefore conclude that
immiscibility is not a relevant process tbr the formation
of the I:I'P rocks, which leaves crystal accumulation
(perhaps achieved through flow differentiation) as the
only viable mechanism to produce FI'P rocks.
Given that plagioclase is texturally primitive
(hypidiomorphic) in the Varberg dike and is ubiquitous
in the cumulates (BKSK intrusion), the absence ofplagio-
clase near the liquidus of the melanorite MEL is a
clear indication that the rock has accumulated non-felsic
minerals. However, experiments perlbrmed on the MEL
sample show that its liquidus temperature (llI0°C) is
similar to that of the chilled margin (1120°(]) of the
Varherg dike, and is only marginally higher than the
temperature of the likely parental liquid (_ 1080°C; VB-
14), despite its having higher FeO, and lower SiO_,. If a
rock is a chilled suspension of a single phase in a liquid,
the liquidus temperature of the rock will be higher thai)
the temperature sit the time of accumulation and the
liquidus phase is likely to crystallize over a large ten>
perature interval. However, if several phases have ac-
cumulated then there is the possibi]ity of little or no
increase in liquidus temperature as in the case ofeutectic
aceuunllatiun. Multi-phase accumulation appears to be
the case fbr the relatively low liqnidus temperature of
MH,, and the similarity o[" the liquidus temperatures of
VB and ME1, is thus pardy coiucidental. Nevertheless,
the situation is more complex here, as only the non-fiqsic
part of the saturating assemblage ihnenite, magnetite,
apatite, and possibly orthopyroxene appears to have
accumulated to tbrm the melanocratic facies. In the
projections (Fig. 4), though, there appears to be a dis-
placenwnt of the MEL composition away from liquids
saturated with the dike's assemblage not toward or-
thopyroxene, hut toward the olMne component. This
disparity may be attributed to Fe _+ incorporated in the
accunmlated Fe Ti oxides, but treated as Fe '+ in the
projections. Subtraction of this Fe will drive the projected
MEI, composition toward Qtz on a line parallel to the
Ol Q.tz join, thus increasing the proportion of or-
thopyroxene relative to olMne in the apparent ac-
cumulated component.
Major element modeling
To model the trace dement variations in the jotuuitic
trend, we must first constrain the phase proportions and,
hence, the major element variation. In the Iollowing,
we will present a three-stage model based on previous
petrogenetic studies of other Rogaland dikes (Duchesne
et al., 1985; Wilmart et al., 1989) as well as of the BKSK
layered intrusion (I)uchesne, 1978). Stage 1 of the model
involves fractionating a primitive jotunite, similar to
the parental magma of BKSK ('IJ: sample 80123a) to
produce an evolved jotnnite; the second stage involves
fractionating an evolvedjotunite, similar to VB to produce
a manger)tic composition; and the third stage involves
fractionating a manger)tic composition to produce quartz
mangerite.
Variation diagrams in Fig. 8 show that subtraction of
a leuconoritic assemblage fiom "lJ drives the residual
liquid toward the field of evolved jotunite compositions,
close to the chilled margiu consposition of the \:arberg
dike _rB). In the difli'rent sets of experiments on IJ
(Vander Auwera & Longhi, 1994}, cumulus assemblages
in equilihriuln with the liquid closest to VB are: 64%
plag + 30% low-Ca pyroxene + 6% tim sit 7 kbar, 74%
plag + 20% ol + 2% pig + 4% ilm at 5) kbar, and 70%
plag + 18% ol + 12% oxides sit 1 aim and FMQ 1.
These phase proportions closely match the leueonoritic
cumulate deduced by Duchesne (1978) (74% plag + 16%
low-Ca pyroxene + 10% ilm) from the Sr Ca modeling
of the leuconoritic stage of BKSK, except that olivine is
the major ti?rromagnesian phase at 5 kbar and 1 arm
instead of low-Ca pyroxene. Moreover, the fraction of
liquid is 0-47 at 5 kbar and 0"51 at I atm, which is close
to the value (f = 0'47) calculated hy Duchesne (1978).
The phase proportions observed in the experimental
cumulates correspond to an equilibrium cwstallization
process whereas those derived fi)r BKSK are based on
a fractional CD;stallization process. Nevertheless, as a
fractional cry/stallization process is more relevant tbr the
jotunitic trend discussed here, we have chosen a cotectic
leuconoriiic cunullate made of 74% plag + 16% low-Ca
pyroxene + 10% ihn with J = 0"5 tbr the first stage.
To flirther model the fractional crystallization process
along the jotunitic trend, there is the possibility to use
sinmlatious based either on partition coefficients (Nielsen,
1990) or on minimization of the (_ibbs free euergy
(Ghiorso & Sack, 1995). Nevertheless, it has been shown
!hat these simulations do not predict well the saturation
of Fe Ti oxides (Toplis & Carroll, 1996). We have
theretbre used mass balance calculations to further model
the major element variations in the jotunitic trend. In
the case of fractional cD'stallization, the mineral phase
coinpositions must be in equilibrium with the starting
liquid and this will be role for a certain amount of
crystallization after which a new set of mineral com-
positions must be selected. We assume that the parent
magma of the l,omland dike was close to the Varberg
chilled margin (VB) and to the Eta Rekeqord chill (7355)
but %ve must point out that these colnpositions are prob-
ably slightly enriched in plagioclase, so that we use parent
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Table 6: Three-stage major element model
Calculated cumulates
Primitive jotunite
C1 - 74% plag (An43) _ 16% low-Ca pyrx + 10% ilm If1 0.5, F = 0.5)
Evolved jotunite
C2 = 43.3% plag + 19.6% low-Ca pyrx + 8.5% high-Ca pyrx + 9.3% tim + 11.3% mgt + 8% ap (f2 = 0,6, F 0.3)
Mangerite
C3 = 46.9% plag + 11.3% low-Ca pyrx + 12.7% high-Ca pyrx + 2.8% tim + 21.1% mgt + 5.2% ap (f3 = 0.67, F 0.2)
Least-squares fractionation model for cumulate 2 (C2)
Mineral compositions used in fit
Evolved Mangerite Cumulate Plag Opx Cpx lira Mgt
jotunite* [An_0) (rag-no. 0,56)(rag-no. 0.66)(Hem2) (Uvsp_)
Apa
SiO2 47.30 51.60 40.55 58.52 50.38 51-22 0-49 1-74 0.00
TiO_ 3.55 2.41 5.25 0,00 0-14 0.42 48.81 4.84 0.00
AI_O3 13.70 14.65 12.42 26.31 1.22 2.12 0.39 3.10 0.00
FeO, 15,83 13.28 19-48 0.00 25.90 11.53 44-71 78.98 0.00
MgO 3.20 2.26 4.90 0.00 18.62 12.44 0.55 0.46 0.00
MnO 0.25 0.19 0,29 0-00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CaO 7.65 6.21 9.86 7-86 0.74 20.34 0.10 0.11 54.80
NazO 3-56 3.96 2.95 6.50 0.13 0-65 0.00 0.00 0.00
K20 1.70 3.00 0.35 0.80 0.00 0-00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P205 2.27 1.44 3.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 41.70
Zr 2 = 0.086
Least-squares fractionation model for cumulate 3 (C3)
Mineral compositions used in fit
Mangeritet Quartz Cumulate Plag Pig VB-16 Cpx lira Mgt
mangerite (An30) (mg-no. 0.62)(rag-no. 0-67)(Hemo) (Uvsp3d
Apa
SiO2 57.02 65.71 39.93 61.00 51.66 51.06 0.40 1.22 0.00
TiO2 1,92 0-99 4.32 0.00 0-78 0-51 52.79 11.05 0.00
AI203 14.16 13.31 12-33 24.70 1.27 2.36 0.10 2.13 0.00
FeO, 11.98 7.54 21-91 0.00 20.30 11-51 46.05 79.50 0.00
MgO 1.71 0-65 4-75 0.00 18.20 13.04 1.31 0.91 0.00
CaO 4-71 2.56 9.29 6.10 7.67 21-00 0.08 0.16 56.79
Na20 3.35 3.07 3.47 7.20 0.11 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.00
K20 3.64 5.04 0.47 1-00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P205 1.05 0.51 2.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 43.21
Zr 2 = 0,057
*For stage 2, the starting composition corresponds to the average of several evolved jotunites including 75202F and 7355
whereas the mangerite is the average of the Kungland facies of the Lomland dike (Duchesne et aL, 1985).
tFor stage 3, the starting and final compositions are samples 7828 and 7832 of the Tetlnes dike, respectively (Wilmart, 1988;
Wilmart et at., 1989).
"magma' instead of 'liquid'. The composition of this
parent manna is given in Table 6 (evolved jotunite).
Calculation of the virtual olivine composition, using the
Ford et al. (1983! relationship, in equilibrium with that
liquid gives Fo_,, at 5 kbar (10(.)4°(:). This olivine con-
strains the rag-number of the pyroxcncs in equilibrium
with that liquid and permits selection of the other minerals
(plag, ihn and magnetite) in the series of BKSK cumulate
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assemblages. (liven these compositions, it is possibh" to
calculate by least-squares lilting the proportions of the
minerals in the cumuhtte which sul)iracled from an
evoh'ed jotunitic liquid closc to VB give a mallgcritit"
composition close to thai of the [,ornland dikc (Khnlgland
t:acies) which is also close to that of samph' 7_1211 (2"7%
Mg(-)). Thc tilting is excellent (sum of the squared residues
<01). The composilioll of the assemb[age is giw'n in
Table 6, its well as the whole-rock composition of the
calculated cunnllate and the mallgeritic composition, h
is worth notiug that this latter composition is close to the
nteh phase obtained in the VB-16 run in which ill("
Ctllllulaic is itiso very rich ill oxide [53% plag + 7-5%
pig + 7"5% aug + 25% uvsp + 7'5% phost)h: uvsp is
tile sole oxide as the experiment was conducted at NNO
and the proportion of pyroxenes is h'ss than ill tilt'
calculated cunltllittc 1)c(ailsc the VB-16 liquid is higher
in Nit), (51]'(59q,'0) than the calculail'd illallgerilt'
(31.60<!_>)].()ll lilt: other hand, tile nor:tic t'umuhtic
deduced from trace elelnent nlodeliug of the scCOlld stare
(nor:tic) of BKSK (Duchesne, 1978)as well as the nor:tic
cumulate calculated tot the Tellnes dike (_,Vilmarl el al.,
1989) bracket tim assemblage cahulated here.
In a stud), of the Tellncs dike, Wihnart et al. (1989)
have modeh'd tilt' tbrmation of a charnockite tiom an
cvolved jolunite {similar to VB). The presencc era quartz
lUallgcritt" (7f_3fl) itlnong the series of fine-grained samples
conlh'ins die geuera[ naturt- o['lhis dilet_'reniialion process.
Stage <3of our niodeling, which employs samph's 7828
(nlang('rile) and 7l{32 {quartz inangcrile) t}'om ihe Tellnes
dike (Wilmart el al., 1989) as the starting lind final
compositions, respectively, is now a rclillClllt'lil of their
calculations. The resuhs show that an oxide gabbro
cumulate ((,_]3:, Table 6) can account tbr fractional:on from
a Inangeritc lo a quartz manger:re. The C3 plagioclase
contains 1% K.,O, in agrccmcni with lilt: VB-16 plagio-
chtse (0'8(1{_b K_,O). Petrographic and experimental data
indicate that olivine is not stahie in the evolved liquids
of thc dilli-rentiation trend, which justifies the presence
of pigeon:re iustead of olivine ({Vilmart el al., 1989) in
our cumulate. Mass balance calculations thus indicate
that dift'crenliati_m and silica enrichnicnt along the jotu-
nilic trend tan l)e explained I)y e-<iraciiou of nlagnetite
ihn('uiie-rich cumulales ((]2 and C{]) whose lmlk SiO,
','alues are lower than that of tilt! evolved jotunite and
lllangerile, as ah'eady pointed out by Hullter 8¢. Sparks
(1987) tot the Skaergaard intrusion. This co,lclusio,i is
fil,'ther supported by several other lines of evidence. As
ah'eady mentioned, the manger:tic liquid of run VB-16
is in equilibriun'l with till ass('tlll)lage COlttailliug 2_)"il
tlVSp. ,'\[oreovcr, lhe BKSK evolved CUllltlli.itcs aft' char-
acterized by thick layers of uhramafic rock containing
tip to 50% of Fo Ti oxides, interleaved with noritcs or
mangeriles (Duchesne el al., 1,987). Finally, the calculated
cuniulalcs arc tlosc Io sample ME1. and thc occuir('nce
of KFP rocks such its .'XlEL indicates that it is possible
to accumulate large amounts of Fe Ti oxides from tllesc
l]lagnlas.
Constraints from trace elements
We have also modeh'd Ill(' ahundances of various (rate
clcmcnis (REF,, Sr, U, Th, Zr, Ht_ Ta, Rb, Ba, Co, Ni,
(ir, Sc) in three stages using lhe salne protmrtions of
minerals thai proved successful tbr till" major elements.
Partition coetticients are listed ill Tal)h's 7 and /L and
are taken from the literature, exccpl whcrc noted. Apatite
and plagioclase arc likely it) be tile most important
phases I)ecausc apatite has the highest Dt_i;i; values of the
calculated miuerals (_,Vatson & (}l'cen, i981'), whcreas
plagioclase is the illosl ai)undant phase in the ulodel
cumulates, itlid apatitc aud plagioclase tiaciionate Etl
and Sr rchtiivc to the REE in opposite dircciious. We
have alicmi)lcd to account tor compositional variatious in
partition coellicients and to fill in gaps in the expcrinlenial
data ])ase with various approxiniations; FoP cxaniplc, l)i;.
(plag) has t)eelt calculated rising l)rake's eqtlalioll (l)rake,
1{)73) taking DI.,,,+ = l)s, = 1"4 (Watso,1 & (;recli,
19g I) and determining Di:.:_+ is) cxirapolatiug the other
lrivalenl REE. The set of D_l:i (plag)(Tahle 7)has been
estimated by normalizhig trace element concentrations
nleasured in phtgioclase separates (An,_) from the allor-
thositic cumulates of the Hidra h'uconoritic body (De-
maitlb & Hertogen, 1981) to concentralions el" lhc slmw
elemenls ill Hidra chilled margin samples (Duchesne et
al., 197-t: I)emaiflb & Hertogen, 1981). In thc case of
apatite ill stage 2, for example, lhe Din:i: vahlcs have
hecn cah'ulated hv normalizing lhe Rt:,E concentrations
of apaiite separated fi'om samplc MEL to the REE
concentralions of hulk sample _951, which is close to a
liquid composition. For stagc 3. lhc data <)',"Fttjimaki
('1986) have been adopted.
Results of the model cahuhttions using samph' _lt123a
rlj: Duchesnc & Hertogen (1988); Vander ..\uwcra &
Ixmghi (19941] as the slartiug composition are shown ill
Figs 9 and 10. The RI';E (Fig..ga) show a stroug increase
during stage 1, then decrease 1"rein stage 2 to stare 3 as
apaiite crystallizes. A slighl negalive Eu anomaly appears
in stage I and then disappears in stage 2 as a result
of lhe appearance o[ apaiitc ill the cumulate. Finally,
fractional:on of apatite with high D vahles in stare 3
induces the appearance of a positive Eu anomaly. The
calculated REE contents closely, but not exactly, mate]l
the paue,-ns observed in the jotunitic suite {Fig. 6). Small
positive Eu anomalies in some evolved jotunites and lack
of any Eu anomaly in others probahly retlect minor
accumulalions of plagioclase in Ihe evolved jotunites
inferred from phase equilibria considerations. For the
other Irate elentents, results are showil in Fig. 9b and
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Tabh' 7: REE parhtio+l coe[/MenL_ ,_elecledjDr the moddm<g
plag (1) apa,2 (2) apa,3 (3) opx (4) cpx (5) tim (6) mgt (1)
La 0.13 12.0 14.5 0.0019 0.04 0.0023 0.006
Ce 0.11 15.0 21.1 0.0035 0.075 0.0019 0_006
Pr 0.1 17.0 26.9 0-0059 0.113 0.0016 0.006
Nd 0.09 19.0 32-8 0.013 0.15 0.0012 0.006
Sm 0.06 20-0 46.0 0.063 0.22 0.0023 0,006
Eu 0.46 13.0 25.5 0-059 0.2 0.0009 0.006
Gd 0.052 20.0 43.9 0.069 0.25 0-006 0.006
Tb 0.05 19.0 39.4 0.11 0.258 0.0095 0.006
DV 0.048 18.0 34.8 0.15 0.267 0.013 0.006
Ho 0.046 16-8 28.8 0.2 0.275 0.022 0-006
Er 0.044 15.5 22.7 0.24 0.283 0-031 0.006
Tm 0.042 14.2 19.1 0.315 0.292 0.044 0.006
Yb 0.04 13.0 15.4 0.39 0.3 0.057 0.008
Lu 0.038 10.0 13.8 0.47 0.3 0.07 0.008
1, Demaiffe & Hertogen (1981); 2, see text for explanation; 3, Fujimaki (1986); 4, Dunn & Sen (1994); 5, McKay (1989) for
40% Wo; 6, Nakamura et al. (1986); 2 and 3 correspond to the cumulates c2 and c3 of Table 6. Values of D not given Jn the
literature were extrapolated.
Table 8: _ace elemel_ts partition co([]icie_t,_ _eD'cled,fiJr Ike modehn L,
plagl plag2 plag3 opx ilm apa2 apa3 cpx mgt
Sr 1.9 (1) 2.3 (1) 3.9 (1) 0.0034 (2)
U 0.34 (2) 0.34 (2) 0.34 (2) 0.0002 (8)
Th 0.04 (6) 0.04 (6) 0.04 (6) 0.0001 (8) 0.09
Zr 0.021 (2) 0-33 (10)
Hf 0.01 (7) 0.01 (7) 0.01 (7) 0.004 (8) 0.419 (10)
Ta 0.018 (6) 0.018 (6) 0.018 (6) 0.004 (21) 3.7
Rb 0.1 (6) 0.1 (6) 0.1 (6) 0.025 (4)
Ba 0.38 (2 & 22) 0.38 (2 & 22) 0.38 (2 & 22) 0.00015 (8)
Co 0.05 (6) 0-05 (6) 0.05 (6) 0.7 {8) 9
Ni 9.5 (8) 17
Cr 0.03 (7) 0.03 (7) 0.03 (7) 1 (8) 16 (11)
Sc 0.015 (7) 0.015 (7) 0.015 {7) 2 (9) 2 (9)
1-4 (3) 2.2 (3)
25 (12) 25 (12)
23 19
0.09 (5)
0.0009 (13)
0.0015 (13)
0.25 (14)
0.29 (15)
0.03
0.025 (19)
0.12 (19)
0.97 (19)
0.04
0.0023 (16)
1.2 (4) 5 (20)
2 (17) 44 (19)
2.7 (18) 350 (11)
4 (9) 2 (9)
(1) Duchesne (1978) and Vander Auwera et al. (1993); (2) Dunn & Sen (1994); (3) Watson & Green (1981); (4) Henderson
(1982); (5) Ray et al. (1983); (6) calculated from Demaiffe & Hertogen (1981) and Duchesne et al. (1974); (7) Phinney &
Morrison (1990); (8) Kennedy et al. (1993); (9) Duchesne et al. (1985); (10) McKay et al. (1986); (11) Jensen et al. (1993); (12)
J. C. Duchesne, personal communication (1996); (13) Beattie (1993); (14) Johnson & Kinzler (1989); (15) Hart & Dunn (1993);
(16) average of values given by Hart & Dunn (1933), Beattie (1993) and Hauri et al. (1994); (17) Steele & Lindstrom (1981);
(18) average of values given by Hart & Dunn (1993) and Hauri et aL (1994); (19) Nielsen et aL (1994); (20) Horn et al. (1994);
(21) Forsythe et al. (1994); (22) Duchesne & Demaiffe (1978). 1, 2 and 3 are for the three cumulates cl-c3 of Table 6. When
the D value is not specified in a mineral, it is assumed equal to zero. Partition coefficients in italics have been calculated.
compared with the observed compositions of the diffi'ren!
types of rocks in 'rat)le 9. Sr, L 7, Th, (',o, Si and Cr
(]CCl't'ast' with fraclionation; Zr, HI. Rb and Ba ill(Tt'l.i.se;
Ta slightly illt'lt'iis('s; alld, finally, Sc displays a slight
incrcasc in the first start" alld l]lt'll dccrcascs hi the
Stli)SC(lticnt slaRes as nlaRnciitc crystallizes. The Ullifornlly
iucompalibh' llatUl't" O[" Zr and HI" StlRRCsts that zircon is
ilol a liquidus ])hast in lhc jolunhic suhc. Thcsc it'stlhs
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Table 9: Comparison between observedand calculated trace element content
Primitive jotunites Evolved jotunites Mangerites Quartz mangerites
80123a Observed Calculated Observed Calculated Observed Calculated Observed
range range range range
Sr 530 382-784 400 412-465 377 272-310 257 128-211
U 0.10 0.1-1.3 0.17 0.32 0.09 0.1-18 0.08 0.1-0.2
Th 0.50 0.5--3.8 0.97 0.51-1.19 0.63 0.59-0-67 0.63 0.66-0.87
Zr 262.00 155-292 510.96 89-558 821.85 717-952 1193.36 1251-1387
Hf 6.50 4.5-8.2 12.56 5-4-11 19-10 17.3-22.1 25.71 28-5-32-5
Ta 1.31 0.8-1-31 2.01 1-2-2 2-78 1.3-1.9 3.95 0.94-1.62
Rb 17.00 5.8-44 32.21 9.7-13.4 52.38 34 76.63 48-71
Ba 469.00 469-801 771.87 1065-1602 1182.61 1533-1801 1643.05 1842-1979
Co 49-00 30-72-9 47.36 34.7-56.9 33.76 17-20.2 26.96 7.2-11.5
Ni 60.00 53-60 12.88 6.6-16.1 0.27 0-1.4 0.00
Cr 28-00 28-50 16.28 22-66 0.00 4-34 0.00 1-21
Sc 13.80 13.8-25.9 19.10 8-15-28-1 17.69 19-21-1 16.20 16-17.7
For each type of rock, the composition calculated using the three-stage major element model (see text for explanation) is
compared with the range observed in the fine-grained samples. In the case of the primitive jotunites, these samples are
80123a, 7234, 91141; 7020 (Duchesne et aL, 1974); 200/22, 259/11 (Demaiffe & Hertogen, 1981); B90, B93, B95 (Wilson et al.,
1996). For the evolved jotunites, the samples are 75202F, 7355, 89115, 8925, 8926 as well as 7252 (Wilmart et al., 1989). For
the mangerites, the samples are 7838 and 7832 (Wilmart et al. 1989).
arc similar to those obtained for the Tellnes dike (Wilmart,
1988; Wilmart et al., 1989). For most elements the agree-
ment between observed and calculated values is very
good, which supports the major element modelling pro-
posed above. It should be noted especially that the Sr
concentration decreases with crystallization, whereas the
LREE show a small overall increase: hence the de-
velopment of a pronounced Sr depletion relative to
the I.REE in the most evolved rocks a clear sign of
plagioclase fractionation. Continuous enrichment of Hi"
and Zr smooths out the depletions of Hf and Zr relative
to the middle REE (MREE) in the transition from evolved
jotunite to quartz mangerite as observed in the rocks
(Fig. 7). For U and Th, our calculated values increase in
stage 1 and then slowly decrease in stages 2 and 3, as
observed in the rocks, reflecting the crystallization of
apalite in stages 2 and 3, with high partition coefficients
tbr these elements (Duchesne & Wilmart, 1997). Also,
the calculated Rb concentration increases as expected
with differentiation, but, starting with 17 ppm in 80123a,
the concentrations after stages 1 and 2 are higher than
those measured in the evolved jotunitcs and the man-
gerites. When a starting composition lower in Rb is
chosen, as, [br example, 5"80 ppm in primitive jotunite
91141, the calculated values in stages 2 (17'87 ppm) and
3 (26" 17 ppm) are lower than the observed ranges. The
highly variable Rb contents of the primitive jomnites
(I)uchesne et al., 1989) probably reflect different degrees
of contamination in the various batches of the parental
jotunite magma, zUthough some additional con-
tamination during fractionation of the Varbcrg and Lore-
land dikes cannot be excluded, Rb Sr isotopic data
prohibit any significant contamination of the Tellnes dike
during fractionation (_Vilmart et al., 1989). The same
conclusion can also be drawn regarding the K.,O evol-
ution. Small variations in the K,O content of the parental
magma batches, noted by Duchesne et al. (1989), are
amplified by fractionation of a low-K cumulate. Con-
tamination of the dikes is curious because most of the
outcrop of the jotunitic dikes lies within anorthositic rocks
which are very low in K and Rb. The unsuitability of
the anorthosite as a source of contamination for the dikes
suggests that the dikes intruded the anorthosites already
contaminated.
DISCUSSION
Resuhs presented here indicate that quartz mangerites
occurring in the vicinity of anorthositic complexes can be
produced by extensive fractionation ofprimitivejotunites.
Their compositions will be dependent upon the com-
position of the parentaljotunite, but some generalizations
are possible: such quartz mangerites will be characterized
by REE concentrations in the range ofjotunites with a
weak Eu anomaly that is more positive (or less negative)
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than its parent; and on multi-element plots there will be
locally strong depletions of U, Th, Sr, and Ti with smaller
Io no relative depletions of HI" and Zr. Complementa W
to the quartz mangerite will be a scrim of cumulates rich
in oxides and apatite which will torm melanocratic rocks.
Recently, Owens el at'. (1993) described a broadl_ similar
scenario tot derivation of quartz mangerite from jotunite
in the C-renville Province of Quebec. These ot)sem'ations
difl_'r in detail from those of Mitchell el al. (1996) and
Emslie el al. (19(.)41..Mitchell el al. (1996) described mon-
zodiorite (_jotunite) evolving to monzonite (mangerite)
arid then monzosyenite instead of quartz monzonite
(_quartz mangerite) along with the formation of com-
plementary oxide apatite-rich rocks in the I,aramie Com-
t)h'x ot'Wyoming. Emslie el al. (:1994'i ol)served an absence
of evoh'ed composilions in the range of 52 62 wt %
SiO_,, but a continuum in SlOe fiom 62 (quartz mangeritc)
to 74% (charnockile) in the Nain Complex of l,abrador.
Not surprisingly, Emslie el al. (1{){)4) ascribed their high-
Si compositions to partial mehing of the lower crust, not
fractionation. The Nain high-St compositions have much
in common with the Rogaland quartz mangeriws in terms
of mineralog) and trace citroen! at)undance l)alterDs:
ho_._evcr, the Nain granitoids show small negative Eu
anomalies and more pronounced relatixe deph'lions of
Sr and P, which might reflect more extensive fractionation
of plagioclase and apatite, but might also rettect partial
mehing of a matic crustal source. Also, the Rogahmd
quartz mangcrites are found only wilhin fraetitmaled
dikes or as the upper portion of a much lar_cr.jomnitic
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intrusion such as BKSK {Duchesne & Wilmart, 19971,,
whereas some of the Nain granimids comprise cntirc
discrete intrusions or substantial fractions of others. Al-
though th¢" diflbrence in field relations between Rogaland
and Nain may be due in part to the level of exposure,
we cannot exclude dw possibility of deriving some quartz
mangcrites by partial mclting o[ the lower crust. Indeed,
as discussed below, thcrc is a wide range of pressure and
composition [or which fractionation o['ajotunilic magma
cannot yield quartz mangerite.
Our conclusions on the liquid line of descent ofjotu-
nites, as well as those of Owens el al. (1993) and Mitchell
cl al. {1996), contradict those presented t)} McI,elland el
al. (1994), "_ho modeled tile compositions of P Ti Fc-
rich malk" dikes and slwcts ti'om the contact zone of the
Marcy massif in the Adirondack mountains. In variation
diagrams, dw Irends detined by these rocks show extreme
enrichments in l:c(), (up to 23%), TiO: (up lo 7-6%),
P:_O; (3"6%) correlated with extreme depletkm in silica
{down to 36% SiO,). McI,elland el al. (1994) admitted
that thcse rocks are likely to represent crystal-laden liquids
but nevertheless contended that the liquid line ofdcscent
tollowcd at least in part a trend of decreasing Si and
increasing P, Ti, and Fe. However, comparison with the
data ['rom this study indicates that the highest Fe, Ti, P
and lowest Si concentrations are similar to those of
Rogahmd samplc M I':L, which is demonstral)ly at partial
cumulate ofa nmltipllase ]iquidus assemblage (pyroxene,
apatite, ilmenite, magnetite); furthernaore, experiments
show that }"cO,, Ti()> and PeO-, decrease as oxides and
apatite crystallize liom this coml)osition. [u projections
such as i:ig. 4a and b, the H'P-rich model magmas
M6 M9 t]om _hIx'lland el al. (11994) (l'able 1) detine a
trcnd (notshown) pointing away li-om the 5 kt)ar pseudo-
eutectic toward the O1 component; whereas model
magmas M4 M6 plot close to the pseudo-euteclic.
,\s explained above, the highest apparent contents of
thc ()1 componcnt may be in part a mixture of
pyroxene and magnclite. The presence of
pyroxene + oxide + apatite + plagioclase in M8 tol-
lowed by the initial appearance of olivine in M9 is also
consistent with a eutectic-like pseudo-invariant point.
Thus the Marcy VI'P enrichment is due primarily to
accumulation from a muhisaturated jotunitic liquid.
Interestingly, Mclx:lland el aL (1994)pointed out the
existence o['a 'coeval, but not comagmatic' suite of rocks
including mangerites and charnockites, which suggests a
second jotunitic magma series characterized by silk'a
enrichment sinfilar to Rogaland (e.g. l)e Waard & Ro-
racy, 1968). The various differentiation paths of these
and other jotunitic suites arc illustrated in Fig. 10 by
schematic versions of Fig. 4a in which magnetite is
included as a projection component. The overall topolow
of Fig. 10 is the same as in Fig. 4a, but points prqject
diffiwently (higher Qtz component) because some of the
Fc has been removed fi'om thc ()l cotnponenl to torm
an Fe _() _ (N IKt) conlponent, l,iquid lines of dcsccm arc
represc,ned by shaded lines and tTl'P trends by pauerned
areas. Because dilClbrcnt suitcs probat)ly crystallized a[
dittO'rent pressures the top<)logy of the entire diagram
may not be appropriale 1o a singh' pressure or com-
position (with decreasing pressure or incrcasiug mg-num-
I)er tile olivine pscudo-eutcctic bccomcs pcritcclic and
thc pyroxene plagi<wlase flwrmal dividc disappears}.
Howcvcr, the diagram was constructed such Ihal the local
liquidus topologics _ould bc approlxiatc. Thc diagram
shows that the plagioclase + low-Ca pyroxcnc + augitc
tlwrmal maximum is stabh' on the aug + lt)yx liqtfidus
1)otmdary and thai the \Vo-rich portion of the ol + lpyx
curve is even, whereas thc h)w-Wo portiou is odd and
truncates the thtwm:d ridgc thai crosses the lpyx tiquidus
tield. This contiguratio,l alloxvs olivine to react out of
magmas along the R curve and bc vq)laced 1/y pigconilc
(lpyx): and it also allows the traclionating nlagnla to
eventually reach silica saturatio,1 iogaland, some of
the Grenville intrusions (()wens el al., 1993_ and parts of
the Adirondacks (De Waard & Romcy, 1!)68} are ex-
amples. The G curve represents magmas in which olivinc
eD'stallizes after pigeonitc at the pscudo-eutectic, such as
in the Greaser Intrusion in the I+aramie Complex (Mit-
chell el aL, 1996) and tilt' Marcy trend of .khl,elland _'1
aL (1994). The ,\icum'e [Nain Emslie el a/. (t994):
Maloin Ranch pluton Kolkcr & I,indsh'y :19_+9}I is an
example of a trend in which the liquid lies in the
pyroxcne + plagioclasc thermal divide, so neither olivinc
IIOF qtlal'tz crystallizes, eveu alier extensive fiactionation.
,ks a resuh, jomnitic ([brrodioritic, monzonoritic) rocks
grade into two-pyroxcnc nlallgclites, alld s/lt)seqllenl] 3
into svenites. Such rocks will shiny at modest increase in
SiO_, concentration because the high-Si fi'lsic components
increase at the expense of the low-Si matic componenls
in dw residual liqt,kts (e.g. l,onghi, 1991). Because the
decrease in the Qtz component is so small along the G
trend, SiO., will also increase weakly in the rcsidual liquid
as it progressively tbrms olivine-tiee .jomnites (tbrro-
diorites), olivine-t)earing mangerites, and ol svenites. Thus
I:I'P cumulates apparently have developed fi'om liquids
that tmderwent pronounced SiO: enrichn3ent (R) as well
as from residual liquids in which SiO., increased only
modestly (.\i, G). Finally, the curve labeled with the
question mark in an example of a line of" descent along
which SiO., concentration and Qjz content decrease, and
FeO,, TiO., and P_,O-, increase, even though ihnenite and
apatitc are cwstallizing. Such behavior is possible because
the solut)ilities of TiO., and P+O; increase with decreasing
SiO, (e.g. Harrison & Watson, 1984). Rocks tormed from
such magmas would contain olivine, plagioclase, and
highly aluminous augite, in addition to apatitc and oxides,
but no low-C.a pyroxmw. Wt' are not aware of any
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cxamples of such a rock series ill Proterozoic anorthositc
ci`m_ph'xes.
It follows that lpyx-bearing graniloids cannot lie con-
sanguinous \vith coeval jotunitic rocks, if the parent
nlagma of lhe jotunitcs cvoivcd eiIller on the low-Q,tz
side of the pyroxeni`" plagioclasc thermal divide (e.g. (;)
t)r in the divide its(If (e.g. ,\). Ctlarnockitic graniloids
could only have |)een derived liom parent nuigrnas lhat
project lo the ifigi>Qtz side of tile tllcrmal divide; there
arc tiuee possil)h' options: ,l) tile granitoid magmas may
have fractionatcd from a jotunitic liquid with low-We
CO(lien( like "iJ timt was abh" to breactl tilt' trace of ttw
thermal divide betbre lm_-(;a pyroxene precipitated (R);
(2) tilt"," may liar( fraclionatcd f'roill crustal nR'lls with
hltcrlncdiate COml)osilion (1); It{g)tilt" granitoids may have
crystallized directly tioln high-Sit), crustal nlclts (.\_), as
s(Ig,_esled by Einslie ,'t a/. (199-t). [u lhe first case, con-
lilittous variation in Sit), conccnlratioll is expected. Ill
lilt" second 011st'. a gap ill Sit), is problenlalical: however,
it i/imoda[ xolunle disiriimtion vs Sit), is likely /'yen if
SiO, variation is apparcnll) continuous. Ill tilt' third case,
il gilp ill SiO, conct'iltrltiiOl/ is inevilal)h'.
CONCLUSIONS
The Rogaland jotunitic trend presented above (Fig. 2)is
tile latter part clt a nlulti-stagc process (if polybaric
ti-aciional crystallization, crystal accumulalion, and prob-
ably t]o\v dittbrentialion wililin dikes, The high M gO
FeO_ Tie, P,(), rocks arc accumulations of a dense
oxide apatitc pigconite asS('lnlJiagc into coexistingjom-
uitie to mangeritic liquids. The aCCUlnulalion is prol)ably
tilt" rcsuh of flow dif|i'rentiatitm within ttic dikc SyStClll
cattshig separation i`)f it crystal-rich suspension hito tfigh-
and low-density COlnl)onents, liquid _ plagioclase being
the low-density component. Indeed, the dike chill tnargins
appear to be mixtures of muhi-saturated liquid and
15 30% plagioclase, Evidcncc of K and Rb increasing
thster than can bc acct)unted for 1)y fractional crys-
tallization sUg,,gt'sts coulamination of tile s/ispcllsioil bc-
tore ils h'lirusion hilt) the anorlllosilic IcrrallC. I']sthnatcd
(;at) con('cntratiol_.s o|" the tnllk conlpositions ol"inverted
pigconites are intermediate io those produced at 1 bar
aud those at 5 kbar, suggesting crystallization of the
Varberg dike, at h'ast, in this pressure range. The earlier
part of the process was tiactiona[ crystallization of a
prhnilive jolunilic Inagma lliat is similar to the parental
lkluid of the Bicrkrciln Sokudal layered intrusion. Maior
and ira('{" elemcnt n/odcling are consistent whh extraction
lit" an ihnenite norhc cuitlpolleilt from Ihc primilive
jotunite to form an evofvedjotuuite similar to ttw Varberg
ciliil inarghl, l,iquids gcncraied hi ineltin<g experiments
(\'iulder I\U\VCI'a _( l,ongtli, 1994) on a primitive jotunite
('1]) at 5 7 ki)ar aie saltlralcd Illlt onl\ witii tilt' rcquisile
ihnenite norhc aSsclnblage, t)tii also intcrscct lhe.jottnlilc
lllaior clcnlcnl trend closest to lhc Vart)cr_ cidll lllill'7ill
conlposilion. Trace clcmenl modeling also is consistent
with such a schemc. This early stage of fi'actionation
probabl,v iot)k place several kilomelcrs below the inlrusion
h'vel _l["dikes hi a chaml)er evolving similarly I. BKSK
anti provkies the lh/k I)('lxvcen primitive and evolved
_ltunites.
()tiler rescarctiers llave argued thai tilt" jotunitic
ti'rr_idiorhic suite was derived by fractiollaiiil_ liquids
residual to tile an(irttlosites ihemsel\es (e.g. ()wcus et al.,
1993; Miichcll _'I al,, I ,q,q6). Ahhougil wc ]lave ])lcsenled
evidence liom Rogaland that seemingly cuntradicts lhcst'
arguillcilis ill detail, wc agree in die lalgcr scnsc })COaliSe
wc belicvc thai priilliliVC jOtUllites ulilv I)c pai'clllal llOl
oni} to ulafic bodies such as BKSK. t)ul also It) a
sut)staniial porlioi) of tilt' Rogalalld an_)rthosilcs fl)u-
oh(slit, 1!)78; l,onglii & Vand('r .\/l'lVcl'ii. l{)_,)2i tilt'
ainOUlll tdsuspeildcd plagioclase detcrnfines xvhcdwr tiw
intrusion is anorlhositic or matic, but the liquid is similar
and so is its line o1 desccni. Thus lilt jolunhic dikes may
just as _cll have been spawucd by tiaclitll/alilln wililin
a deep-sealed atlorlhosilic intrusicnl as in a lay(red, inatic
lied) shnilar to BKSK. l;urtllernlore, allhougti ltlcre is
widespread bcliefttlal a nlanllc-derivcd high-Al I)asa[l is
parcnlal t()I}1c lllassif al)orihosiles (_lorsl,', 1{)//2: E.nslic
el at., 1994: Mitciwll cl at., 1996). there is cvideucc of a
collliIlutun ill coulpositiori I)etween such high-Al I)asa]ts
iuld prilniti\e jntuniles, which have hight` r COllC('ntr;ltiollS
of" Ti, P, and K bul are olherwJse similar !l,onghi &
Vander Auwera, 19921. And, lnost importantly, both
high-AI basahic atilt primitiv<" jotunitic compositions,
which are suitable as parental lna_lllas ()f anortllosiles,
lic in thermal divides (lnaxima) at [owcr cruslal pressures,
which effeclivcly pro(hides lheir haviug t)ecn deri\cd b\
f'ractiunal crystallization, witta or wilhotit crustal as-
similation, of IllOl'C prilnitivc nlal/llc deri\ed mehs
(1,onghi & Vander Auwera, 19921).
Further crvstallization and flow oflhe evolvedjolul_itic
magma wilhin the dikes produced a series of lnangcritic,
quariz marlgcritic, and charnockilic rocks displayiug ii
coillinuous increase in Si(), couccntratiou. Therc arc
also low-SiO, t:ach's of the dikes enriched in l:e(),, Tie,,
alld Pet):. (171'P rocks), which arc partial cumulates of
pigeonitc, oxides, and apatite comph'lneniary to thc
Sit), enrichment Ircnd. Trace element nlodcling of this
[rat(lena(ion schenw closely reproduces die el)served
rock COlnpOsilions, ill parlicular the lack of ;t significant
12.ll anonlaly despitc extensi\'c p]agioclase fraclionation.
_i%'}lcthcr jolunilic magmas f'ractiouate coutinuousl\ to
quartz mangerite and cliarnockile or to ltlallgerilc alld
syenite is determined by tileir disposition rchltive to
the pyrex(he plagioclase thermal ttividc, which becomes
stal)ie ill --3 4 kbar in these COlnpositions. ,]otunitic
magmas that ci_'stallizc either in thc thernutl dividt' or
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on the low-Q,tz side of the divide will not yield high-
hie., quartz-bearing derivatives; consequently, coeval
granitoids are either direct crustal melts or derived from
crustal mehs with intermediate composition. If low-pres-
sure and/or h)w We content permit a jomnitie manna
t(> breach the pyroxene plagioclase thermal divide, then
continued fractionatinn will yield consanguinous gran-
itoids as in Rogaland.
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E_perimen#d data in the range qf 1 bat to 13 kbar enable tt,_ to
ntap the liquidus equilibria wlevant to Proten,:oic (ma.@/) auof
tho,dles and Mated mq/ic rock,_. MaWr anorthosite_ aw a'ideh'
believed to hm,e./brm,'d br accumulation q/ pla<,ioclase into /uleh
.11 ba,_a/tic /iquid_. 31antle-&rh'ed ha.mltic /iquid_, .fiactionatb(g
at pre._sure._ st{_cieu@ high (I0 1.7 kbar) to co'_tal/ize the high(v
aluminoa,_ ortho/?rn, vem' m_z,aco',_t_ lrphal(v ob._enrd in anortho,dle
ma.,,@, wach plaeioclase saturation at ha' mmualive,dlica contenl,_.
l'edtecth like equilibria (e._,. liq + op._ ---, plag + cpv + _p)
aud a thermal diride on the p/a,,,hwla._e +/?rro_euc liquidu._ su!]hce
en,_un' lhat mantle-derived liqui& become n@hefine nonnative with
Jmther cn,#allization and cm.#al a,_._hnilation at d@th. Such
liquid_ cannot produce the fdl range qf trocto/ith noritic to troc-
tofith" .whhmic mineral a.__emhlagc_ oh,_en'ed in anorlho,dtc ma,_,@;
without evten,c,e bu'-pws_uw granite a,_,dmilation. (,bm,rr,,eh', the
arrar of plausibh' anorthosite parental liqui& not onh' lie_ along
lhc trace qf the pla_,iocla._e + tu,o-pyroxene cotecticJrom 10 to 13
kbat: but also ._lraddle_- the /henna/diridc on Ne p/agioclase +
/?rwveue liquidus su!]ace, Thi_ condition wquirc,_ mq/ic ._oune
JNiou._, such a._ lower conthwutal crust orjhuudered mqfic phttom,
.tat liqui& pawntal to ma_,_/f mmrtho.dte,_ and a._,_ociah'd mqfic
in tru._iom.
KITY W( )RI)S,: anorthmih': Ioa'o cru#: mcJ,,aco'_t: thoma/ divide': lmcto/de
INTRODUCTION
Tlwr(" is' hardly a consensus on the pctrogenesis of
Protcrozoic (massif'; anorlhosilcs, but many investigators
I)clicvc in a pctrogcm'tic sclwmc lhal involves at leasl
1.1'_r() m@, stages: (I)cxwnsivc crystallization ,{+ as-
similation) of a manth'-dcrivcd magma ponded at or
Ileal" thc ]3itsc 01" I]IC t'l+tlSt that produces suspensions of
plagi.clasc in Ft'-rich, high-Al gabt)roic liquids, fi>llmvcd
by (2) intrusion of these suspensions into the mid Ul)l)cr
crust where they fbrm complex magma chambers (e.g.
1)uchcsnc, 19;q-|; l¢mslic, 19_q5: Ash_al, I993: Wicbc,
19,q4). A key component of the schcnw is the presence
in most mass)t;; of high-Al orthopyroxcnc megacrysts
(HAOM, Emslic, 1975) that appear to l)reservc a record
of the high-pressure stage (Maquil & l)uchcsnc, 19P,4:.
l,onghi el al., 1993). The structures of massif}, vat T flom
those tha! arc composites of nmhiph" diapirk" inlrusions
(Harp l,ake, Emslie, 1980; Rogahmd, l)uchcsnc, 1984i
to intrusive bodies wifla well-developed htycring of
leucocralic troclolites and lcuconorites or lcucogal)l)ros
overlain by masses of anorthosile (Michikamau, Emslic,
1{t7(/: l,aramic, Frost d al., 1993), so thcrc may be
difli'rent modes of mu_st)or! of flu" suspensions Ihrough
the crust. Associatcd marie rocks arc tinmd on all scales
ti'om large layered intrusions, such as Kiglapait (Xlorsc,
1!)79) and Bjerkreim Sokndal (1)uches,w, 19_7: Wilson
et al., 1996), with dimensions on flu" same scale as the
anorthositic bodies, to h'nscs, dikes, and small tbrrodioritic
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(jotunitic) to monzonitic (mangeritic) intrusions that ap-
pear to have formed from liquids residual to either the
crystallization of the anorthositic masses (e.g. Mitchell el
al., 19961 or the more primitive mafic intrusion (e.g.
Vander Auwera el al., 19981. Many workers believe the
parental magmas of the large layered intrusions to have
been relatively plagioclase-fiee residual liquid from the
deep-seated chambers (e.g. Wiebe, 19941. Finally, most
workers ascribe tormation of associated graniloids (quartz
monzonile, charnockite) to melting of the lower crust
(e.g. Emslie et al.. 1994), although some examples of
continuous difl_'rentiation fiom jotunite to charnockile
exist _'ander Auwera et al., 19981.
The major alternative to derivation of the anorthosites'
parental magma fi'om the mantle is melting of the lower
crust. Trace element modelling provides the basis tbr
this hypothesis (Simmons & Hanson, 1978; Taylor el al.,
19841, although there is some experimental work to
support mehing of the lower crust as well (Green, 19691.
Most anorthositic and related rocks have isotopic com-
positions that depart to some degree from depleted mantle
evolution curves in the direction of crustal con-
tamination usually the marie rocks are more con-
taminated leading to the concept that most mafic rocks
are 'coeval, but not consanguineous' with the anorthosites
(e.g. Duchesne et al., 19891. Where massifs lie on either
side of a major tectonic boundary', there are systematic
differences in the isotopic compositions that correlate
with tectonic province (Ashwal & Wooden, 1983; Emslie
el al., 19941. Assimilation of different crustal types in the
ponded, deep-seated chamber and possibly additional
assimilation during transit of the magmas to the upper
crust are believed to account lbr departures of the isotopic
systems from mantle evolution curves (e.g. Emslie et al.,
19941.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the viability
of evolved mantle-derived magmas as parental magmas
not only to the anorthositic rocks, but to the marie rocks
and high-A1 orthopyroxene megacwsts. To this end we
have employed new and published experimental phase
equilibrium data in the range of 1 bar to 13 kbar to map
out permissible liquid lines of descent of mantle-derived
magmas, to constrain the compositions of liquids parental
to massif anorthosites based on crystallization sequences,
and to predict the compositions of possible lower-crustal
mehs under anhydrous conditions. We have distinguished
two groups of compositions for consideration on the basis
of rng-number [molar MgO/(MgO + FeO)] and the
composition of the normative feldspar: a high-A1 basaltic
group (rag-number = 0-5 0"4; Abe_, :,,Or+ ,) represented
by HLCA, the proposed parent magma of tile Harp
Lake complex (Emslie, 19801, and a ,iotunitic group (rng-
number = 0"4 0'25: Ab;i ,,,Or, _.) represented by "lJ, a
ehill margin sample from the Bjerkreim Sokndal in-
trusion of southern Norway (1)uchesne & Hertogen,
1988). :Mthough the liquidus temperatures ofthejomnites
are much lower than those of the HLCA ,group, their
phase relations are broadly similar, and it is likely that
the groupings represent distinct portions of a larger
continuum of compositions.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
New experiments were carried out on a powdered rock
from the Hettasch Intrusion in Nain, l,abrador (Berg,
19801 and on a series oI" syntimtic cry,stal glass mixtures.
The Hettasch sample (HT76E) is one of a series of
samples from quenched pillow-like masses within the
layered cumulates. Interpretations of these rocks range
from chilled pulses of new liquid (Berg, 1980) to negatively
buoyant mixtures of crystals and liquid detached fiom
the top of the magma chamber. The synthetic materials
include HLCA, tile average high-A1 gabbro and proposed
parental magma composition of the Harp I,ake anor-
thosite in Nain, I,abrador (Emslie, 1980), and HI_OL, a
composition designed to yield olivine-bearing nmhi-
saturated liquids at moderate pressures. A mechanical
mixture of HLCA and HT76E was also used as starting
material. The synthetic materials were fused mixtures of
oxides and carbonates that were partially cwstallized at
the thyalite magnetite quartz (FMQ) bufli._r. All ex-
periments were performed at I,amont Doherty Earth
Observato W in a standard I/2 inch piston cylinder
apparatus, utilizing a BaCO:_ pressure medium, and
calibrating pressure against the mehing curve of gold, as
described by Fram & Longhi (19921. Temperature was
measured with Ph,, Pt,.Rh_0 thermocouples and power
consumption was monitored to guard against thermo-
couple drift. Charges were run in unsealed graphite
capsules. Comparison of oxide assemblages produced in
graphite capsules at 5 kbar with 1 atm controlled fO_
experiments indicates thatJO_ is approximately at M_,V
(magnetite w0stite) 2 in the graphite capsule ex-
periments (Vander Auwera & Longhi, 1994). ,Mso, IR
spectra of glass produced with the same asseinbly in-
dicated <0' 1% each ol'H.,O and CO2 (Fram & Longhi,
19921. Bulk compositions of the starting materials are
listed in Table 1. Run conditions and phase assemblages
are given in Tahle 2.
After each experiment, the charges were mounted
in epoxy, polished and analyzed with the CAMEBAX
electron microprobe utilizing the wavelength dispersive
sxstem. Accelerating vohage was set at 15 kV and all
elements were measured Ibr 20 s at a beam current of
25 nix except in the case of feldspars, phosphates, and
glasses, when Na and K were measured first for 30 s at
5 10 nA. For glasses tile beam was rastered over square
areas 10 20 lain on a side to minimize alkali loss. X-
ray intensities were reduced using tile Cameca PAP
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Table 1: Analyzed and nominal compo,_itions _
slartin,g maleriaLs and parent magmas (wt %
oxides)
HLOL*t HT80E** HLCA*t HT/HL§ TJ** KIMOD¶
SiO2 46.9 46.9 50.0 48.9 49.5 49.1
TiO_ 1-78 1.10 1.85 1.49 3-46 0.79
AI203 16.7 19.6 17.5 18.7 16.0 18.7
Cr203 0.03 0.02 0-03 0.02 0.00
FeO 12-2 10.8 10.8 10.9 13-1 10.3
MgO 10.5 7.75 6.67 7.29 4.54 7.78
MnO 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.15
CaO 8.49 8.78 8.78 8.86 6.82 9-52
K20 0.47 0.40 0.44 0.42 0.94 0.27
Na20 2.85 2.82 2.93 2.90 3.65 3.08
P20_ 0.18 0.15 0.16 0.16 0-63 0.11
Sum 100-2 98.5 99.5 99-8 98.8 99.8
rag-no. 0-607 0.539 0-520 0.544 0.383 0.574
NAb 0.428 0-391 0.423 0-399 0.506 0.409
NOr 0.046 0.034 0.042 0.038 0.089 0.065
me-number=molar MgO/(MgO + FeO).
NAb=2Na20/(AI203 + Na20 + K20);
NOr = 2K20/(AI2Oa + Na20 + K20).
* Analyzed compositions.
t Devitrified synthetic glass.
_t Rock powder.
§ A 50:50 mixture of normalized HT80E and HLCA.
¶ Model Kiglapait parent magma from Nolan & Morse (1986).
correctitm program. :\ combinalion of mineral and glass
Mandltrd_, V<lTC used [br glass analyses, whereas only
mineral standards were used for plagioclase, I:e Ti oxides,
pyroxcnes, and olivines. Major eIemcnl compositions of
the experimental phases are reported in Tabh' 3.
Mass balancr between the t)ulk composition of the
slarting malerial and IhC compositions of all phases
presenl ill cilch run has been cah'ulated using a leasl-
S(luares multiplr regression 1o determine phase pro-
porlions and to cvaluale lhe approach 1o bulk equi-
librium. Results are given in Table 2. In each case
residual sums of the squares art" accrplablv lo_v, bul in
some runs the rcgressi<m yields negative a.nlounts of h)xv-
(',a pyroxenc. In the case of the runs ,wilh po'_vdrrcd rock
starling tnatrrials ,(H'I'80E-I and -5) the ncgative values
tbr orthopyroxene are the resuh of the regressitm com-
pensating for non-negligible prot)ortions of relict olivin('
(armored I) 5" clinopyroxene) lhal is not included in lhe
regression. In the case of run HI.CA-53 the negativr
value tor pigronile (0"016) is probably lhe ,esul/ of
incomplete re-equilibration of the high-pressurr phases
grown in the ths! stage of this experiment ino(e dw
relatively high RSSQ in Table 2). In the case of run
HI.OI.-3 the slightly negative proportio,I of omho-
p xroxene (0'0079) is probably a combination of a
small analytical error and a reaction between ortho-
pyroxene and liquid to form low-Ca clinopyroxene gone
nearly to completion. ,\hhough the presencr of relict
olivine and calculated negative proportions of Iow-
(]a pyroxene rrllecl incomplete bulk equilibralion, it is
very, likely thai dwse runs closely approached equilit)rium
Run
Table 2: Evperiments and run conditions
T(°C) P(kbar) Time (h) Run products Phase proportions* RSSQ Ko°p' ''"
HT80E-1 1265 11.5 51.5
HT80E-4 1300 13 53.5
HT80E-5 1265 10 49.0
HT80E-6 1350/1265 13 2/92.5
HT80E-7 1275 10 24.0
HT/HL-1 1270 11.5 44.7
HLCA-25 1250 13 34.0
HLCA-44 1175 6 48.0
HLCA-53 1270/1200 11.5/6 72/116
HLCA-55 1200/1260 6/11.5 67/119
HLOL-3 1265 11.5 49-0
HLOL-4 1300 11.5 29.5
el, cpx, pla9, sp, opx, [ol] 0-697, 0.225, 0-053, 0.042 -0.0181 0.03 0.281
gl, gar, cpx, plag, {ol] 0.744, 0-193, 0-046, 0.013 0-10
9I, pig, plag, aug, sp, opx, [oll 0.676, 0.240, 0.122, 0.055, 0.039, -0.1351 0-02 0.264
gl, gar, cpx, plag 0.344, 0.342, 0.205, 0.110 0.20
gl, opx, plag, sp 0.883, 0-047, 0.044, 0.025 0.05 0.279
gl, plag, opx, cpx 0.628, 0.187, 0.094, 0.089 0-08 0.280
gl, plag, cpx, opx 0-674, 0.154, 0.136, 0.029 0.11 0.297
gl, plag, pig 0.326, 0,433, 0.232 0-14
el, plag, opx, ol, pig 0.725, 0.194, 0-097, 0.007, -0,016 0-37 0.259
el, plag, cpx, opx 0.756, 0.118, 0.082, 0-046 0.11 0.279
el, cpx, sp, opx 0.573, 0.402, 0-039, -0.007 0.55 0.249
el, cpx, opx, sp 0.807, 0.146, 0.035, 0.014 0.14 0.289
gl, glass; 01, olivine; opx, orthopyroxene; cpx, clinopyroxene; aug, augite; gar, garnet; sp, spinel; [], relict mineral; plag,
plagioclase; pig, pigeonite. RSSQ, residual sum of squares in regression of phase proportions. Ko °p" "q = [(FeO)°P'/(FeO)"Q}
× [(MgO)'W(MgO)°P"].
*Weight fraction of phases in order listed under 'run products'; where available, analyzed bulk compositions (Table 1) are
used in the regressions.
tNegative opx compensates for relic olivine that is not included in the regressions.
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Run
Table 3: Composition of phases in u,etigk! percent o_ide._
Phase Pts* SiO_ TiO2 AI_O_ Cr203 FeO MgO MnO CaO K20 Na20 P_O, Sum
HLOL 3 liq 5 47.6(3)t 2.43(5) t7.8(2)
opx 6 50.1(1.1) 0,49(9) 8.7811.57)
cpx 7 49.2(4) 0.8517) 9.74(251
sp 4 46(16) 0.46!4) 62.4(7)
HLOL 4 liq 8 46.1(2) 1.9713) 17.4(11
cpx 18 49.1(71 0.66(6) 8.56(411
opx 3 51.6(1.2) 0.37(8) 6.46i2.15)
sp 6 0.27(91 0.40113) 63.0(1.4)
HT80E-1 liq 6 48.0(0) 1.29(3) 18.3(1)
cpx 9 47.3(8) 0.58(7) 12.3(1.21
opx 7 49.3(8) 0.35(8) 11.0(tO)
opx:l: 1 52.9(0) 0.2610) 8.42(0)
olt 1 38.0(0) 0.00(0) 0.00(0)
sp 6 0.18(10) 0.21(1) 65.811.5)
plag 10 54.8(8) 29.015)
HTSOE-4 liq 5 48.211) 1-19(3) 18.511)
9ar 6 40.215) 0.63(11) 23.911)
cpx 7 47.416) 0.54(8) 13.1(5)
plag 12 52.811.4) 0.03(2) 29.5(9)
HT80E-5 liq 6 47.2(3) 1.37(71 17.811)
aug 10 48.618) 0.68(20) 10.1(1.0)
opx 4 49.718) 0-45(22) 9.31(1.24)
pig 1 49.7(0) 0.41(0) 7.96(01
plag 11 53-111.3) 0.04(2) 29-3(8)
HT80E-6 liq 8 49.4(5) 1.53(4) 18.4(1)
cpx 8 48.2(4) 0.94(8) 12.0(7)
gar 5 40.0(3) 0.71114) 22.5(21
plag 6 57.0(4) 0-08(1) 27.3(2)
HTSOE-7 liq 7 46.812) 1,09(4) 18.0(0)
opx 6 50.0(6) 0.27(3) 9.06(52)
sp 5 0.06(8t 0.19(2} 65.9(1,2)
plag 6 52.1(4) 0.06(1) 29.7(2)
HT/HL-1 liq 6 48.0tl) 1.29(3) t8.3(1)
opx 9 49.2(51) 0-3815) 9.47(92
cpx 5 48.8(8) 0.65(12) 9.94197)
plag 10 54.t(1.1) 0-00(0) 29.3(7)
HLCA-25 liq 6 49.0(2) 2.33(7) 16-6(1)
cpx§ 8 48-6(7) 0.7619) 9-75(82)
opx 5 49.7(5) 0.5015) 9-061581
plag 10 54,5(1.0) 0.11(1t 27.8(4)
0.01(I) 13.0(1) 5-57(91 0.12(2) 7.45151 0.78(2) 3.88(15) 0.2512) 98.8
0.06(2) 14,2(51 24.4.17) 0.14(1) 1.94t11) 0.18(1) 100.3
0.07(3) 1t.7(3) 16.815) 0-16(4) 10.8(4) 0.87(4t 100.1
0.83141) 18.8(2) 17.213) 0.06(1) 0-1413) 0.02(1} 100.3
0.03(3) 12.5(1) 7.80(5) 0.15(2t 8-67(71 0.58(2) 3,08151 019(1) 98.5
0.08(4) 10.5(4) 19,6(8) 0.16(21 9.08(87) 055(5) 98.3
0.10(2) 12.113) 26.1(7) 0.13(2) 2.27(7) 0.15(1) 99.3
1.51(1.05) 15.314) 19.0(5) 0.10(21 0.10(31 0.01(1) 99.6
0.01(11 12.712) 5.5814) O15(1} 7,89(6) 0.60(41 3.55(8) 0.22(6) 98.3
0.02(1) 11.4(5) 15.2(5) 0,20(2) 11-3(1.11 0.85(5) 99.3
15.013) 23.4(5) 0,22(11 2,05(26) 0.18(2) 101-5
10.310) 28.3(0) 0.19(0) 2.21(0) 0.13(0) 102.7
0.04(01 27.6(0) 36.2(0) 0.24(0) 0.26(0) 0.03(0) 102.4
0,39(36) 18,2(1) 17,1(2) 0.1012) 0,07(3) 0.01(1) 102.0
0,4314) 0,16(17) 11.416) 0.24(6) 4.98(26) 101.0
0.01(1) 11-611) 577(6) 0.12(1i 8.56(7) 0-51(0) 3-62(6) 0.2311) 98-3
0.0312) 14.2(2) 150131 0-3311) 6,48(18) 0-02(1) 100-8
0.02121 8,18(59) 13.7(2) 0-14(1) 15,1(6) 1-08(51 99.2
0.49(8) 0.09(3) 12.3(1.0) 0.21(5) 4,24(57) 99.6
0,02(1) 13,3(1) 6.09(5) 0,18(2) 8.44(71 0.51(2) 3.40(81 0,23(2) 98.5
0.03{2) 10.716) 16.0t7) 0.20(3} 12-619} 0.73(14) 99.6
0.00(0) 13-9(5) 24.1f8) 0.19(11 2-04(10) 0-11(2) 99.9
0.00(01 14.010) 21.8(0) 0.23(0) 4.50(0) 0-21t0) 98.9
0.48(61 0.09(2) 12.1(9) 0.24(5) 4.31(441 99.6
0.00(01 11.1(1} 3,81(51 0.07(1) 6.45(5) 1.17(4) 521(12} 0.53t4) 976
0.02(1) 9.98(74) 11.9(5} 0.14(3) 14.5(8) 1.4716) 99.2
0.03(1) 17.4(31 12.4(2) 0.29(2) 6.65ild 0.02(1) 100.0
0.4618) 0.07(2) 9.06120) 0-36(2) 5.75(14) 100.1
0.0111) 12211) 6.88(4) 014(21 9.11(7) 0-40t3) 3.10(81 0,19(1) 98.0
0.0211) 12.4(3) 25.0(3) 0.18(1) 2.14115) 0.10(11 99.1
0.18(5) 15.2(2) 17.2(3) 0.10(1) 0.07(2) 0.00(0) 98,0
0.43(10) O16(3) 12.5(21 0.15(2} 3.99(141 99.1
0.01(1) 12.712) 558(4) 0.15(1) 7.89(6) 0.60(4) 3.5518) 0.22(6) 98-3
0-12(6) 14-9(31 23,413) 0-20(3) 2-05(23) 0,12(1) 99.8
0.13(2) 11.6(9) 16.411.4} 0.22(2) 10.9(1.8) 0.6911) 99-5
0.55(6) 0.13(2l 11.818) 0.20(3) 4.77(52) 100.8
0.01(1) 12.4(11 5.27f6) 0.1711) 8.23(5) 0.62(4) 2.98(11) 0.19(2) 97.9
0.21(6) 13.1(8) 16.7(91 0.23(21 9.65(1.42) 0-61(10) 99.6
0.25(9) 15.5t7) 22.2(5) 0.19(3) 2-29(45) 0.15(2) 99.9
0.71(5} 0.11(2) 10.8(5) 0.27(2) 4.92(26) 99.3
with respect to the crystalline phases in contact with
liquid. For example, sample HI'80E is a troctolite, |)ul
olivine is clearly not stable ill any of the runs at I0 13
kl)ar, tiros demonstrating the instability of olivine in
plagioclase-saturatcd liquids of this general type at pres-
sures >__l O kbar. On the other band, neither aluminous
spinel nor garnet is present in the starling rock material,
vet they grow readily and mutually exclusively at 10 11'5
and 13 kbar, respectively. Furthermore, tile Fe Mg ex-
change coefticicn[ (/li_) toe orthopyroxene liquid pairs
(Table 2) has a limited range of values that is ap-
proximately the same for isothermal experiments with
devitritied glass starting material ((t'297 0.249) as it is
tbr ])olylhermal experiments or those with powdered rock
starting inaterial (0'281 0'259). These obse_,ations arc
consistent with our previous work based on reversals of
plagioclase and orlhopyroxene compositions, dem-
onstrating that isothermal experiments on dcvitritied glass
starling materials produced equilibrium phase as-
semt)hlges and compositions (mantles, rims) in runs with
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Run Phase Pts* SiO2 TiO_ AI20_ C%O3 FeO MgO MnO CaO K_O Na20 P_O_ Sum
HLCA-44 liq 4 45-8{1-11 4.00(421 12.2(1.51 0.00(01 20.9(1.31 4.30(751 0.23(2) 7.471601 1.12(311 3.42(82) 035(5_ 99.8
pig 8 52-0141 0.71(71 3.23(47) 0.14(41 16.9(2} 21,8(41 0.30(2) 3-95t471 016(4} 99.2
plag 4 53-8(6) 0-28(91 28-7(4) 1.20(33} 0.43(111 11.6(341 0.36(121 4.48(8) 1009
HLCA 53 liq 4 48,1(31 2.74(5) 15.4(11 0.15(21 12.7(11 594(5} O34(11 8,41(71 0-69(9) 3.56{7) 0-40(11 98.4
opx 16 52.9(5) 083(4} 4.70(69) O35(5) 14-2141 25.6(4) 038(3) 226(28) 0.15(21 101.4
pig 1 53.3(0) 040(0) 2,99(0} 0.28(0) 14.1(01 26.2(0) 0.2810} 3 72101 0.15101 101.4
ol 3 38-3(0) 0.0713) 0.1014) 0.030 25,7(4) 37.4{6} 0.28111 0.36(4) 1022
plag 7 53.5(5) 0.09(2} 30.0(3) 0.46(4) 0.12(1) 12.4(21 0.19(31 4.38(151 101.1
HLCA+55 liq 5 48.8(2} 2.59(11 17.2(11 0.14(21 12.1(21 5.56(5) 0.29(3) 8.43t31 0.67(4} 3.06(16} 0-39(2) 99.2
cpx 3 49.1(1.11 0.71(41 8.93(311 0.24(6) 12.1(51 17-0(3) 0.23(4) 116(71 0,68(2) 100.6
op× 11 51.0(51 0.31(131 8.06(42) 0.26(8) 148(71 24.4(2) 0.22(3) 2.20(131 0,16(21 101.5
plag 12 54.7(4) 0.03tl) 28.8(3) 0.50(9) 0-13(31 11.4(11 020(4) 4.60(20) 100.4
Abbreviations as in Table 2. Blanks indicate element not analyzed.
* Number of spots or areas analyzed.
t Units in parentheses are 1 SD of replicate analyses in terms of least unit(s) cited.
:1:Relict mineral grain.
§ Possibly two near-critical clinopyroxenes present.
> 60% liquid on a time scah" of 1 2 days (I,onghi el al.,
19931. Thcr('tore. we are confident of the reported phase
asst'nllalages and liquid compositions in ;tll of lhe rams,
Imt +vould caa,tio}l against the use of crystal liquid par-
titioning dala derh'ed ti'om runs with _<60% liquid or
from tmlythermal runs.
RESULTS
Although we have new dala at several pressures, lhc
l+laOSl comph'le set is tb," the HI+CA series at 11"5 kbar.
Accordingly, we will illuslrate tlwse data first, and then
go on to examine the e[ti'cts of F,ressure and composition.
The comt)ositions of coexisting crystals and liquids from
the H I+C+\ series at 11 "5 kbar are shown in two projections
of the quartz olivine plagioclase wollastonitc (Qtz
()1 Pl Wo) system (l+onghi, 19911 ira Fig. 1. The HI.CA
series liquids have the characteristics expected of tnod-
eratt'h evolved basalts: int('rmt'diate n(_-numl)e, (0"5 0'4}
and intermediate normative ti'ldspar (Ab+,_ ,,,()r,). A1-
thougla the liquids in this ligure are 11o! saturated with
ihlwnite, the compositions arc projected from an Iltnenile
conlponcnl ([Fe,_lglTi()_) tbr the sake of consistency with
stll)sequcnl tigures, which illustrate.jotunitic compositions
that are sattLral,t'd with ihnenite. In this figure anad in
lhosc that tbllow, we _ill trx to limit lit,." range of mL,-
numl)er and normativc li'ldspar ct)mposition ;as much as
possil)h'. This means that the diagrams are a usethl means
of predicting phase saturation a}ld the nature of invarianl
points tot a family of compositions, but because the
liquidus boundaries shift with composition, the frac-
tionation paths of individual comlmsitions will in general
diverge fiom the depicted liquidus t)oundarics Isee lag. 5
of l.onghi {l(.).()l }1. :\lso, because it is not ti'asible to make
/Tlg-lltlFlllIer and normative fiqdspar co,npositiou im'ciscly
('Ollstalll evcrvwherc evell with nndtiph" bulk con>
positions, it is inevital)lc that loxv-temperature porlions
of some liquidus boundaries may }lave In'en detitwd xxith
exlwrilnental liqt,ids having higher m g-nund)cr or more
an.rthitic nornmtix'c l;'ldslSar than liquids used to define
the ostensil)l,, higher temperature portions of 1he same
or a rehm'd Imundarv. Thus it is possil)le thal tlw reported
temperatures of some of the experimental liquids 1nay
apparently violate the direction .f tailing, tempcrature
inlbrred tiom the topolo©' of the coexisting phases. In
such cases, the reader should keep in mind tha! the
bounda D' curves are not strictly isol)aric-univariant, and
topolo_' takes precedence.
Figure la illustrates the array of liquidu8 boundaries
saturated with augitic clin.pyroxelw. Projecting from tlw
Wollastonite (Wo = CaSi()+)component rather allan
Diopside is useftd when clinopyroxenc (@x)is a latc-
cry. stallizing phase in the experimenls, l)ecause the Wo
proiection causes h'ss parallax dispersion of the sul)jacent,
clinopyroxene-absent liquidus surt:aces, e.g. the olivine
(ol) + plagiochlse (plr(r.,,)liqt, idus surtace projecls as a
narrow band ttnder the o/+ pla_,, + cpv liquidus boundary
curve rather }haul as a broad band off to the side [see
fig. 10 of l.otlghi (198711. This ti'ature makes the Wo
projcction useful in repr,-senting the limits ,+t'tht' pritnary
Iiquidus volutnes of compositi<ms with relatively lmv
_'0 COlltellls. P vr(lXelle COml)ositions in Fig. la phn
apl_roximatcly on the trace c,flhe Orthopvroxene (Opx =
IMg.l:el:Si:(),) Mg-Tschermak ([Mg.l:elAl+Si(),.)join,
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[Wo,llm] /_ __ s" _
oxygen units sPs_ ,x "s// "/ \ 7"Jo  is" + \
opx_- ,_ j r,%, \ / Di,; I \
-, t
Fig. 1. I,iquidus equilibria at 11",3 kbar projccled into die model system olivim" plagiotlase ',_ollasttmite ihnenitc orthoclase quartz (OI
PI "xVo lhn ()r Q tz) in terms of ox'¢gen units, moditied after l+onghi _1991). (ai Subproiection of ctinopyroxcne-saturated and -undersaturated
liquidus I)oun(taries fi'om the Wo, Or and lira components outu thc plane ()1 Pl Qtz. it)) Subprojecti_m uf l)lagioclaseIsaturated liquids and
ctTstals fr,m the el. Or and lira cmnpmwnts onto the Ol Qtz Wo plane. Light t ontintn<)tus lines sho'.., augitc-saturat_+d and l)lagioclasc-saturated
liquidus boundaries at l bar calculated Ibr Hl+(:A-likc compositions {m_-lltlnlbt'r = (1"52, NAb = 0'42, NOr = 0"(14" fiom the algorithms of
lzmghi i1991). Bold lines show 11+5 kbar liquidus boundaries based on data from Fl'anl & l,onghi (1992) and this study. Arrows show direction
of decreasing temperature; douhlc arrmvs indicale at reaction boundary. "sil' rt+lk'rs to silica phase cristobalite, tridymitc, or quartz. Experimental
dala: O, hq i+ aug + Ip.v': + ph,tg); n liq (+ aug + Ipyv + +p): O, liq ¢_/p!'_ + plag); ×, +pv; +, opx; _ , op_ megacryst comp<+sitions with mg-
tnm+t)er _>0"711 froun Emsliv !1980) and Maquil & Duchesne (1984). Numbered dols are primitive magma compositions from Basaltic Volcanism
Study Project {B'VSP)11981): I ittl(t 2, mid-ocean ridge basalt (M()RB) (cols 1 and 4, table 1.2.5.'3); 3 7, continental flood basahs (Svartenhuk
and Baffin Island 0/-dmleiites, table 1.2.3.7; cols 15 and 16, table 1.4.2.1; col. 9, table 1.2.2.1(11; 8 and 9, Hawaiian tholeiites (cols 1 and 2, tahk'
t.2.6.14); 10, (;orgona basahit k_mmtiile (c_+l. 9, tabh" t.4.2.1); I 1. high-Mg ophiolite dike (col. 11, table 1.2.5.3). Shaded area is the range of
ctinopyruxene solid solutim_. Ellipse shows the l'allge +.ifcpx analyses in run ItTglIE-I. Dashed lines connect coexisting phases+ A. B. C, D. E
arc l)seudo-invariaut p_fints described in the text. Projection equations, oxygen units:
Ol[++V,.,,lhn] = 2(Fe() + MgO + Mn() 'l'i()+,)/Y{\Vo,lhn I
Pl[Wo,llm I = 8(,-"d_,O+ + Na+,() K,Oi/EIWo,IIm 1
Qtz[Wo,llm 1 = [2SiO_, (FeO + M_O + MnO "l'i()+) 2AI,O, 2Ca() 10(NaeO + K,O)I/EIWo,lhn}
Ol[Pl.lhn I = 2(FeO + MgO + MnO Ti()yE[Pl.llm I
"+,Vo[Pl,llm I = 3(Ca() AI+,()+ + Na,O + Ke()}/£lPl.llm I
Qtz[Pl,llm I = [2SiGL (Fe() + Mg() + MnO ]'i():_ 2AI:O< 2CaO 10(Na_() + K.())]/E[Pl,lhn]
+\here [Wo,llm] and [Pl,lhn] identit:v Ihc main pmi<,ction comf)uncnls..E[D,'o.lhn] and T[PI,IIm] refer to the sums uf the right-hand sides of
dw equations, and the oxides arc mole [i'actions.
which crosses the base of the triangle at Ol,_:+:+:+Pl,,,,.:.
Fi_tre I b illustrates a more conventional proiection fi'om
the Plagioclase and Ilrtwnite comptments [Pl,Ihn I of
phase relations on the plagioclase liquidus surface. The
compositions of clinopyroxene coexisting vdth ortho-
pyroxene (opv) and/or spinel (+p) define the limits of the
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shaded q)v solid solution tield. I_vroxene phase relations
are rather complex tor thc compositions considered here:
at pressures >_ 10 kbar cIinopyroxenes in HLCA-Iike
composition appear to have a continuous (or nearly so)
range of composition between Di and ()px; whereas at
lower pressures (see below) distinct high- and low-Ca
clinopyroxenes are stable. Following tlw convention of
Longhi & Bertka (19961, we will reti:r to apparently
h}]3ersolvus clinopyroxene as @x, and reserve the terms
augite (aug) and pigeonite (p(¢) fin subsolvus clino-
pyroxene. Where the cpx solid solution is not continuous,
there may be two closely spaced liquidus curves involving
two pyroxenes for liquids with intermediate ms-number,
opx + pig + plag and P*I¢+ aug + plat< whereas for more
magnesian or more tbrroan compositions there may be
only one two-pyroxene curve, op_ + aug + pla¢ (pig stable
only in pla_- undersaturaled liquids) or Pit' + aug + plag
(opx unstable), respectively Isee l,onghi (199111. To avoid
unnecessa_: complexity, we will depict only one two-
pyroxene liquidus curve at a time, and we will refer to
low-Ca pyroxene (lp3u) to signit_' either opt or Pti*,'. In
Fig. 1 and subsequent figures the compositions of all
clinopyroxenes are represented with a ' x ', whereas of
thopyroxene is marked by a '+'.
The new data plus data fr()m Barrels el al. (19911 and
Kinzler & Grove (11992) constrain the nature of three
pseudo-invariant points involving olivine, orthopyroxene,
clinopyroxene, plagiochtse, and aluminous spinel. One is
a pla_,-absent ol peritectic {A}: liq + ol = opx + cpx + sp.
The second is an d-absent opt peritectic (B): liq + opx =
cpx + plag + ._p. The third is a thermal maxinmm (C)
on the plag + opx + cpx liquidus boundary where the
compositions of cwstals and liquid are coplanar (note
the coplanar arrangement can be adequately depicted
only in the [Pl,Ilm] projection). Even though the @._
compositions in runs HTg0E-I and the HT/HI-1 do
not define tight limits on cpx solid solution (because of
incomplete equilibration of the clinopyroxene in the
charges containing natural rock powders), the data for
these runs plus HLCA-32 (Fram & Ixmghi, 1992) describe
three three-phase triangles wil]l the /iq corners pointing
away from Qtz. However, the HI,CA-32 three-phase
triangle is nearly collapsed to the 0p_ + _px tieline. It
should be obvious, therefore, that an apparent collinearity
of coexisting pyroxenes and liquid occurs on the
plag + opx + cpx liquidus bounda D' slightly to the right
of tile HI,CA-32 liquid point and that a set of three-
phase triangles pointing toward O, tz must exist tor liquids
on this curve to the right of thc ()px l)i join. The locus
of the apparent collinearity on the boundary curve is a
thermal maximum and has a temperature > 1275°(]
(run HLCA-32) for liquids with similar mS-number and
alkalis. Bilker & Eggler (1(,187; lig. 31 have demonstrated
tilt" existence of this thermal maximum in tachs of calc-
alkaline basahs at 8 kbar and their data are illustrated
below.
The nature of point A is well known from other studies
(e.g. Kinzler & Grove, 1992), bul may be partially intiwred
by noting that in Fig. la the compositions of liquid,
orthopyroxene, olivine, and spinel describe the corners
of an irregular quadrilateral with liquid and olivine at
opposite corners. Analogously, the 0p._+ liq reaction at
point B may be inti'rred in Fig. lb by observing that the
coexisting 0p._ and h'q compositions lie at opposite corners
of a quadrilateral with the at<iSand ._)'_comlmsitions at
the other two corners.
The arrav of liquidus cun'es constrains tile cws-
tallization paths of basaltic ma_nas and the l+ermissible
range of crustal tachs. Initially 0l-saturatcd liquids, crys-
tallizing eilher 01 + ,/?_ + cpv or 01 + _1)_ + ,_p, will reach
point A (Fig. la). react (l/It olivine, and crystallize an
interx'al of opv + cp_ + ._p betbre reaching point B. h is
possible lhat for some compositions opv will be in reaclion
with liquid between A and B (opx + liq ---+ ep_ + ._p) it
shoukt be noted in Tabh" 2 that the proportiim of
0px decreases between 1300°C (HI,OI,-41 and 1265°C
(HI,OI,-3) so some fractionating liquids may reach plag
saturation with only @x stable. At B any orthopyroxene
reacts out and tilrlher crystallization proceeds along the
cpx + plag + ,_p cotectic, auay tiom the Q,tz and Opx
components. In this way it is possible to produce high-
AleO_ liquids (_> 18 "_t % AI,O:0 that are also nepheline-
normative (liquids that lie to tile low-silica side of tilt"
Ol Di join in Fig. lb) and a series of cumulates that
begin with either spinel wehrlite or olivine pyroxenite,
followed by spinel pyroxenite (A --+ B), and then spinel
gabbro. The data of Kinzler & Grove (1992} and Waher
& Presnall (19941 shove thai for liquids with similar
normative t_'ldsl)ar , tiut higher mg-numt)er, all fix'(" crys-
talline phases may coexist with liquid. In these cases, three
dimensions are not adequate to represent the liquidus
boundaries as curx'es; and, inslca(t of the
liq + opx + cpx + sp curve joining the ol and plag sur-
faces, portions of the ol and plag surtaces will overlap
with a smeared-out combination of points A and B
(liq + ol + opx + c/n + .q)) joining plag-fi'cc portions of"
the ol saturation surface to 0/-free portions of tile plq_,
saturation sue[ace. The net result of these two topologies
is similar: initially ol-saturated, ti'actionating liquids will
eventually wind up on tilt" 0/-at)sent portion of the plag
saturation surt:ace. Because of the plagioclase + pyroxene
thermal divide (C), however, there is uo way t}_r a
fractionaling basa[lic li(tuid to move to\va.rd the Qtz
component. Conversely, lox_-degree rnehs of crustal rocks
containing plagioclase and orthopyroxene may access a
wide range of Qtz contents. Such mehs art" restricted to
only the vicinity of the pla 8 + op_ + cpv liquidus bound-
arv, which extends ['rom high-SiO, granitic compositions
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at silica saturation to high-Al:,O, nepheline-norrnative
compositions at spinel saturation.
To discuss crystallization and mehing paths throughou!
tile crust, we must first understand how the topologies
shown in Fig. I chang'e with pressure. The topologies of
the aug and Hag saturation surtaces are x_'ell known at 1
bar over a range of conlposition (e.g. Grove & Juster,
1989; I xmghi, 1991), so intermediate topologies between
1 bar and 11'5 kbar may be interpolated and successive
topologies extrapolated to higher pressures. Once a given
topology in recognized, its compositional and pressure
range may even |)e constrained by a single key ex-
perinwntal datum. Ill this way a progression of phase
diagrams has been constructed from 1 bar to 13 kt)ar
and illustrated in Fig. 2 fbr liquids with the same general
character (intermediate ,{g-number and nornlative feld-
spar} as those in Fig. I. [ggurc 3 illustrates a similar set
o['co.lstructions tbr jotunitic liquids, which have lowcr mg-
numl)er i0"4 0"25)and more alkaline normative ti!ldspar
(.-\b-,, ,c,Or, ,.). The bulk compositions of HI.CA and 'lJ
arc ])lotted tbr reliwence ill all panels of Figs 2 and 3.
,espectively.
The progressions ot" topologies in Figs 2 and 3 are
relatively similar: in the IWo,llm] projections (Figs 2a
and 3a) the maior features are the shift of tilt"
¢d + Iprl + m g + liq bounda W away ti'om the Q.tz con>
ponent with increasing pressure (where /pl:v signifies
orlhopyroxene and/or pigeon)tel: whereas in the [Pl,lhn]
projections (Figs 2b and 3b) the n)ajor timture is the shift
of the ol + Ipy_ + plag + liq boundary away ti'om Qtz.
In hoth projections the /pyv and sp saturation surfitt'es
evenlually intersect and with still higher prcssure garnet
(gar) replaces spinel. At 1 bar the ol + plag + I[_yv +
a< + @ pscudo-invariant point (1)) is au ol per)tee)it arid
there is a thermal maximum on the o/+ p/ag + m g + liq
boundary (El that separates liquids that may ti'actionale
to lpyx saturation from those that fiactionate toward
ncpheline saluration. By 5 kbar, point D has migrated
across the pyroxene-plagioclase plane (the trace of
Opx PI in Figs 2a and 3a or the Opx 1)i ,ioin in Figs
2b and 3b). This movement precipitates two changes:
first, a thermal maxinmm (C) is exposed on the
lpy._ + aug + plag + liq bounda W curve where the liquid
conlposition appears to be collinear with those of d)e
coexisting /p.r_ and aug; and second, because tilt'
ol + plag + Ipyx + m g + & pseudo-im'ariant point (D)
n<l_v lies lie)retell two thermal maxima, ]) must be it
eutectic. If the ol + pl({,_ + Ipyt + liq boundarx is curved
as shmvn ill Figs 2t) and 3b, then the lloundarv curve
crosses the line of" pyroxene solid solutions at an angh',
which enables olivine to bc in reaction with liquid along
tile low Wo portion of the curve and to crystallize fi'om
liquids along the high Wo portion of the boundary. Thus
at the same pressure tEere can be similar liqt,ids, difl'cring
only slightly in Wo colltent, with x-cD diflbrent crys-
tallization paths: one that produces marked silica en-
richment and qtz-bearing assemblages, whereas the other
produces little or no silica enrichment and 0/-bearing
assemblages. These paths will be illustrated below.
By' 6 kbar (Figs 2t) and 31)I)point 1) has overtaken the
ol +pla¢ + au2 + liq thermal maximum (El. Once it does,
the ol + plag + aug + lilt thermal maximum (El dis-
appears and the equilibrium relations at point D rtlusl
necessarily change to all @x(Ipyx) peritectic (Fig. 2b, 8
kbar). With further i_wreases in pressure, the ]pyv and ._p
fields intersect (_10 kbar)and separate the ol and plag
liquidus fields as described above, generating pseudo
invariant points A and B (see Fig. la). The disposition
of coexisting @l, 0p_, .% and @ (B') compositions at lO
and I 1"5 kbar in Fig. 2b is also quadrilateral and, thus,
B remains an W_.(l/?r_) peritectic. By 13 kbar garnet
has replaced spinel in pyroxene-saturated liquids on the
plagioclase surface; bur none dw h!ss, the i:lt,w pscudo-
invariaut point invoh'ing garnet (B") remains an 0px
peritcctic. Other important shifts in [iquidus boundaries
with increasing pressure include tnovement of the
p/ag + /p_vv + at(t_/cp_ liquidus t)oundary away ti'om Wo
in the [Pl,Ihn] pmjectious and away from Opx ill the two,
lhn] proiections. The lll()vcnlent of the p/a,_ + /pyv + aN
liquidus boundary away ti'om Opx in the [Wo,lhn]
projections is apparently much greater in high- thalt ill
low-silica compositions such that an inflection of the
curve occurs in the vicinity of the plagioclase + pyroxene
thernml divkte.
Although dmse shifts ill liquidus boundaries are general
tkatures of t)asahs, dw shifts arc' compositionally de-
pendent. Specifically, tbr liquids vdth higher ,(&number
the I)oundarv curwes involving olivine and low-Ca pyr-
oxene project at higher Qtz contents aud the l/__rt + aug)re
boundary lies at higher Wo, as illustrated ill Fig. 2 with
10 kbar data (dashed lines) from Bands el al. (19{t1:
run H142). (]onsequently, the transitions in topolo_
described above take place at higher pressures in more
ma_)esian liquids and, in extreme cases, may not occur
at all. For examph', the data from run H130 [mg-num-
ber(liq) = 0'641 of Kinzler & Grove (1992) show the
transition of l)oint l) from a cutectic to an @x peritectic
occurring at 9 kbar (their fig. 1) vs at -6 kbar tbr
the less magnesian compositions of the present study,
whereas, in the CMAS system, the data of Presnall et al.
(1979) and Waher & Presnall (1994) show that poiut I)
crosses neither the Ol PI 'D) join nor the line of coexisting
0pv and aug (diopside); consequently, 1) remains an ol
peritectic until spinel separates the liquidus volumes o["
olivine and anorthite at 9-3 kbar. The ,(&numl_er value
of 0'64 fi'onl run HI30 is a likely upper limit to the rag-
number ofplag-saturated liquids at lower-crustal pressures
because ascending mantle-derived mehs are likely to be
saturated only in olivine and will thus require moderate
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(a)
13 kbar _z 8 kbar (_z
o5 qtz/---._+ cpx + ... _ /_ 05 _z/,_j: aug + ,.. -_/_ HLCA
/ ,,,. -\ ,,, /,. _\ \ lWo,,ml
_.x,' '" \ \ o,xt_._L ;\\ ox,,,,°,,,,,
vV _ Ipyx pl "Jl _ _ pyx "*-d
OI o/''_ P sp Rj
Opx . "_sp tpy, dl Opx . p_y, ...i-
11.5 kbar __'_-_ '_'ff'L% __ _'_'X
o I \ \
10 kbar . . plag _ /_ _ bh.r "_ '_ " _D_ f p/ag _k
(b) / .......... \\ / 8 kbar Baker& Eggler,1987
13 kbar / %/ .... _x plag + ... "_ aug plag + ... {Pl,llm}
---- _ _ 1175 _ aug
.... cl?a" "/ i."', i !'> >P_P_'_1 / _-_.'l:_'l_:''''_(._, _ --" _ oxygen unit:s
/.."'::'" cpx , ".,,,o-,.... .
",:':':"" 11.5 kbar " /" p6lakba+r ...
'. ,.'.'" iZ plag + ... _'_ D ."" \
_." / _ aug k
__,¢_k_. CpX : [ : _ -.,? ,_,,v^ -X, s'l k
7./1_. / :._: g,;.,._,. ,,, /.., o, _ ,,:., ,. \
•,+_ , .oJ. . . _ -._ . .
/ ,Okbar % / . 5kbar _
/ plag+... £ug/"_E"" ; plag+.., i\
• ,' _ug aug
Fig. 2. Pr(,',.frcssion of Iiquidu'_ Cqtlilihria and ,_()lid s(duti<)ns t{>r }]l,(::\-lik_' _Oml:_<)',itions tT(+m 1 bar to 13 khar. l)rqicciion sdwm('s _l'_in ]:i K. l.
1.i_hi solid line,, in 3 khar panel arc 1 liar liquidu,_ I)liuil(tlilw cur',_.',L 0, liq i+ oun/(p_ + l[_l'_ + p#{t¢)+_l liq ! + o/+ t/Tit + P/<4_,::hluntc(t cllip,_c,_
iil'(, t_lliiil'l (oinpo';ilion'_; O. liq i + Ip)'_ + pDl<s_);_,lladcd itl'('_i_; ind6atc c_linlalcd IhnilS of clinol))i'_xcnc '>(Jid ',_)lulion: da',hcd cur,'c'_ indiciile
(",linl_lit'd po'4ih,r, _fl'liqilidlis h_uildaril",; ,,hadt"_l dianl(inrl. It.\()M 116(K: ti()m Wictw ( I!iH(i): *. h<l,.i dike I_;I;O(7Ilxliri Wirlw f 19fl-)) _>,.hh]"c _ t
t:c' .... 0"1: _)lhrr,_i',r _,_mh(>l,, _v, in I"i_. 1. llw 8 kl)a_ daia aw fi'<)m Baker & 1";_4h'r I!i/t7!: 10 khar high m_,-numh,'r d_la art run ftl t2 li,,m
l/rob'l< r! 0L _l!ifll ,: re,,t _lt_',,pl'liilli'llt_l] (l_i_l []'lnll I:rlllii & I;m_,tli :19!i2: _lild lhi_ ',111(1\.
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Fig. 3. I'rogrcssh)li of liquidus cquilihrili mid solid solutii)ns liir "[J-likc clml|)li_itil_li, li'(inl I }lltr Io l?i kl)ar. Projccti.n scl'lcinc_ an in l:i_. 1.
[)iilll from Villi(tcr ?lu'_',e'rli _ I,iinl_hi i1_,i{)4). All liqmd_ alc lit'ill ill" iil ilnlcnile slilurali(in. The 1 bar liquid_ include rUll_; ;41 ]:_|(,_ [, ]l)w
(._[/, #ll_'-IlUllllle'l'{/lq]l = 0"2,-), _tll(] ill _() (nickcl nickel oxktc), hi<_h (_tz, l//_-liilnll)Cl(/i¢/) = I)" t7 0"[:t?;. The hi_h('r ##l<_-iltlllll)('i" ill the NN()
liquids prlidul'c_ el rchltivc i'xliiiii_;illn lifihc l/jr_ + lie/ticht tllat is rcspelnsil)h" for the _;lil>li_ i'tli_ilitiFt" llflhc //7_r._+ al<_+ 71<4_li(]ui(|us t)llulldal_, '.
Diiiillond_ ill'i" Ro_ahtnd lnc<_lciG,_i c_)nll)llshions ti-lml ])ucht'sne & M,tquil { I!i871,
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crystallization of olivine and probat)ly p.vroxcne bctbr,u
reaching plagioclase saturalion. For e-,:arnph', thc con>
positions of scveral proposed parental (if not primary)
liquids with/;'(,_-tlUltlb(+r ranging from 0"63 to 0-76 (BSVP,
1981) arc shown as numhercd dots in Fig. la. These
compositions include primitive MORB (l and 2), picritic
ttood basalts (3 711,parental Hawaiian thoh'iitcs (8 and
91, Gorgona basaltic komatiite (10), and a high-Mg ophi-
olite dike (1 l). Because the ol+ oDt +_ cpa liquidus
bounda_ shifts away from the Ol comp<mcnt +is nt+-
llttllti;,el" increases, all oF these magnesian compositious
cxccpt the two MORBs will be saturated witlt 0/ + @x
+_ cpv at 11"5 kbar and will evolve toward the vicinity
of'point A along their respective o/+ @x + cp._ boundatw
i'tlrves. (:rystallizati+m calculations based upon the pr('s-
sure-dependent algorithms ofLonghi ¢1992)indicate that
the liquids derivative to i+<+mpositions 3 11 at 11"5 kt)ar
will all have m,.,-nund>er _< 0"60 upon reaching point
+V Thus. the n(_-numtx'r values of compositions like
HI+(-::\ t0"51), +1] _0"45_, and those of the expcrimcntal
liquids along the p/c(_, saturation surtace arc consistent
wflh values cxpccted of c','cn more evolved liquids.
The two MORB compositions, which project well into
the @x liquidus tield at 11'5 kbar, represent equilitn'ation
along the ol + oDa + cpv liquidus bounda_, at 8 9 khar.
Thus the crystallization paths of these primitive M()RBs
cannot be considered to be representative of" manth'-
derived liquids at 1 l'5 kbar. However, at 8 kbar, where
these compositions do rcprcsent plausible mantle-derived
liquids, their derivati\'es would probably reach plag sat-
uratilm with sutticiently high mg-numbcr that l) would
be cutcctic-like. Bill with continued cwstallization ng-
number woukl thll into the range appropriate tbr Fig. 2
(_<0'5); and its mg-nunfl)er decreased, the composition
ofl) would migrate a_vay liom Q.tz and Wo until it crossed
the plane of coexisting 0/, a,t,,, and p/ag compositions, at
which point I) would become a nephelinl-nom+ativc 0p_
peritectic consistcnt with I:ig. 2. Thus the dift_'rc,niates
o1 prinfitive MORBs at ,_ kbar would uhimatel\' Ix:come
nepheline-normative and rt>act out 0p,g even though they
may have initially encountered cutectic-like equilibria at
I).
As liquidus boundaries are shifting in response to
increasing pressure, tlw solid solution limits of the pyr-
oxenes are expanding too as the result of enhanced
solubilit\" of AI eomt)onents in all pyroxcnes and of
enhatwed solubility of En I"s components in cpx. An
important consequelwe of the increased soltll)ilit', of
the aluminous components is that the location of the
plagioclase + pyroxcne thermal divide moves a_av tionl
the Q.tz component with increasing pressure. Thus in
Fig. 3b this theNnal divide sweeps across the 'I] com-
position between 10 kbar (three-phase triattglcs point to
the leti} and 13 kbar (three-phase triangles point to the
right); whereas in Fig. 21) the thermal divide has not
quite reached the HI,(:A point at 13 kbar. Also important
a,'c the changes in orthopyroxcnc composition. In Fig. 2a
and l) the experimental orth<)pyr<_xenes at 11"5 kl)ar
overtake tile composition ot an alutninous 0p_ megacryst
with 8"4 wt % AIr,()+ tiom Harp l+ake (Emslie, 1.q+10L
similarly, orthopyroxenes produced in the '1] exl)erirnents
nearl\ overtake the compositions of the Rogaland mega-
erysts (I)uchesnc & Maquil, 1987)t)y 13 kbar. i:inally,
the liquidus boundaries involving plag, Iprv, and high-(:a
pyroxcne nlox<' across the HI+(:,+\ and 'i] lmlk cont-
l)ositions in both projections at pressures of 1 I 13 kbar.
Thc only significant difference in the phasc cquilit)ria
I)etween the HI+(:+-\ att(l +lJ series is in terms o1" clino-
pyroxenc composition: at l0 13 kba," a Imv-(:a pigeonitc
coexists with sul)calcic augite and orthopyroxcne ahmg
the "I] pla£+ + I/!rx + aug liquidus 1)oundarv iFig. 3b'_:
whcrcas a singh' clinopyroxene with internwdiatc Wo
content coexists with +wthopyroxene ahmg the HI+(:+.\
plat ,, + opx + cpr liquidus boundary (Fig. 2b). This inter-
tnediate cpx is t)rol)ablv a supcrcritical cliuot)yroxeuc,
resuhing froin the iniersection of the crcst of the clino-
pyro×t'iil' solvus with the solidus that rapidly tl'rrllhlales
all au<g4+ Pi_ botlndary ctii-ves al critical end points with
incrcasing F,ressure (l_onghi & Berlka, 1996). I)cspite the
]+)wet mT-numt)cr the 1] c]in()pyroxeues are subsokus
because of their lower temperalures (_ 10()°C lower than
HI,CA), caused in part t)v lmver mg-iltll!ll)er ;ill{| in part
by the fluxing action oF '[]'s higher Tit),. Ke(). and
P:()-, concentrations.
Finally, despite signiticant ditti'rcnces in their chemical
i'onlposilions, HI,CA and 'l[J display renlarkal31v sitnilar
liquidus equi]ibria. It should bc noled that at lOW pri+ssUi'l •
the bulk composiiions pri@ct wiihin the plat,, (+ m(_)
liquidus tMd in the IWl,l prqjections (Figs 2a itild i'la)
and withi,_ ihe p/a+_,+ 0] liquidus field in the IPl.Ihnl
projections (Figs 2t) aild ',"]h). ;\s prosstlre illcrcases+ not
only do the liquidus t)oundaries shift such that the
p[a_ -I- opA -_- <_tJ_. t)()tllldlirv ctlrvl' sv.,t'cps ;tClt)sx ('itt+}l (.+()ill-
position in both projeclions ;tl a])proxinuttcly thc S;tllle
pressure (It 13 kbar), but the opx + cp.,, tielines sweep
across HI.(:,,\ and "1_1as well. This means that not on]v
are the lwo bulk compositio,ls lnuhi-saturated in thc
same pressure range, albeit at difl{'rcnt temperatures, but
that they also lie in it/e plagioelase + pyroxene thermal
divide. Therefore. neither composition Call ])C derived
by fractional crystallization of mantle-derivcd basaltic
magmas: lint each can t)e produced by inching of a
(distinctl matic source.
DISCUSSION
Effects of H_O on liquidus equilibria
Anorthosites and associated rocks are widely believed to
have crvstal]ized fi-om relalivelv anhydrous lllaglltaS (e.g.
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Morse, 1982). F_vidence is both direct and indirect: am-
phit)ole usually appears ()ill}' as a late-stage replacmnent
mineral; thermometry on ternary l_ldspars in associated
mafic intrusions indicates only modest depression of the
dry liquidus (Fuhrman et al., 1988); typically there are
no hydrothernlal deposits or vein systems; and contact
metamorphic aureoles characteristically reach the gran-
ulitc lhcies with anhydrous assemblages (e.g. Berg, 1977).
Nevertheless, water can have dramatic eflbcts on liquidus
equilibria, so it is wise to look for evidence of its effects.
A numbcr of recent experimental studies involving melt-
ing of matte materials in the rallge of 3 7 kbar and
t_,+<) < P,,,,,,I show that even modest amounts of water (as
little as 2 v,'t % at 5 kbar) produce high-SlOe liquids
(Baker & Eggler, 1987; Beard & l,otgren, 1991 ; Springer
& Seck, 1997). Conversely, Figs 3b and 4b predict a
cutectic-like nature for D and stability of the plagioclase
+ pyroxenc thermal divide at 5 kbar, both of which
should inhibit silica enrichment. The Qtz content of
point 1) will increase with decreasing anhydrous pressu,e.
causing D to become an ol peritectic and eliminating
the phtgioclase + pyroxcne thermal divide. Thus lower
pressures of crystallization should enhance the potential
[br silica enrichment in cvok,ed liquids. Increasing He()
tolltent ill liq at constant pressure has a similar cfl}:ct, so
lack of silica enrichment at 3 or 4 kbar places even
stronger restrictions on the permissible amount of dis-
solved water. As will be discussed shortly, linfited silica
e,nichnwnt is observed in several massitT+ that cwstallized
at P_< 3 kbar; and ill those cases where extensive ti'actional
crystallization does lead to silica saturation, the paucity
of amphil)ole in evolved rocks attests to relatively low
H,O in the parental liquids. Thus there is litth" evidence
of vtater exerting an important control on crystallization
proccsses.
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Fig. 4. (:rystallization patt_s of anortlmsili{" and lna|ic magmas al lal
tlarl_ lake and (I),+ Rogaland. l'rqjcL'timi schcini's ;is in Fig. lb. (el
l,'t(;. {IXi'l'[l_Clow-Al giil)tJl't); Fit, a\crak_l' Ibrrodi(,riw; (;r, ilVl'l'il_c
granili'; A(hn. IIVCI'iL<_Cadamclliic; El, ti'rrodiorile compositions pro-
.iccwd fi'om F'I, lhn, AI)a and Xlgt c{)mp, mcnls. All r()Lk data from
Emsli(" (1!)8()). Heavv cross is 5 kbar cxpcrimcnial opx as in Hg. 2.
Paths x, x and z sh,,'¢, rangc .f marl(' t p, stallizali,m scquenLCS: y and
z ;LiSt) silo',', 1%_11)Ill_.ijOl" Io'lv-]ll'cssurc allorlilosilc cp,slallizalion palils.
(I,, I. BiL'rkrcimSt,kndal (Bk Sk) and Hidra L'ifill margins from
])uL'hcsnc el el. 11989); i, Bk 5,k chill m;irgins tiom '_%'ilsona el.
(1992): a@ttcnl numbers arc inilial _CSr/_"Nr rati,)s iI)cnlai||i" el el..
19116;Robins ela/.. I!t971. LargL' lirrtiv, s art" aimrillositc ci-¢slaliizalion
paths al tow ])rcssurc; adial'l'lli iltlinhtq's iLlC initial I_r_l_llltlt*'_l_[" ralil)s itlitt
t;\, I i{l)L'mai|ti" e't el.. lgtl6; Mcnugc. 19blPll: small arrox_s arc illat:il +
fret lilina] ('i)slallizalioll paths. E-(): l';IJ3'rsulid ()_iia hod): H-H: Ha-
land Hclh'rcn bodx.
Megacrysts and their parent magmas
The close correspondence of 10 13 kbar experimental
orthopyroxcne compositions and those of highly al-
unlinous (7 9 wt % AleO:+) opx megacrysts (HAOM) in
Figs 2 and 3 is good evidence fi)r a high-pressure (10 13
kbar) origin tbr these large crystals. At the same time,
various geobarometric techniques have yielded Intlch
lower pressures, i.e. 3 5 kbar (Ashwal, 1993), for the
costallization of the anorthositic massifs, thus tbrmirig
the tlasis lbr polybaric models in which 111("megacrysts
are l:.liied by plagioclase-rich suspellsiOllS from tilt' depths
where they tbrmed to magnla chanlbers in the tipper
crust (e.g. Duchesne, 1984; l+]mslie, 1985). Yet, many
megacrysts have AleO:_ concentrations in the range of
4 6 wt % and it is not clear whether these t:ompositions
reprcseill primary crystallization or re-equililmition. In
Fig. 3, which is based on experiments from one com-
position ('IJ), opx compositions show a progressive in-
crease in Mg-Ts component (hence AI,O 0 with increasing
pressure, and op)_ from the "IJ exl)eriments just reaches
the range of Rogaland HAOM compositions at 13 kbar.
In Figs 1t/and 2b, however, it is clear that op._ coexisting
with plag, cpx, and liq has a range of Mg-Ts contents at
constant presstire depending on liquid composition. Thus
opv coexisting with liq at the low-Qtz end of the opx + aug,/
qn + plag boundary cuta'e (D ---+ B ---+ B') reaches the
field of HAOM compositions by 6 kbar (Fig. 2) and
111oves past lilt" HAOM field bv 13 kbar; whereas 0px
coexisting with liquids close to the plagioclase
+ pyroxene thermal divide (C) has lower Mg-Ts contents
and reaches only the center of the HAOM field by 13
khar. Predictably, 0px coexisting with liq on the 0p_ + aug/
@x + plag boundary curve at silica saturation will have
still lower Mg-Ts contents. Thus there is an intrinsic
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uncertainty in estimating pressure from HAOM con>
positions alone, wllether tht' means lie graphical or by
algorithm (e.g. Emslie el al., 1994), and the best one can
do is to estimatc a minhnum |)ressure, i.e. the pressure
at which tilt: composition of the most aluminous 0p_
sweeps across the HAOM conlposition of interest. The
range of minimum pressures [br the HA()M compositions
plotted in Fig. 2b is thus _6 kbar tbr the least aluminous
HOAM to -10 kbar tot the most ahuninous (8"3 wt %
AI_,O d HAOM.
The one exception to this large uncertainty is a case
where the liquid conlposition is known. Wiebe (1985,
1986) described nepheline-normative Proterozok" dikes
from Nain containing HA()M as separate, anhedral
cwstals and as parts of nodules intergrown with plag.
One o1" these HAOM compositions with ,'\1,()_ = 6"2
wt % and ng-number = 0"74 (shaded diamond)and its
host dike contposition {asterisk) arc ilhtstrated in Fig. 2.
Wiebe (1986) argued t]lat comparison of (:r and in-
compatible elenwnt abuudances in the HAOM and tilt"
(like matrices indicates that the H:\()M crystallized from
more primitive liquids. This argunwnt is consistent with
the projections which indicate that at no pressure is the
liquid composition close to 0p._ saturation. Howevcr, at
pressures _>6 kbar this liquid could easily have ffac-
tionated from liquids that had reacted 0px out at D or B
or B' dependmg oil the pressure. If the parental liquids
of the HA()M were h'ss difft'rt'ntiated relatives of the
host dikes, then it is reasonable to assume that H-\OM
crystallized from a liquid closc to the low-Qlz end of tilt'
opt + a</cp._ + plag liquidt, s boundary. Ill this case the
true pressure estimate would bc equivalent to the max-
imum pressure estimate. At 6 kbar the most aluminous
experimental 0px has not yet reached the HAOM com-
position, whereas at 10 kbar tilt' most aluminous @t is
well past the HAOM composition. This progression yields
an estimate of 8 __. 1 kbar tbr tile minimum crystallization
pressure, which in this case is possibly the actual pressure.
Crystallization of anorthositic and related
magmas at Harp Lake and Rogaland
There is little direct evidence of custallization pressure
in anorthositic rocks themselves; however, application of
various geobaronwters to mineral assemblages in contact
metamorphosed country rocks (e.g. Berg, 1977; Jansen
el al., 1985) and iu associated ntalic intrusions (e.g. Kolker
& Ifindsley, 1989; Vander .\mwra & I,onghi, 1994) in
ntosl cases yields pressures in tile range of 3 5 kbar.
There is now emerging a comtfination of tMd and
geochemical evidence that various I:e-rich dioritic to
monzonitic bodies ranging in sizc froin small lenses to
small layered intrusions Ibrnwd by segregation of liquids
residual to the crystallization of the anorthosites (e.g.
()wens el al., 1993: Mitchell el a/.. 1996). The crys-
tallization padis of these intrusions cun/bincd with the
pressure constraints provide important limits on the con>
positions of till" liquids in thc later stagt's of anorlhositc
clTstallizalion. Other, evolved inlrusivc bodies, e.g. tilt'
Rogaland dikes (Duchcsne el al., 198,qL have been shown
to be plausible difti'rentia/es of more primitive mafic
bodies intruded at tilt" same level as the anorthosites
(Vandcr .\u_veta el al., 1998). These l)rimitive matte
bodies iiol only have Ihc santo iililicials as the auor-
thosites, but overlapping mineral con!positions till(| in
SOllte cases similar crystallization patterllS, F,xantt)h's of
such t/edits inchlde the Maloin Ranch and Greaser
plutons in tile I_aralnie Complex of Wyoming (Kolkcr &
i,indsh'y, 1989: Mitchell el at., 199t;') and the Hidra
and Bjerkreint Sokndal bodit's in Rogaland. Nol_vav
(Deinaiflb & Herlogt'n. 1.9_ l : Ducht'slle. 1987: 'Wilson tt
aL, 1996). h inust |le emt)hasized, however. Ihat massif
anorthosiles are complex, composilt" intrusions lypically
involvin R several parental liquids, so individual malic
t)odies may lll.)t display Ihe crystallization patterns seen
in the associated auorthosites.
I:igure -t is ttll atteml)t to ])()rlray the crystallization
patterns of both till' lltafic rocks and anorlhosiles from
the Harp I,ake and Rogaland massi[s al Ihe final h'vel
of emplacelnent. In eacll case a set o['4 kbar liquidus
boundaries has been interpolated ti'oln the diagrams in
Figs 211and 3b. For the HI,(:,\ series (Fig..tat the liquidus
t)oundaries are dra'_vll such that Ill(' o/ + /prt + at({,
+ pla._ + liq [)seudo-invariallt l)oinl (It) is. a t'ulectic,
whcrcas the o! + [pr_ + plog + @ lloundary is a reactiori
CtlI'VC with 0l reactillg with li,l. The 01 + !prl + p/<_ + liq
t)oundai T curve crosses the plagioclase + pyroxellc ther-
mal divide (doued line in |:ig..fat. Thus there are some
l/igll-,\l gabbroic liquids with relatively lmv We con>
t)otlelltS thai lllav cross tile trace of lilt" divide in till"
o/+ plag tMd and subsequently cwstallize l/?rv + plag +
atg en route to eventual saturation with a silica phase,
even in the absence of water, l&luids with higher We,
which reach the el + Ip_rx + plag + liq boundar3: cun'e
on the low-silica side of the thernaal dMde mav still rea{'l
01 out hi t_ivor Of Ip]"t. However, progress toward silica
saturation is thwarted by the plagioclase + pyroxene
thermal divide, which forces such liquids lo cr_'stallize
aug after @r and then reprecipitate o[ at the eulectic I). Ill
Fig. 415 Ill(' efli'cts of higher concenlralions o[" alkalis in
tile "IJ series overwhehn lhe efli'cts (51"hlwcr ,g-nunll)er
aud shift the 01 + l/try + plag + liq t)oundai'v curve en-
tirely to the high-Qtz side of tilt' 1)yroxene join rendering
the thermal divide mclastablc and constrainin_ pseudo-
invarianl poinl I) Io 15("an 0] peritectic.
Hmp lake
Figure 4a shows some of the compositional relations at
Harp l,akc, l_mslie (1980) reportcd that lhe bulk of
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the plagioclase-rich rocks are either plagioclase + olivine
cunmlates, in which orthopyroxenc commonly rims oli-
vine, o1" plagioclase cumulates with interstitial ortho-
pyroxene; orthopyroxene + plagioclase cumulates are
present, but rare; and plagioclase + augite cumulates
have not been observed. These features indicate magmas
that project either in the oI + plag or the lDyx + plag
liquidus fields. These t_-atures also require that o! reacts
along tim ol + Ipya + plag + liq boundary curve. How-
ever, the textures of the noritic anorthosites suggest
that plagioclase was the sole liquidus phase, so that the
parental liquid did not acquire its high Qtz compnnent
by diftkrentiation of a troctolitic liquid near the level o1"
emplacement. The presence of the plagioclase + pyr-
oxene thermal divide is problematical because Emslie
(1980) did not describe the reappearance of 0/ as a
residual phase in leuconoritic rocks, whereas he did note
minor quartz in the matrices of some gabbroic rocks.
Emslie (1980) suggested that high-Al gabbroic (more
properly 'gabbronoritic" or 'noritic') magtnas (HA(;) simi-
lar in composition to HLCA (Fig. 4a), were parental to
the anorthositic rocks and the low-Al gabbros (I,&G).
As described above, with the ol + lpyr + plag boundaD'
cun'e crossing the trace of the pyroxene join as is in
Fig. 4, HI,CA can satisfy the crystallization paths of the
troctolitic anorthositic magmas (y) and fractionate to
luw-A1 gabbro as well because of the influence of the
plagioclase + pyroxene thermal divide; whereas a slightly
more Qtz-rich composition can yield the noritic anor-
thosites (z). No equivalent to path x (troctolite --+ olivine
gabbro) hats been reported among the anorthosites.
Even more evolved than the low-Al gabbros are the
tiqrodiorites, which contain abundant oxides and apatite.
Although Emslie (1980) did not identit_ the various
opaque minerals, similar rocks in other localities typically
contain a titanomagnetite as well as ilmenite (Vander
Auwera el al., 1998). Therefbre, we have projected these
compositions fi'om apatite and magnetite components,
as well as.plagioclase and ilmenite, to minimize the effects
of accumulatiotl of these phases, eX.sa result of a different
prqjection scheme plus lower rag-number, the liquidus
boundaries drawn in Fig. 4a are not appropriate to the
ti'rrodioritcs; however, the position of the thermal divide
remains relevant. The compositions of the tkrrodiorites
occupy an irregular-shaped area with two lobes: one sits
astride the plagioclase + pyroxene thermal divide; the
other prominent lobe extends toward granitoid corn _-
positions. This second lobe is presumably the locus of
the I[o,x + aug + pla a, liquidus bounda U for these com-
positions. It is thus possible that there are at least two
types of tiq'rodiorite: one derived fi'om liquids close to
the I,AG cotnposition that were prevented from evolving
toward Q tz by the thermal divide; the other from liquids
on the high-Qtz side of the thermal divide. In the latter
case, the parental liquids may have derived fiom a
troctolitic parent with low-Wo (dashed portions of the z
trend), or from a parent similar to HLCA but with higher
He() content, or from a prima W liquid with intermediate
composition (solid portion of the z trend).
Finally, the field of the fi'rrodiorites stops liar short of
the compositions of the average adamellite (Adm) and
granite (Gr) in Fig. 4a, which have tar more extensive
outcrops than any of the mafic rocks (Emslie, 1980). The
gap in composition between the t_'rrodiorites and granitic
rocks {discussed in some detail tor the Nain Province by
Emslie et al. (1994)] is readily' explicable if the
plagioclase + pyroxene thermal divide is stable: most
liquids derivative to the high-Al gabbros will either be
trapped on the low-Qtz side of the divide or 'perched'
in the divide itself: even liquids with sufficiently low Wo
or high HeO to breach the divide in the ol + plag field
will none the less require relatively large amounts of
crystallization to reach silica saturation because of the
orientation of the opx liq tieline and the small com-
positional contrast between crystals and liquid when
orthopyroxene begins to crystallize. In addition to the
difficulty in producing ,granitic liquids by fractional cry's-
tallization of anhydrous mafic magmas, there is also the
tiact that the volume of granitoids at Harp l,ake is much
greater than that of the marie rocks. Both observations
are consistent with the arguments made by Emslie el al.
(1994) that the Nain granitoids were produced by distinct
episodes of crustal melting.
Our analysis lends further support to the proposals by'
Emslie (1980) and Fram & Ixmghi (1992) that a high-Al
gabbro composition was parental to Harp lake, but we
do not imply that any single pulse of magma or even
single composition generated all of'the anorthositic rocks,
gabbros, and ferrodiorites. High-Al gabbros tbrmed from
magmas that reached the intrusion level as mostly liquid,
whereas the leucocratic rocks formed from magmas that
intruded with as much as 70% plagioclase suspended in
at least two different high-Al gabbroic liquids (I,onghi et
al., 1993); and fierrodiorites may have tbrmed as de-
rivatives of either the anorthositic or gabbroic magmas.
Rogaland
The situation in Rogaland is somewhat dill}rent from
that at Harp Lake. There are three distinct, apparently
diapiric anorthositic massifs [Egersund Ogna (E O), Ha-
land Heleren (H H), ]\na Sira (A-S)] plus a large layered
mafic intrusion [Bjerkreim Sokndal (Bk-Sk)] (Duehesne
& Michot, 1987). The anorthositic rocks appear more
unitorm mineralogically than at Harp Lake plagioclase
and orthopyroxene in yawing sizes, shapes, and pro-
portions being dominant with minor oxides only in H H
and A S but in the Egersund Ogna massif there is a
cryqptic geographical variation in plagioclase composition.
Plagioclase crystals front tit<" center of this massif have
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compositions that cluster independent of size or texture
in the range of'Am-, -,; with Sr concentrations in the range
of 80(I 1100 ppm. There are two t,x]fical cD'stallization
sequences at tile level of emplacement of the three massifs,
represented in part hy the large arrows in Fig. 4t): one
is pla_, plag + opx, pla_ + opx + tim with aug)to apparently
absent (E O); the other is plag, pla_,, + ilm, plag + pig + ilm
(H H, A S). A sequence similar to (H H, A S) with
au_te appearing late (path y) is observed in the lower
macrocyclical units of the adjacent Bk Sk layered in-
ralston 0,Vilson et al., 1996). The upper Bk Sk macro-
cyclical units (Ill, IX'), display a crystallization sequence
similar to that illustrated for the "[J composition in Fig. 41)
(path x), in which olMne reacts to form orthopyroxenc
and ihncnite with augite appearing late. Previously,
Vander Auwera & Longhi (1994) showed that "I] was
sinfilar to, but slightly less primitive than the magma
parental to the upper Bk Sk macrocycles. A comparison
between phases fiom the high-pressure experiments on 1]
and the E O megacD'sts suggests that a liquid generally
similar to TJ was parental to the E O anorthosites..\t
13 kbar, where _lJ is cosaturated with opx and plag, the
liquidus opx contains 7"1% A1203 and 410 ppm Cr with
re,o-number = 0'69, and the coexisting pla_ is An4_ and
contains 1140 ppm Sr _Tander Auwera et al., 1993). Both
opx and pla_ compositions are similar to, but less primitive
than t,_]_ical megacwsts (opx: 7 9% AI20:_, 600 900 ppm
Cr, rag-number = 0'77 0'59; pla U An_ _5, 800 1100
ppm Sr) from the center of the E O massif (I)uchesne
& Maquil, 1987). Although Cr in the high-pressure opt
tails well below the range of Cr in the megacwsts, it
should be noted that the T J Cr concentration lies in the
center of a range in Cr concentrations from the various
Bk Sk chill margin samples that varies by a factor of
tbur (Duchesne et al., 1989; Robins el al, 1997), so
postulating a jotunitic magma with Cr content greater
than I] is certainly plausible. Furthermore, the com-
positions of plagioclase from the central portion of the
E O massif overlap those from Bk Sk in terms of Na,
K, Ba, and Sr, yet are distinct from those of modern
basahs as well as those t;rom Precambrian layered in-
trusinns such as the Bushveld and Stillwawr (Duchesne
& Demaifli', 1978; Emslie, 1985). So it is reasonable to
conclude that jomnitic magmas, similar to "IJ, but with
higher rag-number and Cr, were parental not only to the
Bk Sk imrusion (path x in Fig. 4t)i) but also to the opx
megacwsts and much of tilt" plagioclase in the central
portion of the E O mass)t] ,ks more data come availabh',
it may turn out that _I] and the parental liquid of the
upper Bk Sk macrocyclk'al units were mort." similar to
tile H H and A S parental liquids, whereas the parental
lktuids of the lower Bk Sk macrocyclical units were more
similar to the central E O parent liquid. The absence of
primary olivine in the anorthosite mass)t\ and the initi-
ation of the nor)tic (lower) Bk Sk macrocvcles by pla-
gioclase accumulation (pC) argue for parental liquids.
saturated only in p[agioclase, that acquired their relatively
high Qtz cotnponents below the level of emplacement (y
in l:ig. 4l)). Thus in Rogaland there were both troctolitic
and nor)tic parental liquids, and all of these liquids
were jotunitk', but only the nor)tic liquids produced
anorthositic intrusions.
Initial /'7Sr/_'iSr-isotope ratios t/s,) and cx,, are shm_n
for the E () 0pv and pla_ megacrysts (0"7033/ + 4"6,
0'7041/+3-7; I)emaifli" et al., 1986) and H H anor-
thosites (0-7035/+44, 0' 7055/+0"5: Menuge, 1988)
are shown in Fig. 4b, as are /s, ratios tbr various chill
margins otassociated mafic intrusions (squares and circles)
As in other complexes, the megacrysts have the )hOSt
isotopk'ally primitive compositions (e.g. Ashwal, lq.93)
and there is an obvious correlation of weakly increasing/s,
with more strongl'_ decreasing gxa among the anorthosites,
which is generally agreed to be the resuh of crustal
contamination following accumulation of pla_,, with high
Sr and low Nd concentrations. (.;)yen the size of the
massifs and their intrusion as heavily crystalline masses
(Duchesne, 1984), most of the con)an))nation nmst have
occurred betbre emplacement. Among the Bk Sk chill
margin samples (filled circles; Robins el al., 19{17) /s,
generally increases as Q tz content increases and Wo
decreases, which is consistent with progressive high-
level granitic gneissic con)am)ha)tot1 of the Bk Sk parent
magmas. Wilson el al. (11996) have also documented
progressive Sr-isotopic contamination within the Bk Sk
intrusion (0"7049 0-7085). There are no Nd-isotopic data
available for Bk Sk, but t:x_ varies from 0"3 to 2-7 in
the chill ruargin samples (the five circles with the highest
Q tz component in Fig. 4b) reported by Robins el al.
(1997) with no apparent covariation with Is,. 'Fhe most
significant features of these data are thai (a) the most
isotopically primitive anorthosites have compositions
overlapping those of both the plaginclase and ortho-
pyroxene megac,Tsts, and (b) the most isotopically
primitive Bk Sk chill margin composition (I"rSr/_"Sr =
0"7040) is in the range of the ntegacrysts and most
primitive anorthosites. Given the likelihood that the
megacwsts reltect high-pressure processes, the anor-
thosite and Bk Sk parental liquids thus reached relatively
high Qtz and low Wo contents at high pressures, enabling
them to crystallize opx at lower pressures without extensive
assimilation of it granitic componenc
Survey of anorthositic and related magmas
Froth the previous disct, ssions it should I)e clear that
despite large differences in isotopic composition and even
some significant differences in minor element con-
centrations (Ti, K, P) tilt" overall petrological characters
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of the magmas parental to the Harp Lake and Rogaland
massifanorthosites are similar: the trociolitic noritic and
nor(tic mineralogies require liquid compositions with
relatively low We and moderate Qtz contents. In Fig. 5
we explore the relation between composition and phase
equilibria tbr a wider range of complexes. Figure 3a,
which emphasizes crystallization at the level of em-
l)lacement, depicts crystallization paths from various
anorthnsilic massifs as large arrows. Pointed tips show
the direction o[" further crystallization; blunt tips indicate
niagmas in thermal divides. Also shown are the com-
positions of some potentially parental mafic rocks. Two
l{'atures are important. First, the crystallization paths of
many of the anorthosiles are consistent either with par-
cntal liquids (i.e. the beginnings of the arrows) that 1)roiect
near HI,CA and 1] in the high-pressure locus of the
plagioclase + pyroxene thermal divide or with more no-
r(tic compositions that project to tit(" high-Qtz side of
the divide. This tkature, along with the presence ot the
highly aluminous opx-mcgacrysts, which ties the anor-
theatre parent magma to an episode of high-pressure
cITstallization , prohibits derivation of the parental
itlagnta at depth ti'om an even more primitive liquid
with significantly lower Q.tz content. The second tb'ature
is the wide array of mafic compositions (tick marks show
the displacement of the projection points caused by
renloval of 10% of the Fe as t{-rric), some of which are
obviously not parental to the bulk of the associated
anorthosites. Pcri_aps the best example is the Kiglapait
inlrusion (/ti,rl in the Nain province of Labrador, which
has extensive accumulations of tree(nitre overlain by
olivine gabbro that contains no primaD+' low-Ca pyroxene
(Morse, 1979). The parental liquids to such sequences
of cumulates should logically project well within the
el + plag liquidus field on a line between the O1 com-
ponent and the thermal maximum on the el + plag + au<_
liquidus boundary (compare the blunt-ended arrow in
Fig. 5a); and, indeed the chill margin composition of
Nolan & Morse (198fi) does plot close to this thermal
divide. However, no anorthosites with comparabh: min-
eral parageneses have been reporled in the Nain region
(e.g. Ranson, 1981; Xue & Morse, 1{)93). Interestingly,
though, the Kiglapait cwstallization sequence is similar
to that described in the central dome of the I,aramie
(:onlplex (I.aC)I)y Frost et al. (1993).
Some of lhc fine-grained high-Al gabbroic {like com-
positions from the Greaser (and Strong Creek) intrusions
at I.aramie (Mitchell el aL, 1{){)5) also project close to
the olivine + augile + plagioclase thermal divide, as do
{likes from the Newark Island intrusion (_Viebe & Snyder,
1993), and the Hcttasch chill margin (Berg, 1980), al-
though crystal accumulation may have compronfised
these compositions somewhat.
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\
/" - -- t ".. ,s -. g \
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(b) DI *
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Fig. 5. (]_mlparisini o1" r.ck, parenla] iltagllla and poleniial ,+oilrce
_Oml)ositions. ,{at)Schematic ptagioclasv Iiquidus surfal:e at 3 -i kbar.
()peil arrows indicate intbrrt'd ciTslallizalion palhs; hhmi ends indicalc
ina<_nia perched in or trappcd by a ihl'rnlal divide; d_ned peril.ha of
lilt' alrll'_+ls illdical(' glcaler ranges of t (llllposilioll 1{)1" Sl)lllU (if ill(' listed
localities. :\blm'viatimls (italics. mafit intrusion: plain lext, anorlhosile):
/l_, Kiglapait: (;r. Greaser: <%7, Nl'_ai'k Island: Hi. Hcttasch: ,v,17l.'i]
Slam Bang la'uc_morile; B]<-St, I_ierkreinl S.kmlal: LaC. l,aramic
(entral dome: LaN, l.aramie norlhern dome: N. Nain: HI., Harp l_lkc:
l,x. 1,abrievilh': Ad, ,\dirolldacks; Mi, Michikamau; R, Rogaland; [.S.].
Lac ,NI ]l'an. Short lines attached lo syml)ols sho_ the eflbci of removing
11)% ()1"Ilic Iotal Fe as t{'rrk', Dashed t'tlrxres are the Ii'ilt'es i)t" lilt'
//9't + aug + p/ag('olectics at Ill, I 1"5 alld l',] kbar frmn Fig. 2h. Sources
of dala: Michikalnau, Enlslie (1970): Mt 15sler dikes. Emslie et al.
(11994!: Nm_ark Island intnlsion, Withe & Snvdcr (199<3); Kiglapait,
Nolan & Moray (1986); Greaser dikes. Mil_hell e't a/. (19.q5); Lyngdal
hyperiles, gahl)r_,m wires, l)emait]{' et al, ,{19[)()); Hcltasch, Berg (1980!;
Harp (likes, Meters & ]'nlslie {1977). (b" Ptagioclase liquidus sur|_a('e at
I 1"5 kbar from Fig. 2b: thermal divide is cunsirucied li'(ml 0p_ + au._
lielines fiom 5 1o 11'5 kbar. I.arge tilh'd synlhols ti',ml Rudnick &
I:ountain ii1995) tabh" 6: ,NIX. malic xenoliths: ArMT, Archean matic
terranes; pAr.'k|T, ])(isl :\rchean mafic terranes: IX, intermediate xen-
oliths: ArlT, .Xi'chean iniennediale terranes. Snlall tilled squares, av-
ert(Re l{'ldspathi_ granulilic xenoliths fr(ml Einslic el at. (I<:L<I-tltal)h' 6:
AZ, Arizona; QU. Queensland; NIX, Mexic,; NM, Ne_ Mexico; MC,
Massif Central" 0, St. is bulk composition of the St(theater Banded
Z_me. Hess {196{li:. Shaded arca, conslructcd tiom Fig. 2]), shm_s
plagiotiasi'-saturatt'd liquids Ihal max c.wxisl _dth 0p_ contain(rip+ >_8
wt % AIe(L.
Greaser (Laramie)
'['here are several compositions imoh'cd in the Greaser
imrusion. Frost et al. (1993) described layers of olivine
gabbrnnorite, gabt)ronorite, and t_'rrogabbro, but no
troctolite lit the Greaser intrusion, This description is
generally consistent only with the (;reaser dike com-
position (open box) that projects close to the
o/+ l/?rv + plag liquidus boundary It(he reappearance of
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Fe-rich olivine without quartz ill tile residua of some
ti:rrogabhros is all indication that a[ier reacting out olivine
tilt" [ktuid was blocked tionl silica enrichment by the
plagioclase + pyroxene thermal divide). The Greaser
composition with very high ()1 tontcnt probahly reflects
olivine accumulation, but tilt" chister of three dike con>
positions closc to Kiglapait chill mar_n are probably
ve W similar to tile lkluids parental to the anorthosites of
the central dome described above.
](ewark Aland (,Vain)
The three Newark Island dikc compositions are fi'om
rocks that contain hornblende and biotite, but no olivine,
despite their being obviously olivine-nornlativc (Wiebc
& Snydcr, 1993). None tilt' less, lilt" compositions arc
generally consistent with thc cumulate sequence of troc-
tolite [bllowed by olivinc gabbro with minor late-stage
gahbronoritc, as suggested by the open arrow. However,
tilt"stratigraphic sections presentcd by Wicbc (l,q_:_3,
1988) suggest 30 40% troctotite crystallization rather
than tile -20% predk'ted from the projection points in
Fig. 5a, thus supporting the existence of a parent magma
with even lmver We than the dikcs.
Hettasdz (A'ai,O
The Hettasch chill margin composition (Berg, 1980)
apparently reflects olivine (+ plagioclase) accumuhttion
{supported by comparison of most magnesian olivine in
tilt" intrusion For:_ with a cah'ulated Fo_+: liquidus olivine
tbr tile composition). The proximity of the Hettasch
point (O) to the O1 component makes its predicted
crystallization sequence especially sensitive to small ana-
lytical errors or non-isochemical ahcration. Bcrg (1980)
described a thick cumulus sequencc of troctolite overlain
by gabhronoritc, which suggests a parental liquid pro-
jetting approximately on a line between O1 and the
pseudo-invariant point this requires a small dis-
phwetnent of the composition toward the Q.tz component.
,.ks removal of about 50% troctolite component is needed
to make the liquidus el|vim' of the chill margin com-
position equivalent to those observed in the intrusion,
the Hcttasch parent liquid (tip of the small arrow) should
project approximately in tilt" centcr of the el + plag li-
quidus field, close to and to lhc right of the Kiglapait
chill composition.
Although neither the Newark Island nor the Hettasch
crystallization sequencc is promilwnt among the anor-
thositic rocks of Nain (Morsc, 1982), the major sequetwe
in anorthositic rocks of the northcrn dome (I,aN) at
I,aramie (]:rest el al., 1993), where 01 + plr(g accumulalion
gives way to el + plag + aug + lpyx, is similar to that of
the Hettasch, whereas tilt" Newark Island sequence is
apparcnlly transitional bctween those o[" the northern
and central donws at I,aramic. Thus, although thc pro-
dora|haul paremal magma of massif anorthosites appears
to bc troctolitic nor|tic, it is evident that troctolitic
gabbroic magmas with lower O,.tz contems also 1brined
anorihosite massil_s. What all tiles{" mitgrlllas sccm to ha\e
in common is low \Vo content. \_hich leads to t'xlcnsivc
intervals of el + pla_ crystallization in liquids with low to
intermediate O,,tz and extensive Ipy_ + plag crystallization
in liquids with higher Q tz. I)ul on]\ ill the I,aramic
(:omph'x have the lllagnlas with lower Q,tz contents
tbrmcd major anorthositic units. Thus lhe liquids that
tbrmcd tilt' more prinlitivc nlafic iutrusions have nmch
the sanlc range in composition and crystallization order
its tile liquids entrained in suspcnsions that t)H+tllCd tile
anorthositic rocks. Not surprisingly, both groups ofliql,ids
ha\c simihu lines eldescent (_,'allder .Xuv.,era ,'1 (//., 19f}_{}
and determining thc i)arcnlage of highly c\olvcd rocks
within the colnplexcs may accordingly bc dit|icuh.
Aol@e,_
,\hhough the Harp I.akc and Rogahmd massilk do not
encompass tilt" tull range of petrological and structural
variation in Proterozoic anorlhosiles, they none lilt" h'ss
span a sufficiently wide range of variation that both
common grot, nd and dif[i'rences are likely to be char-
acteristic of tilt" group. For examph', most massif anof
thosites are either nor|tic or mwtolitic nor|tic (,\shwal,
1993) l,aramie, where augite is the dora|ham malic
mineral (|:rest el al., 1993), is a notable exception. Also,
difli'renccs in the rangc o1" r-x,i corrclatc \vifll basement.
For examph', gxd = 3 to 6 in anorthositcs at Harp
l,ake, which is situated in Archean lcrralle, whereas
c,< = 0 to +5 in Rogaland. which is situated in
Proterozoic tcrranc (Dcmaifli" el al., 1986). This cor-
relation of e.,,. with basement is characteristic nol onl\
of the massilk as a group (Ashwal & Wooden, 1983). but
also of" individual provinces where anorthositic intrusions
span major tectonic boundaries (e.g. Nain, Emslie el al.,
1994; l+aramie, Mitchell et al., 1995). Within complexes
mcgacrysts of t)Yroxene and plagioclase tend to ]lavc
among lilt" lowest /s. ratios and highest FoNdvalues (l)e-
maifli' el al., 1986; Asll\val, 1993; Scoatcs & l:rost, 1996).
Therc also appears to bc a widesprcad pattern of _:x,_
bcing typically higher and 1,_,being lower in troctolitic
anorthosites than in associated noritic anorthosites (Ash-
wal, 1993; Wiebe, 1994). Wherc there are extensive data
available (e.g. Nain, Emslie el aL, 1994; I,arami¢', Scoatcs
& Frost, 1996) there is an overall negati\e correlation of
Is, and g.<, indicating a mixing process hctucen a local
l:,asenwnt component (high Is, and lmv c+.+,_)and another
more primitive con+ipot+ent. Scoates & Frost (1996!
showed that tilt" entirc range in Nd and Sr isotopic
composition all l+aramic can be accounted tor hv nlixing
only 10% :\rchean l)ascrnent x,,itll Ill<' most isotopically
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primitive high-A1 gabbro. Similarly, it can also be shown
that the entire Nd isotopic range in Nain can be accounted
for by mixing _< 20% Archean basement with the most
primitive marie composition listed by Emslie et al. (1994).
Even the most extreme examples of a primitive com-
ponent, however, t:all short of unambiguous depleted
mantle values (I_. < 0'7030, _:_d > +5"5 at _1 Ga).
Emslie el al. (1994) suggested that the primitive component
is enriched mantle; but crustal components can satist_
the constraints equally well (Demaifli" et al., 1986; Owens
et al., 1994).
There are numerous examples of" conflicting major
element and isotopic trends that collectively suggest that
most of the isotopic mixing occurs at depth. For example,
at Laramie there are examples of apparently local pro-
gressive contamination of individual anorthosite in-
trusions (e.g. Poe Mountain, Scoates & Frost, 1996),
which suggest assimilatiou tbllowing emplacement, but
the observed variations form only a small part of the
isotopic array for the complex. On the other hand, high-
AI gabbros span the entire range of aNa at 1,aramie with
little change in major element composition (Mitchell el
al., 1995); whereas among the anorthosites the highest
normative An contents (50 55) are observed with both
the lowest (0"7042 Poe Mountain) and the highest
(0"7055 Snow Creek) Is_ ratios (Scoates & Frost, 1996).
Similarly, Owens et al. (1994) showed a (:lear positive
correlation between Is_ and normative An in anorthosites
from I,abrieville, St Urbain, and Morin. These ob-
serx,ations suggest that most of the isotopic mixing oc-
curred before emplacement of the anorthositic ma_nas
with only subtle effects on the major element composition
of the parent magmas. There are, however, no firm
isotopic constraints that distinguish between assimilation
at depth by a mantle-derived magma and melting of
mixed sources. So other lines of evidence are needed.
High-pressure phase relations
The fact that parental compositions such as HLCA and
"lJ lie in or near a thermal divide at the pressures where
the},' coexist with two pyroxenes and plagioclase implies
not only that their source regions consist of these minerals,
but also that the source compositions project ira or near
this thermal divide. The same constraints do not apply
to the low-Qtz matte liquids that tormed the Kiglapait,
Hettasch, and Newark Island marc intrusions, the
Greaser dikes, or the I,aramie anorthosites. Indeed, con-
sidered in isolation such liquids might reasonably he
interpreted tu be unusual varieties of mantle-derived
liquids. None the less, their parental liquid compositions
project on or close to the traces of the 10 13 kbar
plag + lpyx + aug/cpx liquidus boundaries (Fig. 5a), so
these compositions are also consistent with melting of
marie sources but sources with lower Qtz contents than
that of the thermal divide. Probably these lower Q tz
contents are produced by some aluminous spinel that
tormed during suhsolidus reaction of olivine and plagio-
clase and is exhausted during inching. Similarly, noritic
parental magmas project on the traces of the 10 13 kbar
plag + Ipyx + aug/cpx liquidus boundaries on the high-
Qtz side of the thermal divide. Such magmas are con-
sistent with mehing a plag + lpyx + aug/cpx source that
contains a few percent quartz.
Olson & Morse (1990) and Wiebe (1994'.} have called
attention to 'regional Fe AI magmas' parental to marie
rocks that are probably, but not so obviously, related to
associated anorthositic rocks. Our analysis indicates that
these magmas form the low-silica end of a spectrum
of anhydrous melts of marie sources at lower-crustal
pressures. It is perhaps a matter of chance and geography
that in some complexes (e.g. Harp l,ake, Rogaland)
marie rocks that cl),stallized fi'om liquids similar to those
parental to the anorthosites are readily apparent; whereas
in other complexes (e.g. Nain) the}`' are not. However,
even if magmas similar to the parental magmas of the
marie bodies did not form anorthositc;s in one complex
(e.g. Kiglapait, Hettasch, and Newark Island intrusions
in Nain), similar Fe AI magmas did produce anorthosites
elsewhere (e.g. I,aramie).
Compositions attributable to the lower crust from
compilations of xenolith suites (Emslie et al., 1994; Rud-
nick & Fountain, 1995) and from averages of granulitic
terranes of various ages (Rudnick & Fountain, 1995) are
shown in Fig. 5b. These compositions reflect mineralogies
dominated by pyroxene and plagioclase, so if anhydrous
mehing of the lower crust at 10 13 kbar (pressures
necessary to produce the HAOM) were to take place,
we could reasonably expect liquid compositions with
relatively low Wo contents but a petrologically significant
range of Qtz contents. Because many of the compositions,
including estimates of the average composition of the
lower crust (ArMT or pArMT in Fig. 5b), actually project
in the polybaric trace of the plagioclase + pyroxene
thermal divide, there reasonably might be a clustering
of liquid compositions near the pyroxene plagioclase
thermal divide. Additionally, various estimates of the trace
element composition of the lower crust are consistent
with generation of the parent magmas of the massif
anorthosites, such as high Sr concentrations and a lack
of Eu anomalies (Taylor et al., 1984; Taylor & McLennan,
1985; Owens el al., 1994) in what would otherwise be
evolved compositions. Owens et al. (1994) also argued that
the observed Sr concentrations in Labrieville plagioclase
(_2000 ppm) cannot be produced by contaminating a
mantle-derived magma with any likely crustal corn-
ponent.
Melting of the lower crust does pose numerous prob-
lems, however. In some cases, isotopic compositions of
the anorthositic rocks lie close to mantle evolution curves
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and thus appear to sut)port a mantle-derived parent
magma. However, the constraints may generally be sat-
istied if the crustal source separated from the mantle no
more than a few hundred million sears betbre tile mehing
event (e.g. Demaiffe el al., 1986; ()wens el al., 19941.
Another problem is rag-number: the Archean and post-
Archean matic terrane averages compiled by Rudnick &
Fountain (1995)have re.g-number = 0'54 0"58, whereas
HLCA has a bulk rag-number = 0"52. Even if the
requisite extensive inching were possible, orthopyroxene
would not be a residual phase at P>_lI'5 kbar under
anhydrous conditions because of the high Wo content
in these compositions. Sources similar to the average
Queensland marie xenoliths (Q.U, Emslie et aL, 19941
with higher rag-number (0"68) and lower Wo are more
suitable fbr HI,CA, but obviously are not as widespread.
t'ossibly a small amount of H,O could lower the solidus
sufficiently to increase the width of the opx + cpx two-
phase field so as to allow residual orthopyroxene in more
typical lower-crustal compositions. Mehing of the lower
crust, either by ma_natic heating from below or t)_
crustal thickening or by thrusting tongues of lower crust
into the mantle (Andersson et al., 19961, is not the only
possible scenario, however. Arndt & Goldstein ([989)
and Glazner (19941 have pointed out that marie to
uhramafic intrusions in the mid- to upper crust will t)e
gravitationally unstable and will tend to sink into the
lower crust or uppe, nlantle, especially if heating lowers
the eflbctive viscosity of the crust. In such cases upwelling
asthenosphere or large magma bodies ponded in the
tipper mantle might supply both the conductive heat that
causes the inafic ultramafic masses to sink out of the
crust and the local heat of contact mehing. Interestingly,
the bulk composition of the Stillwater Banded Zone (Hess,
19601 also projects close to the plagioclase + pyroxene
thermal divide and has a relatively high mg-numl)er
(0"73), although a lower Wo content would be preferable.
Furthermore, the upper portions of marie layered in-
trusions, which contain more sodic plagioclase, more
tk'rroan pyroxene, plus cumulus Fe Ti oxides and phos-
phate, are especially attractive sources tbr jotunitic
magmas: the lower rag-number plus higher concentrations
of K, Ti, and P can lower the solidus sufficiently such
that the @.r + aug/opt fielines extend far enough even at
13 kbar (see Fig. 3t)) to encompass compositions with
Wo contents as high as that of the Stillwater. A third
possit)ility is that of two-stage partial melting in which
the first stage of mehing removes a silica-saturated meh
If'ore an intermediate sot,roe leaving a granulitic
(pvx" + plag) restite, whose bulk composition necessarily
projects in the thermal divide; a second stage of mehing
at a higher temperature produces a liquid whose com-
position also plots in or near the thermal divide. Emslie
et al. (19941 suggested that such restites would be ideal
assimilants to impart maxw of/he trace eh'ment fi:atures ¢1t
anorthosites onto mantle-derived melts. Ho_vever. nearh
1011% assimilation would i)e nt'eded to make a corn-
position like HLCA or "13.
Fractionation paths
Finally, questions about the mechanism of crustal mehing
and _hat conditions led similar liquids to accumulate
plagioclase in one case lint not in attother arc beyond
the scope of this paper. But lest this deferment raises
inappropriate doubts, we wish to emphasize thai the
phase equilibria presented herein are not olll 5 ' consistent
with generating the parental nlagmas of H:k()M, at]of
thosites, and related mafic rocks b,,, mehiug of a lower-
crustal mafic source, but also generally preclude de-
rivation from melts ofperidotitic mantle and not merely
at 11".5 kbar as argued above. The polybaric phase
equilibria illustrated in Figs 2 and 3 allow us to consider
fi'actionation paths taken by mantle-derived ma_nas
that pond in upper-mantle or lower-crustal chambers.
diltbrentiate, and reach plagioclase saturation with inter-
mediate rag-number. Figme 6 shows the trace of" the
pseudo-invariant points involving plag, Ipyx, ol, and rant
_7'_ (heax T patterned curves) taken fi'om Fig. 2 and
illustrates the permissit)le anhydrous fi'aclionalion paths
(open arrows) in three different pressure regimes. At P
_< 4 khar (region 1) where the pseudo-invariant point
(D) is an olivine peritectic, the high-silica portion of
the aug + /pyr + plag liquidus l)oundarv is accessit)h'.
Between _4 6 kbar point D is a eutectic r'region II), so
high-silica liquids are no longer accessible (opposing
arrows), at least not to typical basahic liquids. Above _6
kbar point D is an /py._ peritectic (re,on III), so typical
evoh'ed basahs will react out lpy_ and move away from
the Qtz component. Only at P _< 4 kbar can assimilation
of granitic crust coupled with ti'actionation (AFC; shaded
arrow) cause a muhiply saturated liquid to depart sig-
nificantly from its simple fractionation path because at
higher pressures the hybrid liquid either cannot escape
the eutectic or it tbllows the cotectics down temperature
away from Qtz.
Also illustrated in Fig. 6 are the compositions of average
MORB glasses from the Atlantic and the Pacific, a highly
difl'erentiated MORB suite from tile East Pacific Rise
(filled squares), and some continental tholeiites (filled
circles and stars) with relatively low volatile contents that
are widely I)elieved to have evolved in lower-crustal
chambers betbre high-level intrusion mr eruption. As
expected, the locus of these compositions tracks tilt"
regions where /pyv, rag, and plag -F ol cocrystallize and
misses the compositional range necessary to form HAOM
together with the troctolitic noritic crystallization
sequences.
It is possible tbr primitive mantle mehs to access
compositions similar to HI,C.\ under special conditions.
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Fig. 6. Fractionati(m paths of manth'-d¢'rived liquids. Hca'. T dashed
_ur',cs q_o',v lhv lotus of pseudo-invariam p.inls involving I/F_ from
Fig. 2b; pressure increases ti'.>mright to left. lnset box gives the pressure
range tor each nwltin_, equilibrium. [,arge atrrows show di]-cctiun of
liquid evolution onto a fractionaling basaltic liquid has reaclwd flw
pscudo-invariant point apl)ropriatc fiw a given pressure; .l)p.sing
arro_s mdicalc eutcctic rclati,ns. Sha&'d arrm_ sho_s assimilati.n
li'actionafion (AFC)path tbr pressure t'cgimc Ilk AFC paths in prcssurv
regimes l and I1 are similar to simple ti'actionatkm paths. Graded linc
shows wt % mixin_ o1"average Harp l.ake granite ((;r, Fig. 5a) ,,vid't
liquid at B Ilqg. 11. M is rcprcsentafive melt of lm_-silica marie sourer
at It) 13 kl)ar, m, rocks and glasses from East Pacific Rist' {Bender :1
aL, 198(i}; O, average Adantic and I'acilk" MORB glasses {BSVP.
1981 ):O, continental flood basahs: at',cragv Askja ,'k[yvalln qlZ Ihoh'iitc,
h cland, avcra}zc Sibvrian It'a[),;,avt'r;tgt" upper and lo'.vcr Deccan lto',_s
,[BVSI', 1':)81_,axerage Picture (;.rgc basah, avcragv Yakima itasah,
axcragc Karoo dial)asc, axvragc Palisades diabase ((:armichacl, 19741,.
*Individual rqm'sentatix c analyst's ,_fKc++ccmman fhms {BVSP, 1981S.
I:or example, a melt with composition equal to
H I,CA + O1 could reach plag saturation near the HI,CA
projection point at P _< 4 kbar (Fig. 2at, but at such
pressures this residual composition would contain h'ss Pl
t'oulpont'nt titan HI,CA and such a scenario would
prechtde HAOM. Assimilation of a granitic component
into a prilnitive meh with lower Qtz and Wo than HI+CA
coukt change the erystallization trajectory such that the
AFC path trends across the projected HLCA composition
(Fig. 6). If the evolving liquid composition reinains ou
the ol + plag liquidus surface and decreases in ten>
perature, then the proeess is limited to pressures where
the plagioclase + pyroxene thermal divide is not stable,
i.e. P _< 4 kbar, once again precluding the existence of
HAOM. At higher pressures where HAOM are stable
and mantle-derived liquids are nepheline-normative, the
plagioclase + pyroxene thermal divide creates a barrier
even to the most favorable conditions of AFC (e.g.
Kelemen, 1990), such that assimilation of granitic ma-
terial will induce crystallization that drbces the hybrid
liquid avcav tiom the divide, increasing its nepheline
content,
Perhaps, the most hopeful scenario tbr assimilation
arises when the magma is saturated only with plagioclase.
If a fi'actionating mantle-derived liquid an|red at the
plag. liquidus surlhce at 11'5 kbar, the closest its com-
position could I)e to HI,(_A or 'I] would be B in Figs 2a
and 6. If this liquid rose quickly enough to a depth
corresponding to 4 kbar, it would be situated entirely
within the plagioclase liquidus volume, and, in a IPl,llm]
projection, its initial AFC path would appear to be on a
direct line toward the ass|reliant composition (Gr from
l:ig. 4a in this case). We reeall, on the other hand,
that nor|tic anorthosite magmas from Harp Lake and
Rogaland intruded saturated only with plat{. This con-
straint limits the anlotlnt of fllao_ cr,vstallization betbre
mnplacement, i.e. pressure release from 13 kbar to 4
kbar. The amount of plag that will crystallize alone ean
be estintated to be _< 15 vol. % t)y applying the lever
law to the l 1-5 and (interpolated) 4 kbar liquidus bound-
aries in Fig. 2a. If the ascending magma was a suspension
and retained all of its superheat, it could dissolve as nmch
as 4% suspended plag (Table 4). Gradations on the mixing
path in Fig. 6 show that if all of the heat released
ti'om crystallizing this potential plagioclase i15% from
expansion of the plagioclase liquidus field, 4% from
superheat) went into assimilating a eomparabh: amount
of granitic component, it would indeed be possible to
move the B composition to the high-Qtz si(te of HLCA.
Because the amount ofplag crystallized fi-ont the super-
]teated liquid is approximately Ihe antount that was
inched, _19% assimilation would l)roduce a net cr3's-
tallization of _15% plag from composition B, thus al-
lowing the hybrid liquid to remain at least marginally in
the plat,, liquidus field.
Ahhough the major elements permit this idealized AFC
scenario, other considerations mediate against it. First.
mantle-derived magmas could make norites only if the?'
assimilated at least 20% granitic component ((;r). Yet
many leuconorites have relatively prinfitive isotopic ratios
that preclude 20°'3 assimilation of granitic material. Sec-
ond, enerD: sinks (heating of country rock to its solidus,
heating the granitic inch to the temperatt,re of the marie
liquid) are likely to make this process less ettk'ient. Also,
survival of HAOM, even in suspensions, is a testament
to their host liquids having never beeome significantly
superheated. Finally, because the olivine + au_te + pla-
gioclase thermal divide (dashed line in Fig. 6) is stable
twlow _6 kbar for compositions with internwdiate n(_-
number, the liquidus surface must be saddle shaped with
respect to temperature in the vicinity of the thermal
divide. This saddle shape produces an exception to the
obsen'ation of Ghiorso & Kelemen (1987) that mixtures
of primitive liquids attd eutectk liquids inevitably have
temperatures above the liquidus of the mixture. The
mixing trend beginning at B in Fig. 6 cuts across the
trace of the thermal ridge (dashed line in Fig. 6) and,
theretbre, could proceed only in the unlikely event that
the granitic melt was generated and its temperature was
raised to nearly that of liquid B without withdrawing any
heat from B on a regional scale. This condition applies
to ahnost all possibly mantle-derived liquids derived
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Table 4: 77wrmal con,strainL_on ._uper/teatand melting ( liq = HTgOE-1)
Torms
p (density; g/cm3), T (temperature; K), P (pressure; bars), V (volume; cm 3)
(isobaric thermal expansion; K ;) I'1._p W_ dTIp
(_J'q(isobaric heat capacity of liquid)
x, (mole fraction of oxide I')
(dT/dP}s (adiabatic temperature gradient) = :_P'/" (Ref. 1)
I pCpl
(dT/dP)L (liquidus slope)
(dT/dF)p (temperature drop per wt unit of crystallinity)
(dp/dP)t (liquidus density gradient)
Calculations
gram-atomic weight of HT8OE-1- 64.6 g/tool
(d0/dP)L = 0.007 glcm3per kbar (Ref. 2)
Cp_'q=_7(x, Cp,'q ) = 940 cm3bar/K per mot - 14.6cm3bar/K per g (Ref. 3)
(dT/dP)u (HLCA, 0-10 kbar) - 4.2 K/kbar (Ref. 4)
(dT/dFb (from 500B-30 and -32) - 1-67 K/w( % (Ref. 4)
A7"t (11.5-4 kbar) - (dT/dp)L(A_ -31.5 K
'_p= 0.000088/K (from liquid density model) (Ref. 5)
p_'q(HT80E-1, 1 bar) 2.70 g/cm3@ 1265'C (Ref. 5)
p_'q(HT80E-1, 11.5 kbar) - 2.70 + (dp/dp)L(AP) - 2-78 g/cm3
(dT/dP),- (0.000088 × 1538)/(2-78 x 4-6) 0.0033 K/bar 3.3 K/kbar
potential superheat: A7"s = ATt - AT"d`"b_'- -31.5 - (dT/dP)s(AP) = -31.5 - (3.3 × -7.5) -6.8 K
plagioclase remelting potential: F - ATS/(dT/dFb = -4.0 wt %
References: 1, Stacey (1969); 2, Agee & Walker (1989); 3, Stebbins et aL (1984); 4, Fram & Longhi (1992); 5, Bottinga & Weill
(1970).
throughout region I. The only exceptions are those that
lic along the short portion of region I that extends to the
high-Qtz side of the thermal divide. Region I terminates
hecause the increasing pressure stabilizes a garnet-hearing
assemblage (P_> 13 kbar) a condition that appears to
be excluded by REE modeling (Simmons & Hanson,
[978). Thus there is a narrow range ot +possibly mantle-
derived Liquids projecting near the terminus of Region I
(and thus representing fracti<mation only in the range of
13 kbar > P > 11-5 kbar) that could assimilate granite
during ascent through the crust and transfi_rnl into nor|tic
liquids saturated only with p/ag. As illustrated in Fig. 6,
a minimun_ of _2()% granite assimilation would be
,'equired to produce nor|tic liqt, ids by this mechanisnl.
However, the primitive isotope compositions of some
nor|tic anorthosites do not permit such extensive as-
similation. Furthermore, I)uchcs,tc & Michot (1987) de-
scribed the Rogaland mass|t; as being composed nearly
entirely of nor|tic anortlmsites and leuconorites with IlO
mention of troctolitic rocks. It is diflicuh to envision how
20% granite component could become no uni|brmly
mixed throughout such [arge vohmws of suspension so
as to not leave patches of troctolitic anorthosite _here
only 5 or 10% granite was mixed in.
More silicic mwtolitic mehs (e.g. M) produced on the
0p_ + Q'n + p/ag liquidus bounda W on the Io_-Q.tz side
of the plagioclase + pyroxcne thermal divide at pressures
of 10 13 kbar woukt be able to intrude upward, assimilate
granitic material, remain saturated in only plagioclase,
attd appear to evolve along a mixing line toward granite,
as described above. The same cautions against copious
assimilation apply here, too, lint as M begins with a
higher Qtz component than B, h'ss assimilation is required
to move the hybrid composition to nor|tic compositions.
()f course, even less assimilation in needed if the starting
point is HI,CA. In this way it may be possible to transtbrm
crustally derived troctolitic magmas into nor|tic mak, Tnas
saturated only in plag with a relatively small anlotlnl O1"
assimilation of granitic material. Indeed, onh' a ti'w
percent granite assimilation is needed to account |br thc
observation thai g.x_t is typically h)wer and l":Sr/_"Sr is
higher in nor|tic a,torthosites than in associated troctolitic
anorthosites (Ashwal, 1993, Wiebe, 1994).
CONCLUSIONS
Nlassif anorthosites and their associated maiic rocks
crystallized [1ore liquids with low \Vo ,t'()lll,{'lllS alld
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intermediaterag-number. These liquids span a con-
siderable range in Q,tz content from nearly nepheline-
normative compositions that cwstallize troctolitic
(ol + plag) and gabbroic (ol + aug + plag) assemblages
with no low-Ca pyroxene (e.g. the central dome at
Laramie and the Kiglapait intrusion in Nain) to quartz-
normative compositions that crystallize noritic as-
semblages (opx + plag + ilm) followed by augitc-bearing
assemblages (e.g. portions of Harp lake and Nain in
Labrador plus Egersund Ogna, and Bjerkreim Sokndal
in Norway). We have shown here that two compositions
that had previously been shown to be suitable parental
liquids HLCA for the Harp Lake anorthosites (Fram
& Longhi, 1992) and TJ lor the Bk Sk intrusion (Vander
Auwera & Longhi, 1994) are sinmltaneously saturated
with HAOM-like orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and
intermediate plagioclase on their respective liquidi at
10 13 kbar and also lie in the plagioclase + pyroxene
thermal divide. Despite muhisaturation, these com-
positions cannot be residual liquids to any more primitive
liquid derived by melting peridotitic mantle. Such com-
positions must be melts ofpyroxene + plagioclase sources
whose compositions already lie in the thermal divide.
Although these constraints do not apply to the entire
range of liquids parental to the anorthosites, the com-
positions of these liquids are none the less consistent with
partial mehing of heterogeneous marie source regions in
the range of 10 13 kbar. The ideal source tbr HLCA-
like liquid is apparently more magnesian than averages
of mafic terranes, which are thought to be representative
of the lower continental crust (e.g. Rudnick & Fountain,
1995). Other potential sources include restite left after
an initial stage of melting and foundered layered in-
trusions that have sunk out of heated (weakened) crust
into the upper mantle (e.g. Glazner, 1994). The more
evolved portions of layered intrusions, which contain
cumulus ilmenite and apatite, appear to be especially
attractive sources for melts similar to TJ, i.e. jotunites or
monzonorites.
Isotopic analyses of anorthositic rocks from a given
massif typically define mixing arrays between a more
evolved crustal component and a more primitive com-
ponent, whose provenance (enriched mantle, marie crust)
remains unclear. The overall isotopic variations show no
consistent correlation with major elements except tbr a
general tendency toe troctolitic anorthosites to be more
primitive isotopically than noritic anorthosites from the
same massif (Ashwal, 1993; Wiebe, 1994). The overall
lack of correlation of isotopic and major element vari-
ations suggests that the variations were imparted at depth
where mantle-derived liquids fractionate away from the
compositions characteristic of liquids parental to massif
anorthosites, even while assimilating granite. The more
isotopically evolved compositions of many noritic anor-
thositcs are consistent with a few percent high-level
assimilation ofgranitw component into a more troctolitic
plagioclase suspension. Mantle-derived magmas not only
require more granitic component tbr this transtbrmation
than the isotopes allow in many cases, but they are
probably blocked by the olivine + augite + plagioclase
thermal divide as well.
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THE MONZONORITE-ANORTHOSITE CONNECTION: THE PETROGENESIS OF
TERRESTRIAL KREEP. J. Longhi, Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, Palisades, NY
10964 and J. Vander Auwera, LA Grologie, P&rologie, Grochimie, Universit6 de Liege, B-
4000 Sart Tilman, Belgium.
There is a suite of rocks typically associated with Proterozoic massif anorthosites that bear some
interesting similarities to lunar KREEP. In many cases (e.g., Laramie [1]) these rocks are plutonic and have
traditionally been referred to as the jotunite-mangerite- ±charnockite- ±syenite suite. However, in the Rogaland
district of southwestern Norway, where they are referred to as "monzonorites", these rocks are also present as
fine-grained dikes and as the chill margin of a layered intrusion [2,3], and thus approximate magmatic liquid
compositions are readily obtained by chemical analysis. Monzonorites are typically enriched in incompatible
lithophile elements such as K (alkali feldspar is present), the rare earths (REE), and P. They have intermediate
to low Mg', low-Ca pyroxene, and more evolved types have low Ti/Sm ratios. Much debate has developed over
attempts to explain the link between monzonorites and massif anorthosites. One feature seems clear:
monzonoiites and associated anorthosites have different initial isotopic ratios [3,4], so a simple relation is not
possible. However, there is apparently a continuum in major elements between the monzonorites and gabbros
believed to represent magmas parental to the anorthosites. This continuum suggests a link via high pressure
fractionation coupled with assimilation. Although more complicated, this scenario is similar that evoked for
the early Moon: following the formation of ferroan anorthosites, continued fractional crystallization of the
residual liquids at the base of the crust led to the formation of KREEP [5]. An attempt is made here to
establish a link between monzonorites and high-Al gabbros which are nearly always found as ancillary
intrusions associated with anorthosites, and which may record processes in lower crustal magma chambers.
Fig. I illustrates some of the evidence for a link by fractionation between monzonorites and gabbros.
The upper panels show a continuous variation in TiO 2, P205, and MgO between gabbros and ferrodiorites of
the Harp Lake Complex of Labrador [6] and the monzonoritic dikes of the Rogaland district of Norway [3].
Patterns for other elements (SiO 2, AI203, FeO, etc.) versus MgO are also continuous. Interpretation of the
elemental variations are not straightforward, however. The peaked TiO2-MgO pattern is as expected for
fractional crystallization of a magma that eventually becomes saturated in ilmenite. Except for the subset of
analyses with P205 above 2 wt %, the P205-MgO pattern is generally similar and indicates crystallization of a
phosphate (apatite) between 2 and 3 wt % MgO. The samples with the highest P205 also have lower SiO2
(43-.45 wt%) and higher FeO (15-20 wt%) than those one the main trend. These samples are from dikes that
show large regional variation in composition, and it seems possible that these dikes underwent an internal
differentiation caused by differential flow of a crystalline matrix and interstitial liquid. The high-P-Fe, low-Si
samples thus may be partial cumulates. If so, then the highest TiO2 concentrations may be enhanced by
accumulation as well. Experimental liquids obtained from gabbroic (HLCA) and monzonoritic (TJ) starting
materials tend to mimic the high-MgO portion of the natural trend although it is clear that the specific
compositions employed cannot be directly related. The steep trend of increasing TiO2 with decreasing MgO for
the natural samples in Fig. 1 indicates that fractionation must have involved extensive Fe-Mg equilibration.
Trace elements provide evidence of further complications. Several of the monzonoritic dikes lack
negative Eu anomalies in their REE patterns and have only weak depletions of chondrite-normalized Sr relative
to the light REE [3] -- hardly what is expected from liquids residual to the formation of anorthosite. Phase
equilibria complicates matters still more. Experiments on one of the most primitive monzonorites (sample TJ,
the chill margin of the Bjerkeim-Sokndal intrusion [7]) show that plagioclase(pl) and orthopyroxene(opx) are
together on the liquidus from 10 to 13 kbar. This pressure is consistent with experiments that showed
aluminous opx megacrysts found in anorthosite plutons to have formed in this pressure range [8]. However, as
Fig. 2 illustrates, the TJ composition is close to a thermal divide on the pl-opx(±pigeonite)-augite(aug)
liquidus boundary in this pressure range, yet it would be extremely fortuitous for a residual liquid to remain on
a thermal divide. One way to generate a liquid on a thermal divide would be in a second stage fusion of the
lower crust: the first stage removes a granitic component leaving a pyroxene-plagioclase residuum, which
would necessarily produce melts on the thermal divide at these pressures. This residuum would likely be
depleted in incompatible elements and have positive Eu and Sr anomalies with respect to the other REE, so it
would be necessary to invoke small degrees of melting to produce incompatible element enrichments and
flatten out the Eu and Sr anomalies. Such a scenario would not, however, readily explain the continuous
variation in major elements evident in Fig. I nor the continuous variation in mineral compositions between
anorthositic and monzonoritic rocks [ 1].
A final option is assimilation-fractionation. In this scenario the compositions of the monzonoritic
parent magmas (derived by high pressure crystallization of gabbroic liquids) are altered by assimilation of

graniticrustatlowerpressures(i.e.< 7 kbar) where the pyroxene-plagioclase thermal divide is no longer
present. Thus the present location of the TJ composition near the thermal divide is accidental and the
incompatible element patterns are hybrids. Further work is needed to verify this hypothesis.
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Fig. 1 Major element variation in gabbros and monzonoritic rocks associated with the Harp Lake (Labrador) [6]
and Rogaland (Norway) [3] anorthosites compared with liquid compositions ([8] and this study) obtained from
experiments in graphite capsules on natural compositions. Fig. 2 Liquidus equilibria on the plagioclase +
Jim,nit, saturation surface at lower crustal pressures. Liquids shown as filled squares; dashed tie lines connect
coexisting pyroxene compositions (small open circles).
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Jotunites from the Rogaland Province (Nonvay) : constraints from
experimental data and the partitioningof St" (plag/meit) and Cr (opxlmeit)
J Vander Auwenq (Universit6 de LiEge - 4000 Sart Tilman - Belgium)
J Longhi (Lamont-Doheay Earth Obse_atory, Palisades, NY 10964)
JC Duchesne (Universit_ de l..i_ge - 4000 San Tiiman - Belgium)
The DSr (plag/md0 and the DCr (opx/melt) have been measured with a
CAMEBAX electron microprobe in melting experiments performed on the
jomnitic bottler facies of the BjeA_m-Soimdal lopolith (TJ) (Vander Auwera
and Longhi, Tetra Abs 1993). There is no sigmficant pressure effect on the DSr
from I arm up to 13 kb and depending on the anorthite content, DSr ranges from
1.7 (An60) to 1.9 (An43). These values are lower than those (2.5 (An60) to 3.6
(An43)) calculated with the regression of Biundy and Wood (GCA, 1991). DCr
is lower than 3 at I arm (N'NO buffer) and equals to 14 at I0 kb (< MW buffer).
This last value is a minimum as DCr strongly increases with fO2 (Barnes, GCA
1986).
Melting experiments have I_een run at 5 kb on the chilled margin and an FTP
rock of the Varbergjotanitic dyke (Duchesne et al, CMP 1985). Comparison of
phase equilibria in experiments and dyke suggests that the FTP rock is a crystal
ladden liquid or even a cumulate. A least square regression model corroborates
this conclusion. By eliminating these rocks from the Rogaland data set
(Duchesne et al,1985) and using experimental data on TJ, the jotunitic liquid line
of descent shows a first increase m FeO t together with a decrease in SiO 2
followed by a strong decrease in FeO t and an increase in SiO 2.
Major and minor element compositions suggest a connection between TJ and
high-Al gabbtos (HAG) through polybaric fractional crystallization coupled with
crustal assimilation (Longhi and Vander Auwera, 1.4m Planet Sci XXIV, 1993).
Apparently, this connection is not supported by trace element as some jotunites of
gogaland display no negative Eu anomaly and only a slight depletion in Sr
relative to LREE. Nevertheless, calculation of the liquid REE patterns show that
when plagioclase crystallizes cocectically with pyroxenes as observed in a high-
AI gabbm at 11.5 kb (Fram and l._nghi, Am Min 1992), a negative Eu anomaly
appears only after 60% crystallization of HAG and is important only after 80%
crystallization. Moreover, using the measut_ DSr and the same cumulate, the
Sr depletion relative to LREE at 60_[ crystallization is similar to that observed in
the least differentiated jotunites of Rogaland. These results give then further
support to the COll_eCtion between high-A! gabbros and jotunites. On the other
hand, considering that the DCr measured at 10 kb is a minimum value, it is
possible to crystallize Cr-rich opx from evolved liquids like TJ (Cr ,= 50 ppm).
This is consistent with parent magmas ranging from high-Al gabbros to jotunites
in order to produce different massif type anorthosites.

MANTLE-DERIVED PARENT MAGMAS FOR MASSIF ANORTHOSITES??? J. Longhi
(Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, Palisades, NY 10964, USA) and J. Vander Auwera (LA
G6ologie, P6trologie, G6ochimie - B20 - Universit6 de Liege, B-4000, Sart Tilman, Belgium)
The Sr, Nd, and Pb isotopic compositions of massif anorthosites suggest an ultimate
mantle origin with a variable signature of crustal contamination [e.g. 1]. Recent experimental work
[2] has shown that the average high-Al gabbro composition at Harp Lake [3] is multi-saturated
(opx+cpx+plag on the liquidus) in the range of 11-12 kbar with opx compositions similar to those
of the opx megacrysts and plagioclase similar to the bulk of the plagioclase in the complex. More
recent work on a jotunite (Tj) from the Rogaland Province has shown that this rock is close to
being a suitable parent for the Bjerkreim-Sokndal (BkSk) layered intrusion [4] -- the ideal parent
would slightly more magnesian and calcic. Data from this work also show that Tj is multi-
saturated with opx+cpx+plag at - 13 kbar, and that opx (En67, 600 ppm Cr) and plag (An42)
compositions at this pressure are in the range of the more evolved opx megacryst and plagioclase
"phenocryst" compositions observed within the massif anorthosites [5]. Thus liquids similar in
composition to HLCA and a slightly more primitive Tj may have been residual to the early stages
of anorthosite petrogenesis in the lower crust. A constraint for mantle derivation is that
anorthosites' parent magma compositions lie along liquid lines descent for primitive basalts. We
have shown previously that this is not the case for Tj: Tj is nearly coplanar with its liquidus
plagioclase and pyroxene compositions at 13 kbar, implying that Tj lies in or near a thermal divide
at lower crustal pressures [4]. Re-examination of the data of [2] shows a similar situation for
HLCA at 11.5 kbar. Thus neither composition is likely to be reached by fractionation or
fractionation plus assimilation (AFC), because assimilation requires crystallization to provide the
heat of melting which will drive the liquid composition away from the thermal divide. At lower
pressures the pyx+plag thermal divide disappears, so AFC processes can produce compositions
similar to HI_,CA and Tj, but the range of primitive basalts is highly restricted because another
thermal divide, ol+aug+plag, develops as soon as pyx+plag disappears. The coincidence of AFC
yielding significant amounts of liquid that both lies in a thermal divide at a higher pressure and is
appropriately multi-saturated at the same higher pressure is rendered even less probable by the
requirement for AFC to take place in the cooler middle crust.
It thus appears that the lower crustal fusion hypothesis of [6] is most consistent with the
data: Large ponded intrusions of basalt provide the heat for an initial stage of melting which
extracts a rapakivi granite component from recently accreted [1] lower crust and leaves an
anhydrous plagioclase + pyroxene residuum enriched in Sr and Eu relative to Rb and the REE;
continued heating produces a second stage of melt that lies close to or within the
pyroxene+plagioclase thermal divide and that has at best a small negative, or perhaps even
positive, Eu-anomaly. Modest degrees of partial melting produce liquids with the major element
composition of high-A1 basalt w such liquids are parental to anorthosites with more calcic
plagioclase (e.g., Harp Lake [3]); lower degrees of melting produce liquids with higher
concentrations of K, Ti, P, and other incompatible elements -- such liquids (primitive jotunites)
are parental to anorthosites with more sodic plagioclase (e.g., portions of the Rogaland massifs
[5]). However, there remains a need for mechanical enrichment of the parental liquids with
plagioclase crystals in order to produce anorthositic rocks, because cotectic melts of the lower
crust will have A1203 concentrations much lower than anorthosites. [ 1] Demaiffe D., Weiss D.,
Michot J., and Duchesne J.C. (1986) Chem. Geol. 57, 167-179. [2] Fram M.S. and Longhi J.
(1992) Am. Mineral. 77, 605-616. [3] Emslie, R.F. (1980) Geol. Surv. Can. Bull. 293, 1-136.
[4] Vander Auwera J. and Longhi J. (1994) Contrib. Mineral. Petrol., in press. [5] Duchesne
J.C. and Maquil R. (1992) in The Rogaland Intrusive Massifs, J.C. Duchesne (ed.), IGCP-290,
pp. 7-17. [6] Taylor S. R. and McClennon S. M. (1985) The Continental Crust:. Blackwell.
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The rheological properties of crystal-rich magmatic suspensions and mushes play an important role in
partial melting, magma transport, and differentiation. Of particular interest to lunar studies is the role that the
rheology of plagioclase-meit mixtures plays in the formation of anorthosites[ e.g., 1]. Accordingly, we have
begun a study of plagioclase-melt wetting angles. Results from a melting experiment on a terrestrial gabbroic-
anorthosite show a mean wetting (dihedral) angle of 45 ° -- a result similar to that obtained for alkali feldspar-
melt by [2]. However, the distribution of measured wetting angles is non-ideal -- reflecting crystalline
anisotropy, the development of planar crystalline faces, and heterogenous melt distribution. These results are
qualitiatively similar to those obtained for biotite-melt by [3] and suggest: a) that the transition from
suspension (liquid rheology) to mush (solid rheology) occurs at lower melt fractions than would be predicited
for uniform spheres [2]; and b) that there is a non-zero equilibrium melt fraction that cannot be withdrawn
from a plagioclase-rich matrix under hydrostatic stress [3].
Rock powder of anorthositic gabbro 500B from Nain [4] was run in a 1/2 inch piston cylinder
apparatus at 1150 ° C and l0 kbar for 14 days in a graphite capsule according to the procedures of [5].
Measurements of 200 plagioclase-melt wetting angles were made from 2000X backscattered electron
microphotographs of the polished surface of the charge. Results are shown in Fig. 1 as percent frequency
versus observed wetting angle and yield a median angle of - 45 °. Also shown is the calculated ideal
distribution of observed angles expected for randomly oriented 45 ° crystal-melt junctions intersected by a plane
[6]. The observed distribution of wetting angles is much broader than the ideal distribution. Also, melt is
distibuted non-randomly: in addition to the even-distributed, small (< 10 microns) triangular pockets of melt
expected for equilibrium, there are large, polycrystatline, melt-free areas as well as local accumulations of melt
into pockets, tens of microns in size with numerous, well-facetted bounding crystals. Such textures are
different from the uniform distribution of melt pockets bounded by equidimensional olivines with rounded melt
interfaces, typically observed in similar experiments on olivine-rich materials [e.g., 7]. Similar disparities
observed in experiments on biotite-rich granodioritic materials have been attributed in part to strongly preferred
lattice misorientations along grain boundaries[3]. These misorientations produce a non-random distribution of
interfacial energies and a dominance of grain boundaries with lower energies. This preference for lower energy
grain boundaries will lead to clustering of crystals and crystalline anisotropy will enhance this effect. At the
same time crystal-liquid boundaries that are favored energetically will produce facetted crystal faces. The result
is the formation of crystal-rich regions with limited ranges of crystalline orientations separated by melt-rich
pockets bounded by facetted crystals with range of stable dihedral angles.
There are important implications of these observations. One is the effect on the critical melt fraction
below which the viscosity of a crystal-melt suspension increases exponentially with further decreases in melt
fraction and becomes a rheological solid (mush) requiring deformation of the crystalline matrix in order to
move. The critical melt fraction is a function of contiguity [8] -- the fraction of crystalline surface area taken
up with crystal-crystal contacts -- which is in turn a function of the wetting angle [9]. The higher the
contiguity, the higher the critical melt fraction; but the lower the wetting angle, the lower the contiguity. This
means that the viscosity of suspensions is not a function of crystallinity alone. [10] showed that planar crystal
faces had lower wetting angles than curved faces at the same triple junction and that melt penetrated deeper
between crystals bounding a melt pocket if one had a flat face. They inferred higher permeability/porosity and
lower viscosities (hence contiguity) for assemblages with planar crystal faces[10]. An apparently contrary
conclusion was reached by [3] who observed that the large pockets of melt associated with the development of
planar crystal faces (biotite) were separated by dry, highly contiguous, polycrystalline regions, similar to those
present (plagioclase) in our experiment. They argued for an overall increase in contiguity and hence viscosity,
and concluded that any increase in permeability was only local (leading to the formation of the pockets of
melt) [3]. More importantly, they concluded that the polycrystalline regions were impermeable and ultimately
isolated the melt pockets so as to stabilize a non-zero equilibrium melt fraction. This melt fraction is not as
straightforward to quantitfy as the equilibrium melt fraction in an ideal system of uniform spheres with
constant dihedral angle [2].
The apparent conflict between these conclusions may be resolved by a modification of the model of
equibrium melt fraction for facetted crystals with low dihedral angles: the effect of producing dry,
polycrystalline regions separated by large pockets of melt probably isolates the melt thus yielding a low
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equilibrium melt fraction as suggested by [2 and 3]; however, once this melt fraction is exceeded and the melt
pools interconnected, the large polycrystalline areas may behave as quasi-single crystals with relatively low
effective contiguity at very low strain rates. This latter behavior would yield lower viscosity than a uniform
crystal-melt assemblage with similar melt fraction. In other words, the controls on bulk physical properties are
no longer entirely at the scale of crystal-melt interfaces, but at the scale of the large pools of melt and the
polycrystalline aggregates.
The applications to anorthosites are considerable. If textural equilibrium of facetted crystals such as
plagioclase leads to the formation of polycrystalline aggregates or clusters that have less extensive external
than internal crystal-crystal contacts, then suspensions of facetted, polycrystalline plagioclase may have lower
viscosities than equivalent suspensions of plagioclase spheres and perhaps lower viscosities than equivalent
suspensions of facetted plagioclase that have not yet reached textural equilibrium. This means that the critical
melt fraction for the transition from plagioclase-melt suspensions to mushes may be lower than inferred from
uniform sphere models or observations of crystallinity in lavas [e.g., 11], thus facillitating the transport of
plagioclase suspensions with less than 50% melt [1 ]. On another level, because of the non-zero equilibrium
melt fraction, the very high modes modes of plagioclase (up to 99%) in lunar ferroan anorthosites may be
impossible to achieve (except on a small scale) without deformation. Thus either a once present, but less
durable, mafic constituent of the crust has been rendered cryptic by meteorite bombardment [12], or
deformation -- possibly in the form of buoyancy-driven, post-accumulation diapirism -- has separated
plagioclase from trapped liquid yielding ultra-pure anorthosites [i].
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Fig. 1 Plot of percent frequency versus plagioclase-melt wetting angles. Solid lines are results of 200
measurements in a single charge; dashed curve ideal distribution of randomly oriented 45 ° dihedral angle
intersected by a plane [6].
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We have previously investigated the liquidus phase relations of
two synthetic crystal-glass mixtures with broadly high-Al basaltic
composition (HLCA, T J) that had been proposed as parental liquids to
Proterozoic (massif) anorthosites (Harp Lake - Labrador; Rogaland -
southern Norway). Despite differences in TiO2, K20, and P205 that
lead to differences in liquidus temperatures, the two have similar
phase relations: plagioclase is the liquidus phase at low pressure and
in the range of 10-14 kb each becomes multiply saturated with
plagioclase, orthopyroxene, and clinopyroxene. Furthermore, at the
pressure of multiple saturation not only is the plagioclase in each case
in the range of typical plag compositions observed in the respective
complexes, but also the liquidus opx are close in composition to the
most Al-rich (8-9 wt% A1203) opx megacrysts found in the respective
complexes. However, re-examination of the experimental data shows
that near the pressure of multiple saturation both compositions lie in
thermal divides formed by the coplanar disposition of coexisting
plagioclase, pyroxene, and liquid compositions. A reversal in the
direction that residual TJ liquids evolve between 10 (decreasing Qlz
component) and 13 kb (increasing Qtz) confirms this observation.
The existence of a pyroxene-plagioclase thermal divide implies
that primary mantle melts or their derivatives, saturated with
plagioclase, high and low-Ca pyroxene, and olivine and/or spinel
must have a lower temperature than the thermal divide for comparable
Fe/Mg. Mantle-derived liquids will thus evolve away from the divide.
Thus compositions like HLCA and TJ that are multiply saturated at the
pressure at which they lie in the pyroxene-plagioclase thermal divide
cannot be generated from typical basaltic magmas by fractional
crystallization or by AFC. The only alternative is partial melting of a
composition already in or near the thermal divide, namely a
pyroxene+plagioclase-rich source (mafic granulite) such as is believed
to constitute the lower crust.
A lower crustal origin for massif anorthosites is generally
consistent with trace element patterns and can satisfy most isotopic
constraints if the lower crustal source separated from the mantle no
more than 200-400 m.y. before the melting event. Melting of the
lower crust still requires large magmatic heat input from the mantle,
but phase equilibria constraints exclude significant contribution of
mass.

DESCARTESITES: MISSING(?) PRISTINE ROCKS. J. Longhi , Lamont-Doherty Earth
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A thermal divide on the plagioclase+pyroxene liquidus surface is stable at modest crustal pressures
(3-4 kb) in terrestrial magmas and inhibits silica enrichment in liquids residual to anorthosites [ 1 ].
The same divide is predictably stable to lower pressures ( 1-2 kb) in lunar compositions because of
lower alkalies and may play a vital role in explaining the absence of granitoids ("descartesites" =
anhydrous trondjhemites) residual to the formation of lunar ferroan anorthosites (FAN).
Results of some new modeling of liquids parental to ferroan anorthosites are shown in Figs. 1 and
2. The calculations incorporate new low-pressure experimental data, which show that the algorithm
developed by Drake [2] slightly overestimates the Ab content of anorthitic plagioclase -- compare
open squares (algorithm) with filled squares (experimental plagioclase) in Fig. 1. Dividing the Ab
content calculated from eq. 8 of [2] by the term (1. +(1.-NAB -NOR)*(Fe') 2) produces a
satisfactory fit. NAB an NOR are the Ab and Or fractions of the normative feldspar; Fe' = molar
FeO/(FeO+MgO).
Fig. 1 illustrates the mineral composition paths generated by fractional crystallization of a model
FAN parent liquid [3] at 2 pressures, 0 and 3 kb. Although there is little apparent difference in plag
composition and Mg', very different rocks form by accumulation. O1 is present everywhere along
the 3 kb track, but is absent where the 0 kb track passes through the field of FAN mineral
compositions. More importantly, though, there is a long interval where plag, aug, ol/pig, and a
silica mineral cocrystallize at low-pressure, but not at 3 kb. The calculated fractional crystallization
paths of the corresponding liquids are shown in Fig.2 (filled squares = 0 kb; open circles = 3 kb;
the letters o, p, i indicate the first appearances of ol (+plag), pig, and ilm, respectively; the last
symbol in each set represents 98% crystallization). The 3 kb fractionation path is offset from the 0
kb path because of the pressure-induced shift in liquidus boundaries, especially ol + pig. Note in
particular that the liquid where ol, pig, and plag coexist shifts from the Qtz side of the Opx-Pl join
at low pressure to the O1 side at 3 kb. In doing so, this pseudo-invariant point changes from
peritectic (oi reacts with liquid) to a eutectic and at the same time a coplanarity between liquid and
coexisting plag and pyx is exposed. At modest pressures this coplanarity is close to the Opx-Pl
join, but at mantle pressures, increasing Al-substitution in pyroxene shifts the pyroxene
composition toward lower Qtz component and, hence, the coplanarity shifts away from the join.
Although this transition is compositionally dependent, it occurs at - 1 kb for this parental liquid
composition. At 0 kb the silica-bearing cumulates constitute approximately 20 vol% of the
sequence; and if efficient separation of mafic and felsic minerals were to have taken place the result
would have been an anorthositic rock (An90-95) with 10-15 % silica mineral ("descartesites").
Conversely, at 3 kb olivine forms only about l0 -15 % of the crystallized mafic component. Thus
some apparently ol-free anorthosites might be the result of limited sampling of rocks crystallized
from ol-saturated magmas.
The absence of siliceous anorthosites is readily explicable in terms of a well behaved magma ocean
(MO): no primary silica is to be expected as long as the floating crust reached a thickness of - 20
km before the MO became silica saturated. This stipulation also means, however, that the array of
mineral compositions in Fig.1 has stratigraphic significance with the anorthosites having the
minerals with the highest Mg' having formed first and closest to the surface. So far pyroxene
exsolution barometry has placed 2 similar ferroan anorthosites at cooling depths of 14 and 21 km
[4]. More barometry is needed on samples at both the high- and low-Mg' ends of the FAN array to
establish any stratigraphic significance. The presence of olivine-bearing "sodic" ferroan
anorthosites [5] is consistent with either a different parent magma or a similar parent magma
crystallizing at higher pressure. In either case, a simple MO scenario does not apply, but
crystallization at pressures >_ l kb remain essential to avoiding formation of descartesites.
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Fig. 1 Calculated mineral compositions for 0 and 3 kb fractional crystallization of model FAN parent
magma [3]. "ol in" etc. refer to 0 kb track only; silica-bearing cumulates represented by open pattern.
0 kb sequence: ol+plag; pig+plag; aug+pig+plag; sil+aug+pig+plag; ol+sil+aug+plag; Jim+
ol+sil+aug+plag (black line). 3 kb sequence: ol+plag;pig+ol+plag;aug+pig+ol+plag;
ilm+aug+pig+ol+plag. Also comparison of experimental liquids (filled circles) and plag + ol (filled
squares) with )lag predicted by eq. 8 of [2] (open squares).
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